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Welcome to the winter
editionof Insight.
I’mverypleased to say
that the latest Care

QualityCommission inspectionof
OxfordHealth has been publishedand
that our trust has againbeen rated
ʻgood’.

It’s encouraging to see many
improvements whichhave
contributed to that rating and in
particular to see that staff were noted
tobe ʻkind, compassionate, respectful
and supportive’.

Knowing the commitment shownby
somany of you, I believe that all the
elements are inplace for this trust to
become ʻoutstanding’ in future.

We sawsome shining examples of
that at our staff recognition awards in
December andalso in the national
awards several of our teams have won
recently, all of whichyou canread
more about in this issue.

However, this is evenmore widely
evident fromthe efforts of people from
somany fields across our trust.

Research fromour OxfordHealth
NIHRBRC is gettingattention
nationallyand internationally,
whether that’s the WHELD dementia
trial, orThe Lancet’s publicationof
one of the largest scale analyses of
antipsychotics and schizophrenia,
offering fresh insights for clinical
treatment.

Qualityand safety improvements
are being rolled out using the best
evidence base with evermore
champions and scholars fromaround
the trust contributing to and
benefiting fromourOxfordHealthcare
Improvement centre.

Educationand training have created
newroles andcareer paths - through
adult apprenticeships, nurse
associate trainees, offering routes into
healthcare for local people, and
progressionopportunities for those
whoalready work here.

These programmes were recently
evaluatedand commendedby
OFSTED.

Newservices are comingon line,
including thedevelopment of mental
health support teams that will benefit
over 150 schools inOxfordshire,

Buckinghamshire, BaNES, Swindon
andWiltshireby April 2020.

Perinatal mental health services are
nowupand running andwith our IAPT
talking therapies teams, a newonline
peer support service called ʻSharon’
has been launched for bothpatient
groups.

CityCommunity Hospital has
reopenedand our community services
more broadlyhave contributed to
winter preparedness for thewider
health system.

This year has seen some important
changes inkey personnel as we
welcomedMarie Crofts as our new
chief nurse, Debbie Richards as our
newmanagingdirector formental
health andDavid Walker as our new
chair.

As youmay know, I will be retiring
in2020, when I turn60, so this will be
mylast contribution to Insight as
Chief Executive.

I’d like to everyone for their support
duringmy time atOxford Health and
mycolleagues for their dedication
andhardwork.

It has beena pleasure anda
privilege to lead this organisation,
and to contribute to our extraordinary
NHS.

As always, I would like to say
particular thanks to staffwhohave
workedover the holidayperiod,
spending time away fromtheir
families to providecare for the people
we serve.

Insight is Oxford Health’s magazine
providing news and updates to staff,
Trust members, patients, service users,
carers, GPs and the public.
Produced by the communications team

this packed Winter 2019 edition aims to
shine a spotlight on our outstanding teams,
keeping you up to date with important
events, achievements, service changes and
innovations.

We hope you enjoy this latest edition and
will want your team involved or highlighted
in the next issue in the summer.
If you’ve got an interesting story to share,

please email communications.team
@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk or call 01865
902740
Digital copies are available to download

from the trust website
www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

Insight is printedby
CountyPrint Finishers,

ElectricAvenue, Oxford—part
of Oxfordshire Employment

which supports adults furthest
fromemployment to gain

essential skills tomove into
work.

—WELCOME FROM THECHIEF EXECUTIVE—

The elements are
in place to become ‘outstanding’

I’d like to everyone for their
support during my time at

Oxford Health and my
colleagues for their

dedication and hard work.
It has been a pleasure and a

privilege to lead this
organisation, and to

contribute to our
extraordinary NHS‘ StuartBell

Chief Executive
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—INSPECTIONS—

Oxford Health’s 2019
inspection by the Care
Quality Commission (CQC)

has resulted in an overall rating of
‘Good’,with improvements across the
majority of our services.
The CQC found that the trust has a

strong patient focus, a learning culture
and that staff showed caring,
compassionate attitudes, were involved
in development and improvements, and
passionate and proud to work with us.
They also found that our teams are well-
led.
In summary, the report finds that since

the last inspection in 2018 the trust has
continued to make improvements despite
facing challenging funding issues.
As well as citing the independently

identified overall funding shortfall in
mental health services, it notes that a
review by Oxfordshire CCG highlighted
a £12m shortfall in mental health funding
and a £10m shortfall in funding for
community services.
The report recognises that this has

required an additional level of dedication
and capability from trust leaders and all
staff to maintain the capacity and quality
of services while managing scarce
resources.
This inspection covered 16 community

health and mental health and learning
disability services.
The trust’s Primary Medical Services -

Luther Street GP Practice for homeless
people (Outstanding) and the GP Out of
Hours Service (Good) see story below -
are inspected separately, and their
scores do not contribute to the overall
rating.
The trust’s overall rating is based on

scores for 16 mental health, learning

disability and community health core
services.
Fourteen core services were rated as

‘Good’ overall, one was rated ‘Requires
Improvement’ and one was rated
‘Outstanding’. Across the trust, most of
the environments were safe, clean, well-
equipped, well maintained and fit for
purpose.
The report notes that the trust has made

the majority of improvements they said
we should make following our last
inspection.
Trust chief executive Stuart Bell was

delighted with the CQC rating and told
staff: “This is your result, delivered by
you and your colleagues across our trust.
“We know and continue to recognise

that there are some areas where we need
to make improvements and we are
working on a plan to address those.
We will continue to work on that, with

your help in the months and years to
come. In the meanwhile, I would like to
thank all of you for your contribution to
this really good result.”

Oxfordshire’s GPOut of
Hours Service has been
categorisedas ʻGood’ in

all five keymeasurements ina new
report published the Care Quality
Commission.

Inspectors have judged the service is
goodquality – safe, effective, caring,
responsive and well-led.

The GP Out ofHours (OOH) service
serves apopulationof 774,368patients
andoperates 365days a year at six
bases throughoutOxfordshire:

• EastOxford HealthCentre

• WitneyCommunity Hospital

• AbingdonCommunity Hospital

• Townlands Memorial Hospital,
Henley

• Bicester Community Hospital

• HortonGeneral Hospital
The service is accessedvia theNHS

111service and, after assessment by
call operatives, can involvea visit to an
OOHbase, a home visit or telephone
advice.

The CQC carried out its inspection in
September and its judgement is based
ona combinationof what inspectors
foundduring their visit, information
fromongoingmonitoringof data,
informationprovided byOxford
Health, patients, the public andother
organisations.

Aprevious inspection inMarch 2018

found the service’s well-led
categoryrequired improvement,
though the overall service rating was
good.

Eighteenmonths on itwas found
OxfordHealth had completedall
necessaryaction inthe well-ledarea
allowingDr Rosie Benneyworth,
the CQC’s chief inspector of primary
medical services and integrated care,
to declare compliance withall
regulations.

The CQC’s full published report is
available atwww.cqc.org.uk/location/
RNUX3#accordion-1

Operating all year
round at six bases it
serves a population of
744,368 patients
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—WARDS WITH A DIFFERENCE—

S tays incommunity
hospitals have been less
stressful, more relaxing

and sometimes even fun for more
than1,100 of ourpatients this year
—and it’s all thanks to Creating
withCare (CWC).

It’s a special programme fundedby
OxfordHealthCharity thatbrings arts
projects to patients and staff to foster
friendship, warmthand
encouragement.

CWChas been runningatWitney
CommunityHospital for almost three
years andhas nowspread to Oxford
Health’s hospitals atAbingdon,
Bicester, City, Didcotand Wallingford.

The programme is so broad in its
delivery that co-ordinator Angela
Conlanproudly claims: “There is
something for almost everyone and the
benefits of getting involvedare not
limited to those with a creative eye.”

With sessions onphotography, art,
mosaics, dance, music, vintage
cabaret, drama, poetry, andeven abit
of Shakespeare, there has been a
varietyof stimulatingwork all
allowingpatients, many of whomhave
complex conditions, to get involved.

Nationally there is growing evidence
to suggest that the arts inhospitals
eases anxiety, stress anddepression
for bothpatients and staff.

In feedback Angela has notedan
increase in mood scores frompatients
takingpart, that activityhas distracted
themfromthehospital setting and
helped themfeel more relaxed.

Angela says: “After running a
Creating
withCare
session
patients tell
us what the
sessions
have meant
to them.
Sometimes
it’s just a
simple
ʻthank you’
or just howwe havemade their day
better.

“Quite often, when observing
patients inarts sessions youcan see
howtheyhave beenmoved bya piece
of music, the pride theyhave in
something they have createdor how
being in the moment duringa dance
sessionhas uplifted their spirits.”

Celebrating a year of bringing the arts to Oxfordshire’s community hospitals

CWCin numbers
⚫ There were 188 arts sessions across
community hospitals between January
and October attended by 1,139 patients.

⚫ Creating with Care projects have
had more than 40,000 hits across OHFT’s
social media platforms since January.

⚫ Raised £12,000 in outside support
for artists fees and a further £1,500 in-

kind support.

Keyprojects
⚫ AKnit-a-thon resulting in

knittedartworks in the gardens
of communityhospitals to

supportDementiaAwareness
Week.

⚫ Aperformance of Connie’s
Colanderby HumanStory

Theatre as part ofDementia
ActionWeek for all our
volunteers andartists.

⚫ Alarge mosiacby staff,
patients andvisitors was
installedat Wallingford
CommunityHospital in

collaborationwith Artscape.

⚫ The Mary-LouRevue
launched their VintageCabaret
ʻMusical Refreshments at the

bedside’ atWitney

⚫ Amonthly concert series at
AbingdonCommunity Hospital

I didn’t think I could
do it, but then I did. I
enjoyed getting away

from my bed‘ It kept my mind
busy whilst making
something beautiful‘ It’s very therapeutic.
I’m so happy sitting
here. A very fun time‘‘ Enjoyed it
immensely. It’s better
than sitting in your

room all day

I was feeling bored
and glad to have a

distraction

‘

The patients’ views
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—WELCOME TO: DEBBIE RICHARDS—

Debbie Richards’ first
experienced Oxfordshire as
a trainee social worker, now

she’s managing director for mental
health and learning disabilities,
covering all the counties our trust
serves.
She knows the region well, coming to

Oxford Health from Buckinghamshire
Clinical Commissioning Group where she
was director of commissioning and
delivery and studied at Oxford’s Wolfson
College where she obtained her masters.
She’s also a proud parent and
grandmother, on the look-out for dessert
recipes to provide a grand finale to
Sunday lunches with her wider family.
And she’s still a mental health social
worker at heart, very committed to the
NHS, seeing patient care as central to all
we do and keen to support staff and
services to grow and develop.
She says: “Working here feels like

coming home and that I am fulfilling a
long-held dream. I relocated to
Oxfordshire from Cornwall many years
ago and spent two very happy years
living and working on placement in the
county. When I qualified there were no
vacancies — so it’s nice to be back
finally.”
With 20 years’ senior level experience

in clinical service delivery,
commissioning and transformation across
health and social care, Debbie is keen to
drive integrated care for mental health
services across Oxfordshire,
Buckinghamshire and beyond.
“I am an optimist and believe there has

never been a better time for mental health
in terms of being able to finally address
some of the historic under-funding and
under-commissioning of services.

“The NHS Long Term Plan lays
out an ambitious agenda for
improving access, improving crisis
responses, early intervention and
prevention and I am really excited
by being able to work with our
partners on maximising what we
can do to transform care over the
next four years.”
“I am also excited about our

opportunities to grow our own workforce.
I left school and, having no A levels, I
returned to education after having
children and started my career when my
youngest child was three.
“I am proud to be a mental health social

worker and had no career plan other than
to be the best social worker I could, to
help people and communities and
improve the quality of services.
“The NHS has supported my personal

development and encouraged me to
believe more in myself and the
contribution I can make.”
How does this busy manager and family

woman relax?
By drawing on her West Country roots:

“I am Cornish by birth so feel invigorated
after a brisk walk along the coast
especially in winter.
The sea air refreshes me and helps me

with my overall sense of wellbeing.”

Debbie has crammed a lot into her first
months at Oxford Health, including
introducing MPs’ staff to mental health
first aid training and seeing what’s going
on in frontline services.
“I’ve been so impressed by how our

CAMHS teams have secured
transformation funding and are now
leading with our third sector on
delivering Mental Health Support Teams
in schools. By April we will have teams in
more than 150 schools across Bucks, Oxon
& BSW.”
“I have seen that despite real pressures

our staff are absolutely committed to
delivering the highest quality of care.
“It is clear to me that through our staff

the trust’s values are alive and very much
being lived. I have had the privilege of
visiting many services in my first three
months and there are so many more on
the list!”

I’m still a mental health
social worker at heart

A proud Cornishwoman
who left school without
A Levels, she’s now a
highly skilled and
experienced professional
and our new MD for
mental health and
learning disabilities

Debbie at Trust HQ (main
picture) and taking insome
bracingCornish air
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S taff engagement, quality
improvement and fostering
a just culture; these are just

some of the key areas Oxford
Health’s chief nurse Marie Crofts is
making her priorities.
While 2020 is International Year of the

Nurse and Midwife, it is also going to be
a year in which Marie is looking forward
to leading by example to further bolster
compassion, learning and improvement.
She’ll also be working on a new three-

year nursing strategy, shaping the
contents with staff to identify priorities.
It’s been six months since the full time

mum of four from Birmingham joined the
trust and she’s loving it.
“Fantastic things go on here and I work

with a fabulous team who each have a
range of skills to bring to the table. It’s a
huge organisation and I’ve had big boots
to fill in taking over from Ros Alstead. But
I’m thoroughly enjoying it and feel
privileged to work here,” she said.
Coming to Oxford has been strangely

familiar to Marie, as her grandmother
was a patient at the old Littlemore
Hospital in the 1960s.
“It’s been a bit odd, triggering

childhood memories of visiting my
grandparents in Oxfordshire. I was only
little but my Nan was admitted two or
three times to the old hospital – opposite
today’s mental health centre.
“She had chronic depression and was

50 on her first admission. I remember as
a child she had two handbags and one of
them would be full of medication that
rattled. We’d laugh and ask her to shake
her bag which was full of very addictive
barbiturates. Fortunately mental health
care and medication has moved on since
then,” she says.
Since her arrival Marie, who has years

of experience as a mental health
clinician, has been in at the deep end on
a range of issues. She played one of the
key roles in the CQC inspection – which
rated Oxford Health as ‘Good’ – and she
is currently busy championing this
year’s flu immunisation programme -
from taking part in the trust flu video to
making sure frontline staff understand
it’s their duty of care to have their jab to
protect our patients and service users.
Marie said: “I’m here to make sure we

deliver high quality services to the
people we look after, whether that’s
mental or physical health services, and

that are outcomes are outstanding.
”Alongside that I am driven to ensure

we meet the highest clinical and
professional standards, so people know
we’ve got the best staff you can get.”
Quality is her watchword with its three

domains of safety, effectiveness and
patient experience being used to
monitor how the trust can use quality
improvement to boost clinical services.
“That’s a main thread that weaves

constantly through my role. We are very
fortunate to have Oxford Healthcare
Improvement Centre. Many trusts don’t
have anything like it. Ours is highly
skilled and has capacity and capability
to support our staff to ensure they
develop their own skills and knowledge
“My ideal would be that people at

every level can come to work, see things
that they think they can improve and
have a set of technical skills and feel
empowered to be able to make changes.
“All of that links to making people feel

valued. Happy staff make happy patients
and there is a plethora of evidence
demonstrating that if you have engaged
staff it has a direct impact on patient care
and safety.”
Marie has also been leading on

Schwartz Rounds which she sees as a
great way for staff to build up emotional
resilience. “Feedback has been brilliant
so far. It will take time to embed given
that were have more than 6,700 staff and

150 sites. So it’s a challenge but one we
must embrace.”
She is also a firm advocate of ‘Just

Culture’ and restorative practice.
“I want us to be compassionate and

caring for each other as colleagues and
staff and that our approach is one of
learning across our systems rather than
blame. I want to make sure our senior
leaders are role models and
demonstrate by their actions that this is
how we do things round here.”
Marie finished her training in 1987

after being inspired to look at a career
as a registered mental nurse. She spent
the majority of her clinical work then as a
community psychiatric nurse but
quickly developed an interest in family
work and interventions.
She was then recruited to help run a

regional programme around 20 years
ago and moved with her young family to
Birmingham, where she lives to this day.
After that an interest was sparked in

children’s services and Marie became
service director for CAMHS in various
places including Central and North West
London NHS Foundation Trust. She also
supported BirminghamWomen’s and
Children’s Hospital’s mental health
services in their turnaround journey.
Before joining Oxford Health she was
director of nursing and quality for
2gether Mental Health and Learning and
Disability NHS Foundation Trust.

—WELCOME TO: MARIE CROFTS—

I’m setting out
my plans for a
caring future

With more than 30
years’ experience under
her belt, our new chief
nurse says it’s a real
privilege to be here
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Ateam fromOxford
Health and the
Universityof
Oxford in
collaboration with
The CharlieWaller
Memorial Trust,
has recently wonan
award from the BritishMedical
Association for their guide on
managing self-harm within
schools.
Oxford Health’s suicide prevention

lead Karen Lascelles and consultant
psychiatrist Anne Stewart were part of
a collaborative team who helped create
Youngpeople who self-harm. AGuide
for School Staff
Anne was joined by Keith Hawton,

consultant psychiatrist and the
university’s director of the Centre for
Suicide Research, and Clare Stafford,
the chief executive of The Charlie
Waller Memorial Trust, at a ceremony
to receive a High Commendation
Award at BMA House in London in
September.
The guide includes general

information about self-harm and how it
might present in schools. Specific
information is given regarding the
reasons for self-harm and factors which
increase vulnerability in young people.
Guidance is given on how to

approach young people, engage in
discussion with them and support them
when self-harm first presents as well as
in the longer term.
Issues relating to risk and

confidentiality are discussed in the
guide as well as the impact on school
staff and peers, including the
possibility of contagion within schools.
Practical strategies for helping young

people manage the urges to self-harm
are set out in the guide.
This guide is available electronically

at the following link: http://bit.ly/
SelfHarmSchoolsGuide and is also
available in hard copy, free of charge,
from The Charlie Waller Memorial
Trust, First Floor, Rear Office, 32 High
Street, Thatcham RG19 3JD
Many helped in thedevelopment of the
guide including staff from the
Emergency Department Psychological
Service—particularly Kezia Langeand
FionaBrand—andrepresentatives from
education—particularly Maddie
Patterson, a teacher fromWallingford
School; educational psychologist Anne
Peake and headteacher RobPavey.

I t’s been quite a year for our
head of psychological
therapies Professor Paul

Stallard and the specialist team
that helpes young people all over
Wiltshire and beyond.
The BlueIce app he helped create

in conjunction with young patients is
now being rolled out across the NHS;
research is indicating the technology
could help tackle self-harm, the
hidden health challenge affecting
many young people; and interest in it
has now reached as far afield as
Australia.
Not only that, the app which is

designed to help manage negative
emotions and periods of extreme
anxiety alongside traditional face-to-
face therapies, has just won a major
national award – the Innovation in
Digital Mental Health category in the
2019 Positive Practice In Mental
Health Awards in Cambridge.
Prof Stallard, pictured, said: “We

were delighted to have been
shortlisted against such a strong field

of candidates but to have won was
absolutely fantastic.
“It’s wonderful for the team,

our CAMHS (Child and Adolescent
Mental Health Services) participation
lead Gill Welsh and for the young
people who have worked with us to
develop the app.
“There seems to be a lot of demand

for it from other NHS organisations

and it is now part of a study in
Australia.”
Prof Stallard came up with the idea

through working with and observing
young patients.
“Many of the young people I was

working with were self-harming but
nearly all had their mobile phone
close by.
“Our young people’s participation

group thought that a smartphone app
could be a way of helping at times of
distress and with their input we

Boosting mood, stopping harm and
winning awards, this piece of tech was
the brainchild of Professor Paul Stallard
and was developed in conjunction with
young people who use our services

We are absolutely
thrilled that our
BlueIce app has

triumphed and super
proud of Paul, the

young people and the
wider team‘
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produced BlueIce.
James Fortune is rightly proud of

the team and its success too. The
head of service for the trust’s CAMHS
services across Bath and North East
Somerset, Swindon and Wiltshire,
said: “We are absolutely thrilled that
our BlueIce app has triumphed and
super proud of Paul, the young
people and the wider team that put a
lot of thought and hard work into this
innovative and forward thinking
development.”

Whatdoes it do?
BlueIce is named to be discreet.

Although it does not directly mention
self-harm, its name refers both to low
mood (blue) and in case of
emergency (ICE').
It consists of three parts: mood

monitoring, mood lifting and routing
to emergency numbers.
Through it, young users monitor

their mood each day, recording how
they are feeling. If their mood is low,

they are automatically routed to the
mood-lifting section which includes
evidence-based ideas from cognitive
behaviour therapy (CBT) and
dialectical behaviour therapy (DBT).
CBT helps users re-evaluate and

develop alternative, more helpful
ways of dealing with distressing
thoughts, while DBT helps them to
tolerate their distress without self-
harming.
This section is personalised by the

user to capture helpful ideas and
materials such as activities which
make them feel good, including an
uplifting music library or a photo-
gallery of good times.
The app includes audio relaxation

and mindfulness guides and

opportunities to record and
challenge any destructive or
distressing thoughts. Ultimately, and
if necessary, the app can route users
through to emergency contacts
including Childline and the 111
service.
Analysing the impact of 'BlueIce' at

just 12 weeks on a group aged 12-17,
Prof Stallard and the research team
involved found that three quarters of
the young people assessed either
stopped or reduced their self-
harming as a result of the app.

What the kids are saying
“Feedback from young users
has been overwhelmingly positive,

and there’s a huge potential for it to
make a difference to young lives
across the UK and internationally,”
says Prof Stallard. Here’s what they
said:
“I’ve found it really helpful because
I’ve tried usingother apps but they
only really cover oneaspect of what
BlueIceoffers…having an app where
there’s everything that you need like a
little tool kit I think that’s really
helpful.”
“It just kindof stopped like the whole
rushof it, so it slowedeverything
down, madeyou think about what was
actually goingon.”

Sowhat’s next?
To date Oxford Health CAMHS

services in Bath and North East
Somerset, Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire and Wiltshire are using
BlueIce.
Researchers suggest there is

potential for wider uptake across the
UK.
BlueIce is currently being

evaluated in a randomised controlled
trial undertaken in the UK and
internationally, in Australia, at the
Murdoch Children’s Research
Institute in Melbourne.
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One in 10 children* and
young people have a
diagnosable mental health

difficulty and half of problems
manifest before the age of 14.
Children and young people spend

most of their time in education, so
schools are the perfect location to
support the early identification of mild to
moderate mental health and emotional
wellbeing difficulties.
Early intervention enables children

and young people to access the
appropriate support at the right time.
The national Trailblazer Mental Health

Support Team (MHST) programme,
funded by NHS England is a new service
being rolled out to more than 150
schools across the Oxford Health region
—in Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire,
Wiltshire and Bath & North East
Somerset.
It aims to develop and deliver a

collaborative, system-wide approach to
support the mental wellbeing of children
in the school settings.
MHSTs complement existing support

provided in schools by providing a
realm of expertise and resources to
deliver quicker support to young people
who do not meet the Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Service
(CAMHS) thresholds, but
would benefit
from accessing early
support.
MHSTs have a

simple objective: to
bring together
education and
mental health
professionals to
develop a systemic
and sustainable
approach to children and
young people’s mental
health.
Oxford Health, in collaboration with

Bucks County Council and Bucks Mind
have successfully developed two MHSTs
that are operating in 32 schools across
Buckinghamshire this year.
In Oxfordshire teams are working with

74 schools with plans for 51 schools in
Wiltshire and BaNES.
The Bucks MHSTs recognise that

schools need to actively promote mental
wellbeing and resilience, and have
adopted an integrated approach that
goes beyond teaching alone.

How do the Bucks MHSTs
operate?

Each MHST comprises of eight
specialist staff who build upon the
expanding menu of strategies already
available in their schools to deliver a

combination of interventions
to bolster existing provisions
such as counselling,
educational psychologists,
and school nurses.
Each MHST is made up of
four educational mental
health practitioners, one
youth worker, one family
worker and one peer
support educator.

The practitioners deliver low
intensity cognitive behavioural

therapy (CBT) - interventions for
children and young people with anxiety
and/or low mood who are aged between

eight and 17. They also support parents
of under 12s with anxiety or behavioural
issues or a combination of both.
Peer support educators, provided by

Bucks Mind work in schools to provide
awareness training and host regular
feedback sessions for peer support
mentors.
They also arrange coffee mornings to

support parents with mental health
resources and community signposting.
Youth workers, supplied by Bucks CC

support young people holistically on a
wide range of issues to improve their
overall wellbeing.
This is done via one-to-one and group

work programmes.
Family workers, also supplied by

Bucks CC, work with the entire family,
often in the family home and offer
courses on parenting.
Simran Chana, an educational mental

health practitioner in the MHST South
team said: “Through working with
clients, I have seen the benefits of early
interventions, which have demonstrated
a reduction in problem symptoms, an
increase in self-esteem and self-
awareness.”

Referral process
The Bucks MHST referral process is

simple and easy; the school link
workers, usually SENCO, Wellbeing or
SEND officers submit completed referral
forms to dedicated MHST inboxes which
are subsequently reviewed in meetings
that discuss new cases, as well as
monitor progress on existing caseload.
Once practitioners are designated to

specific cases, they contact the client
either directly or via their family to
schedule a range of sessions which are
hosted at the school making the referral.
Once all sessions are complete, clients
are either discharged, referred to a
Bucks CAMHS pathway or offered
additional support via partner
organisations depending on their needs.

—MENTAL HEALTHSUPPORT TEAMS —
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Location
Though currently operating from the

Sue Nicholls Centre in Aylesbury, the
Bucks MHSTs are now setting up bases in
High Wycombe and Aylesbury to be
closer to their partner schools, enabling
the teams work smarter and more
efficiently.

HowdoMHSTs differ from
CAMHS?

The MHSTs draw upon the collective
expertise and resources of care providers
& services that usually operate as stand-
alone services in CAMHS or through their
respective agencies.
Staff in the MHST have the unique

opportunity to work within the school
environment with young people directly,
thus helping to bridge the gap between
education and mental health care
settings.
Though Bucks CAMHS continue to

provide the training and clinical
oversight, in the long run MHSTs have
their own unique identity involving close
partnership working between Oxford
Health, Bucks MIND & Bucks CC.

Whatparents say
“The counsellor made us feel

comfortable straight away. The service
has helped my son open up more and try
to overcome his problems. Having
someone come into school is a great idea,
especially for parents who don’t have
transport.”

What the others say
“Because peer mentors are students, I

feel as though I can connect with my
mentor. I guess it means we are able to
understand each other very well and I am
very comfortable discussing my thoughts
and feelings with my mentor.”
- peer support service user

Keysuccesses
Despite a few minor resourcing

setbacks, the Bucks MHST programme
has been well-acclaimed by all
stakeholders.
Though only launched in January 2019,

most of the 32 participating schools have
been making referrals to the Bucks MHST
since June. Positive feedback received
from MHST schools and presentations
delivered at local events have resulted in
more than 60 non-MHST schools
contacting both Oxford Health as well as
the Bucks CCG to ask how they can
access this exciting new service.

For further queries please contact
BucksMHST@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

*1 in 10 children between the ages of 5-16
years, or three children in every classroom
have a diagnosable mental health problem. It
is estimated that half of all mental health
problems manifest before the age of 14 years,
with 25% enduring mental health conditions
being present by the age of 24 years.

—FAMILY NURSE PARTNERSHIP —

We’re changing the world
– one baby at a time.
That’s the proud claim of

the Family Nurse Partnership in
Oxfordshire which is currently
transforming the lives of 200 young
families and their children.
From university students to 13-year-

olds who don’t realise how they got
pregnant, the service is for all first time
parents aged 19 and under at the time of
conception. It equips them with the
skills they should need to navigate their
way through pregnancy, birth and the
first two years of their baby’s life – with
the aim of supporting mums – and the
wider family – to improve child health
and development.
The specially trained Family Nurse

Partnership (FNP) team of 11 identifies
and manages safeguarding issues
quickly and efficiently – all with the
overarching aim of breaking any
potential cycle of disadvantage.
Some of the young mums have not had

good role models in their own lives;
others are riding the emotional
rollercoaster of being a teenager and
pregnant while not necessarily being in
safe relationships or equipped with the
communication skills to express how
they might be feeling, or how to cope.
Some of the young women have faced
homelessness, abusive relationships,
drug, alcohol and mental health issues –
but the FNP nurses work in partnership

with young mums – and the dads -
regularly in their homes, offering tried
and tested information from the early
stages of pregnancy until their child is
two.
Sally Godwin, Family Nurse

Partnership supervisor explains that
mothers are put forward for help by
midwives GPs, school and college
nurses, parents, friends or they can
make contact themselves with the team.
“A gift of the service is not telling

someone you need it, rather it’s asking
them if they’d like it. “We try to recruit
before 16 weeks of pregnancy. This
programme has been used.in the USA
for 40 years, so it’s well researched. So,
we know that if you get in early in the
pregnancy the outcomes are better.”
Each full time FNP nurse looks after

up to 25 clients with each one
having potentially 64 supportive visits
during pregnancy, infancy and
toddlerhood.
Family nurse Merry Patel, who has just

been crowned Oxford Health’s
Exceptional People Award winner for
December 2019, says around 95 per
cent of outcomes for her clients are
good. “It’s like working with a ball of
Play-Doh at the beginning – you don’t
know what’s going to be created
together over our two-and-a-half year
programme but I’m always aiming
for things to be above the line.”
Merry uses a half filled drinking glass

>>>continuedover page

Glass half full: Family nurse Merry Patel andFNPsupervisor SallyGodwin
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Two years of hard work for these nursing associates
pays off with qualifications and a permanent job

A new avenue to the nursing supported the pilot students along with

profession reached an
important milestone when 19

nursing associate trainees graduated
from the Brookes University.
All 22 participants in the pilot that was

set up by Oxford Health in partnership
with Health Education England and
Thames Valley in 2017 have now
graduated from their two-year course that
combines paid work at the trust with
academic studies either at the Brookes
University or University of Bedfordshire.
The qualification – registered nursing

associate – is recognised by the Nursing
and Midwifery Council (NMC) and every
graduate is guaranteed a permanent job
at the trust.
“Our trainees really took a leap of faith

when they started the programme in
2017. At that point we didn’t even know
how the qualification would be
recognised,” says tutor Sue Lands.
“The NMC recognition is hugely

important. Registered nursing associate
is now a professional qualification which
must be validated every three years.
With this qualification our nursing
associates can give medication and work
independently with their case load
delegated by the nurse in charge.”
The trainees had four placements

throughout the course, including
community and acute settings for
physical and mental health.
In her role as a work based tutor Sue

her colleagues in the trust. She also
liaised with the universities and educates
staff about the nursing associate role.
Now the course is delivered as an

apprenticeship through Oxford Health in
partnership with Bucks New University.
The trainees have a three-month
placement each year, which can include
mental health, physical health, learning
disabilities or children’s services, and be
community and hospital based.
All programmes are 80 per cent work-

based and 20 percent off-the-job
learning, either in taught sessions or by
self-directed study.
Oxford Health now has 127 trainees in

the programme, placed across the whole
range of physical and mental health
services the trust offers.
Sue remarked: “They are already

making a huge difference and will be a
valued edition to our nursing work
force”.
Part of the trust’s workforce strategy for

future cohorts is to offer existing staff an
opportunity to earn while they learn and
proceed in their career.
If youalready workwithin the trust, you
will needyourmanager’s support to apply
for theprogramme.
However, theprogramme is also open for
external applicants. Successful external
applicants will begiven a temporary
contract for the duration of the programme
and they also are guaranteeda jobafter
graduation.

>>>from previous page
to visually demonstrate to young mums
how their actions can top up the glass
to above the line; or show them that
when things aren’t going well and their
child’s needs are not being met, the
water level falls below the line.
She said: “The glass helped me show

a young mum that what was happening
to her little boy was not OK. I wanted to
show her the difference of how he felt
and behaved when things were going
well and when things weren’t.
“So I drew a line across the glass.

Anything above the line is when things
are going really, really well. I asked
her what made things good. She told
me that she and her son laughed, went
to the park, had fun.
“I then asked her about the times

when she didn’t feel like that and things
were ‘under the line’. Invariably that
was around the mental health needs of
her partner and how it was when she
didn’t have money, enough food etc.
She would hide away, cancel
appointments. It meant her toddler
could see she wasn’t happy; he didn’t
want to talk or play. His development
was slowing down and things were
having a real negative impact.
“It’s only when she understood the

impact on her child that she had the
strength to do something about it.
“We work at the rockface of emotions.
Some difficult decisions and
conversations have to happen, but they
do so to move a situation on.”
Sally added: “We’re funded because

the outcomes are so good. We are a
safeguarding service and the children
end up with much better outcomes than
if we weren’t involved.
“Our glasses are not always full when

we’ve finished, they might be on the
line still but it’s often enough.”
Visits by the FNP nurses try to be fun

and creative and the team employs a
variety of tools and videos, dolls to
improve understanding.
Merry said: “We do a lovely thing

called reading to baby. We often get
told that a child isn’t interested and will
just throw a book on the floor.
“So, we read to a doll and ask the

mum to watch their baby’s reaction. We
read with excitement and vigour and
before you know it you’ve got their
child on your lap trying to help you turn
the pages over with this enlightened
face beaming at you.
To findout more about the FNP, visit

www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk; call 01865
904145oremail oxfordhealth.
FNP@nhs.net

We’re changing
the world one
baby at a time
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Oxford Health apprentices
and tutors are celebrating
after the trust’s

apprenticeship programme was
commended by Ofsted.
The programme includes routes into

working in healthcare for local people, as
well as opportunities for staff to advance
their practice and careers.
Inspectors found apprentices are

benefiting from new knowledge and skills
and praised the integrity of tutors.
They found Oxford Health has a clear

strategy to use apprenticeships to boost
the number and skills of staff providing
and supporting care for people in
Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Wiltshire
and Bath and North East Somerset.
Oxford Health apprenticeship’s

programme gives staff the chance to earn
while they learn and is open to people at
all stages of their career and at any age.
Inspectors toured the trust’s learning

and development department in October,
speaking to trainers and apprentices
about their experience, for the
programme’s first inspection.
The trust was said to be making

“reasonable progress” in all theme areas.
Inspectors found apprentices at Oxford
Health:
• develop substantial new

knowledge, skills and behaviours
and use these well to make
progress in their jobs and take on
additional responsibilities

• gain promotion as a result of the
skills and knowledge they have
developed

• receive their full entitlement to off-
the-job training

Inspectors praised the trust’s Learning

and Development staff who they found:

• recruit apprentices with integrity

• ensured apprentices participated
in a programme which matched
their needs

• reflect effectively on their own
practice and use feedback from
apprentices to make changes to
the programme

Helen Green, director of education and
development at the trust, said: “This is as
a result of the efforts of all the team in
Learning and Development so I would
like to thank them all for their
contributions not just on the day but every
day when we continue to provide high
quality development opportunities to the
staff at Oxford Health.”

Developing our staff
Apprenticeships are for everyone of all

ages and experience and enable people
to earn while they learn.
The trust launched its apprenticeship

scheme in 2017 and welcomed its first
group of apprentice staff in January 2018
Apprentices receive training from

experts in their fields, developing skills to
have a better career in our mental health
and community services.
Apprenticeships range from senior

healthcare support to business
administration and operational manager –
some courses last 15 months and others
up to two years.
Jo Selwood, healthcare assistant in the

district nursing team at Abingdon, is
inspired to become a nurse after
completing her senior healthcare
apprenticeship.

She said: “I’ve enjoyed learning whilst
working and learning more about the
things I do day to day. It’s helped me in
my role and I want to go onto the nursing
associate course afterwards and become
a nurse.”
Jane Szluha, administration manager at

Luther Street GP surgery in Oxford, is
taking part in the Level 3 team leader/
supervision apprenticeship. She said:
“I’ve learned additional skills and
knowledge from the apprenticeship and it
is something that will help people
develop.”
Anyone who already works with us and

finds there isn’t an existing course that
interests them, can talk to their manager.
Our apprenticeship team can work with
them to find an apprenticeship that is
right for them.
Our Nurse Associate Trainee course has

60 places and is open to external and
internal applicants.
Currently all our other apprenticeships

are only open to people once they join the
trust.

Roles currentlyavailable
Our apprenticeships all have protected

learning time as well as on the job
training.

• Senior healthcare support worker

• Team leader

• Business administrator

• Operational manager

• Academic Professional

I would like to thank
them all for their

contributions not just on
the day but every day
when we continue to
provide high quality

development
opportunities to the staff

at Oxford Health

—APPRENTICESHIPS —
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Chief Executive Stuart Bell
CBEis to retire in early2020
bringingan end to an

illustrious NHScareer spanning
fourdecades.

Repeatedlycited as oneof the health
service’s most influential chiefs, he has
ledOxford Health since 2012. His
departure is timed to coincide with his
60thbirthday.

Stuart joined theNHS in1982 as a
management trainee, after graduation
fromthe University of Oxfordand will
have completedover 37years’ service—
23of themas a chief executive.

Havingheld senior roles inLondon,
regionallyand nationally, his last
assignment in Oxfordcompletes the
circle.

Stuart said: “It has beena great
privilege to serve as a chief executive in
the NHS, and to work with such
wonderful and inspiring colleagues and
partners.

“After 23years at the helm I have
decided that it is time forme to starta
newchapter inmy life.

“I do so confident in the strength of the
board and the senior leadership team at
OxfordHealth. I know that they will
make sure of a smooth transition for the
trust tomy successor.”

TheHealth Service Journal has
continuallynamed Stuartas one of the
most influential NHSchief executives in
the country; hewas awarded aCBEfor
services to the NHS in2008.

His careerandpublic statements
demonstrate acommitment to
improvinghealthcare in waythat is both
carefullythought throughandpatient
centred.

He has worked to bringhealth
researchand improvementscience into
close alignmentwith clinical services.
This is so that new treatments canbe
discovered, drivenby clinical needand
so that care delivery is reviewed and
improvedbased onevidence.

He is on recordas saying that care is

ʻsomethingwe should dowith people
rather than to people’.

Stuart led the establishment of the
UK’s only twobiomedical research
centres formental health, in Oxford and
previouslyat the MaudsleyHospital in
SouthLondon.

He also initiated the settingupof
OxfordHealthcare Improvement (see
pages 74-75) to embedevidence-based
approaches to improving care, safety
andeffectiveness across our services.

As we move towards patient and
populationhealth needs shaping
services, he has helped todevelop the
integrated care systems (ICS) that,
chairing the mental healthworkstream
of our region’s BOB ICS (Berkshire
West, Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire).

InOxfordshire he chairs the
programme to integrate primaryand
communitycare.

Under Stuart’s leadership, Oxford
Health has opened two major new
clinical buildings: the HighfieldUnit for
inpatient adolescentmental health, and
the Whiteleaf Centre in Aylesbury.

Most recently the trust has set out a
vision for the future development of the
Warnefordsite, to establishwith the
Universityof Oxford aworld-class
centre for brain health andmedical
sciences, bringing togethermedical
sciences research, teachingandclinical
practice, with shared spaces for public
andprofessional engagement,
includingplanning the development of a
newhospital designed for 21st century
healthcare.

DavidWalker, chair of OxfordHealth,
said: “To serveNHS patients we depend
ontalented managers and in Stuartwe
have a dedicated communityand
mental health professional.

“He has hada long anddistinguished
career andwe wishhimwell as he steps
downfrom full-time management – but
hope he will consider putting his
knowledge andexperience to use in less
full-onNHS roles.

Recruitment to find a successor has
begun. Stuart will continue in his role
until a new chief executive in appointed.

“As we hope the vision forWarneford
will become a reality in the not too
distant future, weare on the road to
providing a decentmodernhospital for
mental health service users in
Oxfordshire, andStuart takes huge
credit for getting us this far.”

OxfordHealth is nowpart of the wider
IntegratedCare Systems embracing
NHS trusts in Buckinghamshire,
OxfordshireandWest Berkshire,
including theRoyal Berkshire Hospital,
the John Radcliffe, Churchill, Stoke
Mandeville, andBerkshireHealthcare.

StuartBell was appointedchief
executive officer of Oxford HealthNHS
FoundationTrust onOctober 1, 2012.

He was previously chief executive of
SouthLondon andMaudsley NHS
FoundationTrust (SLaM) formore than
13years.

Before SLaM, hewas chief executive of
Thameslink NHSTrust andLewisham
andGuy’s Mental HealthNHS Trust.

Earlier inhis career he workedat
CharingCross andWhittington
hospitals beforemoving to the South
WestThames Regional HealthAuthority
in1990. He has also been the Headof
NHSPerformance in England in the NHS
Executive.

Stuartwas instrumental in developing
King’s HealthPartners inLondon – one
of the academichealth sciences centres
with a majormental health involvement
– prior to joiningOxford Healthwhere
he helped in the foundationof Oxford
AcademicHealth Sciences Centre.

Stuart is an HonoraryFellow of King’s
CollegeLondon andan HonoraryFellow
of the Royal College of Psychiatrists.

He has until recentlybeen chairmanof
the Picker Institute (Europe).

OxfordHealthwill nowbeginseeking
applications for the position of chief
executive of oneof England’s larger
communityand mental health trusts.

—TRUSTNEWS —

He has led Oxford Health through a period of change, improvement and
development, championing world class research and science in the process.
Now, after a long and distinguished career, Stuart Bell is stepping down
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Plenty of fun at first Community HealthFest
Working together to keep friends and
loved ones fit and well was the key
message at the first ever Community
HealthFest at Witney.
Organised by Oxford Health and our

popular Creating With Care programme, the
event at Witney Community Hospital saw a
multitude of organisations converge on the
grounds of the community hospital off Welch
Way to inform and entertain.
There were activities for all ages – from

games, smoothie making, face painting and
boxercise tasters to serious messaging about
life-saving techniques and a chance to
experience how it feels to walk in the shoes

of someone living with dementia, thanks to
Richmond Villages Dementia Bus.
A host of community groups like Carterton

Lions—Maddie and John Radburn are
pictured left — Witney Hospital League of
Friends, The Porch project and
representatives from emergency and armed
services were out in force throughout.
But the stars of the event were the Mary

Lou Revue Vintage Cabaret. With Slim Ditty
belting out toe-tapping Ratpack numbers,
Mary Lou demonstrated her repertoire of
dance techniques from 1920s to show tune
numbers that got the crowds – and even
some recuperating patients – swaying to the
beat.

—COMMUNITY HOSPITALS—

C ityCommunity Hospital
reopened lastmonth
taking in its first patients

followinga temporaryclosure
anda successful nurse
recruitment campaign.

Ward sister LucyBarrett and
clinical development nurse Steve
McCorley, welcomed the first three
patients to the unit at theFulbrook
Centre, Headingon.

Those needingcare were relocated
fromotherOxford Health-run
communityhospitals, as their needs
were better suited to a central Oxford
location. Theywere joinedbymore
patients everydayduring opening
week until the ward reached.

Afurther four beds will openin

January to helpmeet an anticipated
demand in capacityduring the busy
winter period.

The search is nowonto recruit three
more Band5 nurses to join the City
Commcrewwhichprides itself on its
breadth of skills, patient care and
undiminished teamspirit.

Some of the 40-plus staff whoare
working on the ward – including
nurses, healthcare assistants, nurse
associate trainees, admin teams,
therapists andhousekeeping staff –
came together before the re-opening
for a re-orientationday and
celebration.

AlthoughCity Commwas shut for
five months, many of the team who
were redeployed to the trust’s other
communityhospitals stayed in touch
throughoutkeeping their strong team

spirit alive. At the re-orientation day
there werehugs and tears as people
reconnectedafter being apart for the
summer. Attendees metward sister
LucyBarrett whohas takenon the day
-to-daymanagement of theward.

Lucy, whohas joined the trust from
the Churchill Hospital, is supported
bydeputy ward sisters Angela Jacob
andSindhuNediyanickal and clinical
development nurse Steve McCorley.

The staff never lost their
team spirit but the ward
had to temporarily close
due to staffing levels.
Now, after a successful
recruitment campaign ,
they’re all back together
with new colleagues and
an eagerness to look after
their patients

We will be offering
the highest level of
care, commitment
and compassion
to allour patients‘
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The outpatients entrance at
AbingdonCommunity Hospital has
undergone a floral transformation
thanks to volunteers.

There is nowavibrantHebe bushand
anarray of pottedplants brightening
up the way andwelcomingpatients
andvisitors.

“This makeover simply wouldnot
have beenpossible if itwasn’t for our
wonderful, committedvolunteers,”
said Jennie Shepherd, outpatients
co-ordinator atAbingdon Emergency
Multi-disciplinaryUnit (EMU).

AbingdonLeague of Friends
organisedagarden teaparty, raising
£274, which funded the project. Phil
Selbydonated the Hebe bushand Pippa
Browning fromSunningwell Gardening
Clubgave her time andexpertise to
transformthe entrance.

OxfordHealth is looking for keen
gardeners to helpdevelop our ward
anddepartment garden spaces and
have volunteering opportunities in
multiple locations in Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire.

Our green spaces are oftenused for
therapeutic activities, andplanting,
cultivating anddeveloping the spaces
is a rewardingpart of supporting
patients, their families andstaff.

Take a look at ourvolunteeringpages
at www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/get-
involved/volunteering/opportunities/
to findour howyoucan get involved.

We are looking for volunteers to
be part of anewprogramme to
support, engage and advocate for
carers.

This excitingnewopportunitywill
see volunteers joina caringand
compassionate teamat the hospital
and, as the firstvolunteers in this
role, will help shape the role for roll
out to other locations.

Volunteers will support family,
friends andcarers of ourpatients
during the visiting hours (2pm-
4.30pmand6pm-8pm) by offering

friendlyconversation and listening to
them, sharing informationon the
services and support that maybe
available to them intheir caringrole
andact as the carers voice by sharing
feedback, needs andexpectations
with the team.

For an informal chat, please call Di
Hilson, Carers Leadon 07775816646
or email diane.hilson@
oxfordhealth.nhs.uk.

OxfordHealth has over 160
volunteers across the trust
supportingpatients, teams and
projects.

Carer support volunteers are needed in Witney

—COMMUNITY HOSPITALS—

She is looking forward to the
challenges her jobwill bring and
delighted the ward is operational.

She explained: “When I first visited
CityComm, evenbefore I applied for
the job, it lookedamazing to me and
felt like home. It gaveme a great
feeling. Nowit’s all set upand
operational I’mso excited. Our staff
are amazing. Some mayhave
doubted the ward would re-open. So,
to see them back here is really
touching; it’s like a familyreunion.

“We will be offering the highest
level of care, commitment and
compassion to all our patients.”

Steve McCorley, clinical
development nurse, said CityComm
was inspirational andhad re-ignited
his passion for nursing. He is looking
forward toworking with the team and
ensuring that everything carriedout
is person-centred – all about the
patient, not just their condition.

Also takingpart in the re-
orientationday was SeniorMatronof
all OHFT’s communityhospitals
HelenLambourne who said “We’ve
worked sohard over the summer to

make this happen. We have amazing
staff whohave gone out anddone
their bit. We have also doneour bit as
a senior team andmade sure we have
got the right leadership in place to
take City Commforward into a new
era. We are all absolutely committed
to the patients, to working together.”

Commenting on the reopening,
OxfordHealth clinical director Pete
McGrane said: “The trustwould like
to thank staff and patients for their
flexibilityandcommitment during
the temporary closure.

“We are delighted thatwe have
beenable to attract additional staff to
the unitand welcome themto the
CityCommunity hospital team.

“The reopeningunderlines our
commitmentmade to staff and the
wider healthand social care system
earlier this year andoccurs in time
for theanticipated increaseddemand
uponservices through winter.”
If you wouldlike to workwith ward

sisterLucy Barrett andthe multi-
disciplinary City Commteamvisitour
careerswebsite http://bit.ly/
NurseWithUs
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By the time you have finished
reading this article around
four people in the UK will

have had a stroke – an attack where
the blood supply to the brain is cut
off, caused by a clot or bleeding in
the brain.
But thanks to improved NHS care, stroke

survival is now at record high levels.
One in 10 survivors will make a full

recovery; three quarters will have arm or
leg weakness; around 60% have visual
problems and around a half will have
difficulty swallowing and loss of bladder
control.
Communication is also affected in

around a third of stroke survivors.
However, in Oxfordshire there is a
dedicated stroke rehabilitation unit where
a team of Oxford Health professionals are
working around the clock to help patients
in their recovery.

20-bed specialist unit
Oxfordshire Stroke Rehabilitation Unit

(OSRU) is a 20-bed inpatient unit based at
Abingdon Community Hospital which
provides a short period of inpatient
rehabilitation for people who have had a
stroke but are not able to be discharged
directly home from an acute hospital, like
the John Radcliffe.
It’s staffed by a range of highly skilled

practitioners including clinicians,
occupational therapists, physiotherapists,
speech and language therapists as well as
experts in nutrition and dietetics.
February 2020 will mark the unit’s

second anniversary and since its
inception it has had bold ambitions to
provide gold standard rehabilitation for
patients in Oxfordshire.
In the first nine months

alone it became a ‘B’
rated unit in an audit by
the Sentinel Stroke
National Audit
Programme (SSNAP).
And it’s getting great

feedback from patients
and their families.
Emma Garratt, clinical

lead physiotherapist and
OSRU manager, said: “We

really appreciate every single ‘thank
you’, but occasionally there is one that
really moves you.”
The husband of a recent patient wrote:

“OSRU is part of a community hospital and
what we saw was a real community.
“In hospitals you hope that every patient

is treated the way you’d hope your own
mum or dad, or wife or husband, would
be treated. And that’s exactly what we
saw.
“It seems to me so very telling that one

hears so much laughter and good natured
joshing around the place. One can feel
that every member of staff wants to work
there, feels they are valued, feels they are
contributing. It is the NHS at its best. You
and your staff have every right to be
proud.”
The unit was ‘born’ following a 2017

Oxford Health quality improvement
project to transform the provision of
specialist stroke rehabilitation in the
county. Historically 10 stroke rehab beds
were provided at Witney and Abingdon
community hospitals and the project aim
was to relocate all beds to Abingdon and
develop a centre of excellence.

Since then nursing and allied
health professionals have been
working collaboratively to
develop the service as a
whole. The number of
rehabilitation sessions
provided has increased
by more than 20 per cent.
More patients receive
mood screens and
cognitive assessments, and

all patients receive a tailored
continence plan on admission.

Innovate and improve
Emma said: “We are continuing to

innovate and improve the rehabilitation
our patients receive while they are at
OSRU. We know that the more
rehabilitation patients receive post-
stroke, the better their long-term
outcomes are likely to be.
“As a multi-disciplinary team we are

working to build a 24-hour rehabilitation
ethos, with staff across all disciplines
aware of how important supporting and
facilitating independence is. Our teams
are committed to improving the service
so patients receive the gold standard
rehabilitation they deserve.”
Emma added: “We hold meetings with

every patient and their family in the first
two weeks of admission, to improve
communication. All relevant members of
the team attend, providing a space for
discussion about progress, discharge
plans and to relay any concerns.”

Working with Headway
To improve support available for

patients on discharge OSRU has built
strong links with the charity Headway
Oxfordshire, which provides support and
advice for people with acquired brain
injuries, and their families.
At the beginning of 2019 Headway

started running clinics at OSRU, to meet
with patients whilst they are on the ward
and then follow patients up at home as
needed to provide ongoing support.
Emma said: “Patient feedback has been

great and staff find it helpful to have such
a useful service involved who understand
the specialist needs of our patients.”
OSRU is at Abingdon Community

Hospital. See www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/
stroke-rehabilitation-unit-osru/

—OXFORDSHIRESTROKEREHABILITATION UNIT —

The NHS at its best...you
have every right to be proud
As OSRU prepares to mark its
second anniversary, we take a
look at the milestones it has
passed, its ambitions for the
future plus a special thank you

Just some of the OSRUtean
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Community services have been a
passion for Julie Beardmore
since she qualified as a

registered nurse in 1993.
After a successful spell this year as matron

at Abingdon Community Hospital, she has
now taken charge as matron for the
reopened City Comm (see pages 16 & 17)
alongside our hospitals in Wallingford and
Didcot.
Julie qualified as a registered nurse in

1993 and has worked for most of her career
in community services in district nursing,
the single point of access (SPA) and
community hospitals.
She has extensive knowledge and

experience of the whole health care system
in Oxfordshire and was a member of the
system-wide winter team last year working
closely with the then winter director –
Oxford Health’s community services
director Tehmeena Ajmal - and key
stakeholders monitoring demand and
capacity of services and utilising resources
appropriately.
Julie has also worked with a colleague to

develop a new patient flow lead role in
community hospitals which she says is ‘key
to the timely flow of patients through the
system’.
She was nominated for her work in this

role in the 2017/18 Staff Recognition
Awards and was highly commended in the
Recognising Excellence and Innovation
category.
Julie said: “I have a passion for community

hospitals I believe they play a vital role in
the rehabilitation of patients and complex
discharge planning, delivering high quality
care and research-based practice based on
meeting the needs of our individual
patients.
“Partnership working with patients and

their families is key to achieve the
outcomes that are important to them.”

Dawn
Roberts is
a Queen’s

Nurse and one of
our new modern
matrons in charge
of Abingdon and
Bicester Community Hospital.
She is committed to learning, leadership

and high standards of practice and patient
care and said: “I am excited about my new
post and I look forward to working with
such a dedicated team of healthcare
professionals who care deeply for our
patients and relatives.”
Dawn qualified as a general enrolled

nurse from Cheltenham General Hospital
School of Nursing in 1985. For eight years
until 1996 she was a hospital officer in Her
Majesty’s Prison Service before returning to
the NHS.
In the following 16 years she became a

registered nurse and worked her way from
being a night nurse in a small community
hospital to a ward manager in charge of a
26 bed semi-acute ward and 24-hour minor
injuring unit.
Dawn moved to Oxford Health in 2012 to

work in the District Nursing Service. She has
a diploma in Professional Studies covering
end of life and dementia care, a Post Grad
Certificate Advanced Nurse Practice and
Non-Medical Prescribing. In 2017 gained an
MSc in Healthcare Leadership through the
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Programme.
During 2015 she became a Queen’s Nurse

– one of only 20 in Oxfordshire - and is
actively involved in developing community
services within the organisation.
Outside of work Dawn enjoys gardening

and spending hours walking through the
Cotswolds with her dogs.

M ireia has been a registered
nurse for 15 years and was
ward manager of the

outpatients department at Great
Western Hospital, Swindon, for more
than three years until recently joining
Oxford Health.
She graduated in Spain and moved to the

UK seven years ago bringing with her a
wealth of experience of acute and
community healthcare settings.
She describes her arrival at Witney as

‘amazing.’
“I have always known that community

hospitals and community teams do an
amazing work and seeing it first hand at
Witney is extraordinary,“ she enthused. “The
team has been very welcoming and helpful
and have made my transition from an acute
hospital easier and smoother.
“My main aim is to support the team with

daring leadership to empower staff,
patients and relatives to continue to
achieve gold standard care. I will also focus
on staff wellbeing and development
ensuring our staff continue to feel valued.
I’ll be promoting our vibrant workplace
culture which will be an added factor for
recruitment and retention plans.”

—COMMUNITY HOSPITALS—

When you mention hospitals people always know
they’re run by the NHS but which bit of it can be confusing!
Oxford Health is responsible for six community hospitals across
Oxfordshire — City, Didcot, Wallingford, Bicester, Abingdon
&Witney. Let’s introduce you to the matrons in charge of these
vital places where a range of highly trained and skilled
professionals take care of thousands of sick, injured and recuperating
people on general and specialist wards and in a range of clinics

MATRONFOR
ABINGDON&
BICESTER
COMMUNITY
HOSPITALS
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Even on her last day in the job
as retirement loomed, Sandra
Allen just could not disguise

her immense pride in her team at
Witney Community Hospital.
The 60-year-old mum of two had spent

six special years there as matron and had
just finished the last of five leaving parties
to mark the end of her NHS career.
“I have had the most fulfilling time in

Witney; it’s a lovely place to finish my
career.”
Sitting amid a sea of cards and presents

in her balloon-filled office, she declared:
“I just love this place and am so proud of
the team here. They are so adaptable, so
hard working. Just brilliant – all of them.”
The community hospital certainly does

seem to have a close-knit, supportive feel
and Sandra puts that down to nursing and
therapists working in unison, blurring
boundaries.
“Because we have that ethos it’s filtered

down right the way through all our teams.
If the ward is short of nursing staff, the
therapists just rock up and help. And if a
therapy team need to do a home visit and
they haven’t got a therapist, we’ll get one
of our staff on a ward to do it. It’s much
more fulfilling for staff to be able to see
the whole picture.
“I like to lead by example; being

visible and not asking anyone to do
anything that you wouldn’t do yourself.”
Seeing Sandra in action on the wards,

she is always interacting with patients

and getting stuck in. “It’s really important
for staff to see you as a participant, not
someone chained to their desk,” says
Sandra.
One of the things she is proud of is a

trial of ‘Get Me Home Beds’ where
patients go home, where it is proven they
recover more quickly, while still being
supported by the Witney nursing staff
and therapists. The patient’s hospital bed
is kept available, not filled by another
patient - so that should a person have to
return to hospital there is space for them
“We’ve had some really good

outcomes, managing to get well over 100
people home without any on-going care
in the end. Without Get Me Home they
would have stayed in hospital, becoming
more institutionalised and frail.
“I’ve found there is just an initial

anxiety, either from patient or relative,
that they’re not ready to leave -
especially when that patient might have a
touch of dementia or cognitive
impairment. But they manage so much
better in their own homes. It’s familiar,
comforting and they are happier. People
are very quick to judge what people
should be doing. We need to be a more
dementia friendly society.”
Another thing Sandra is proud of is the

Creating With Care programme which
sees arts projects on the wards (see P5)
from dance and drama to poetry and art.
It’s now a programme rolled out across

all community hospital but started out

Working at the
Banbury’s Elms
Centre has been
the happiest of
his 58-year NHS
career
according to
community
nurse David
Warburton who has retired from
Oxford Health.
David, 74, has worked in the trust for

44 years supporting and caring for
patients in the community.
“The happiest years of my career both

as a manager and in my present role as
part time community nurse has been my
work at the Elms Centre in Banbury,”
said David, who left the trust on New
Year’s Eve.
He said: “I have seen many changes

over the years to patient care especially
working in the community. The quality
of care given to our clients from the
Elms Team is exceptional and I am
proud to have been an integral member
of this team for the last 44 years.”
Married to Kathy, a counsellor, for the

past 48 years, the couple have two sons
and a baby grandson.
David is planning to spend more time

with them, tending his large garden in
Bloxham, rediscovering his piano and,
he jokes “some DIY jobs I’ve not got
round to doing.”
David started his nursing career as a

cadet nurse at Kingsway Hospital in
Derby, a 700 bed mental health facility
which closed in 2009 and was
demolished.
He continued his career as a nursing

officer at The Elms Clinic in Banbury,
then as a senior nurse working towards
developing a comprehensive
psychiatric service for Banbury and the
north of the county.
David then transferred to a community

nurse position in the newly formed
assertive outreach team in Banbury. He
continued to work full time until 2007
becoming a part time community nurse
– a role he has carried out for the past
12 years.
Vanessa Odlin, service director for

adult mental health commented: “Our
huge thanks to David for all his care and
compassion supporting so many
patients to recover and for his
exceptionally long career in the NHS
and service with the Trust. We wish him
all the best in his retirement.”

58YEARS IN NHS

When you or a loved one
have had an accident or
injury, the first thought

might be to head off to the A&E
department.
You might not give a thought to

Oxfordshire’s highly skilled emergency
practitioners in our community hospitals
which treat thousands of people every
month in minor injuries units (MIU) or first
aid units (FAU).
MIUs operate at three of the county’s

community hospitals – at Abingdon,
Witney and Henley.
They have x-ray facilities and a range of

specialists who can treat people and
patch them up.
FAUs are at Bicester, Wallingford and

Chipping Norton hospitals and offer the
same multi-skilled teams without x-ray
facilities.

Pete McGrane, Oxford Health clinical
director for community services, said:
“Our minor injuries units can help local
people with a wide range of minor
injuries.
“They also reduce pressures on A&Es

and increase your chances of being seen
more quickly. Come in and see us, we’re
here to help.

“A&Es are for emergencies, for those
serious, potentially life-threatening cases;
MIUs are often a much better option for
sprained ankles, wounds, bites eye
injuries etc”
“When someone is hurt they want to get

medical help as soon as possible.
Our MIU teams have all the training, skills
and experience to help in most cases.
They have the expertise to deal with
complex needs and have x-ray too, so
they can see if you’ve broken something
or it’s a sprain.”

—FAREWELL TO: SANDRA ALLEN—

After six years at Witney Community Hospital,
retirement beckons for matron Sandra Allen
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—FAREWELL TO: SANDRA ALLEN—

with West Oxfordshire District
Council approaching Sandra with
a small pot of money.
Rather than blow it all on

pieces of artwork, it was decided
the cash would be better spent
funding a two-year programme
on the wards for the benefit of
patients, giving them something
creative and mood-boosting
during their stays.
Sandra started her training at

Bristol Royal Infirmary on bonfire
night, November 5, 1978. She
married a junior doctor and
eventually moved to Newbury
where her husband became a
GP.
“I was told wives of GPs didn’t

work then, so I had to give up
work and that’s when we had our
family. So, I was 12 years out of
work,” recalls Sandra.
“I though no one would ever

want me back after such a long
gap, so I managed to get on to a
return to practice course in 1995
at the John Radcliffe.
“In those days you had to pay

for it as we weren’t so desperate
for nurses. My placement was at
Abingdon Community Hospital, so that’s
how I started in community hospitals.”
In the intervening years she has worked

in numerous roles; ward manager at
Abingdon, acting head nurse at Didcot,
head nurse at Oxford Community
Hospital, community matron in Banbury
working with the intermediate care team

(later to become Oxfordshire Reablement
Service) out of the Horton which saw
beginnings of Care Closer to Home.
“I was identifying patients who could be

supported at home but needed help with
that transition period, so working really
closely with district nurses, GPs, social
services and care agencies.”

Later she was asked to
manage delayed transfer of
care patients across all
community hospitals. Ten
years ago she became
matron of City Comm, when
it was based at the JR, plus
the old Chipping Norton
hospital with its 18 beds and
the old Bicester hospital
“My heart has always
stayed in community
hospitals – the opportunity to
treat people with the
individuality and
personalisation.
“I like older people. They’ve
got great stories to tell and I
value them as individuals,”
she said.
As for retirement, Sandra,
who is married to Trevor, a
hydraulics engineer, said: “I
always said I’d work ’til I was
60. I’m very fortunate I can
retire when I am healthy and
can go off and do the things I
want to do. We plan to do
lots of travelling, see my
children in Australia and

Spain, and see more of my mum who has
got Alzheimer’s.
“I’m tired and it’s time for someone

else. I’ve met our new matron Mireia (see
P19) and she will be a great fit.
“She’s very much on the same page as

me, so I know things will be in good
hands.”

All Oxford Health’s MIUs operate an
appointment system via the NHS 111
service. Callers are questioned about
their injury over the phone and given an
appointment at their nearest unit.
Appointments give people a much more

accurate idea of an anticipated
assessment time.
Walk-in patients are seen, but those who

have an appointment will be seen first
unless there is a clinical need to tackle a
more urgent case.
Feedback from patients is consistently

high. Oxford Health uses the independent
I Want Great Carewebsite to monitor how
our patients rate they way in which we
look after them.
With a maximum potential score of 5,

our units universally score near top marks
with Abingdon at 4.9, Witney at 4.78 and
Henley a near perfect 4.96 – all
demonstrating a good service.

Use this guide to your nearest unit.
Remember to call NHS 111 for an
appointment.

MINORINJURIES UNITS
(with x-ray facilities)
⚫ AbingdonCommunity Hospital
Marcham Road, Abingdon, OX14 1AG
Tel: 01865 903476. Open seven days a

week, 10am to 10.30pm.
⚫ Townlands Hospital
York Road, Henley-on-Thames, RG9 2EB
Tel: 01865 903755
Open seven days a week, 9am to 8pm.
X-ray is closed on bank holidays,

weekends and from 4pm weekdays.
⚫ WitneyCommunity Hospital
Welch Way, Witney, OX28 6JJ
Tel: 01865 903841
Open seven days a week, 10am to

10.30pm.

FIRSTAID UNITS
⚫ BicesterCommunity Hospital
Piggy Lane (access via Coker Close)
BicesterOX26 6HT. Tel: 01865 903976
Mon--Fri 6pm to 11pm and 8.30am to

11pm at weekends. No appt required.
⚫ Chipping NortonHospital
Russell Way, off London Road
Chipping Norton OX7 5FA
Tel: 01865 903333 (Main Reception,

8.30am to 5pm)
This service operated by South Central

Ambulance Service and is open weekday
evenings, 5pm to 9pm and 10am to 9pm at
weekends and bank holidays.
This is a drop-in service.
⚫ WallingfordCommunity Hospital
Reading Road, Wallingford, OX10 9DU
Tel: 01865 903471 (Please telephone

prior to attending.) Open weekdays
(excluding bank holidays) 8.30am to
6.30pm.
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OxfordHealthmatron
Mandy McKendryhas
wona national award in

recognitionof her contribution to
volunteering in the NHS.

Mandy, who is matron for urgent and
ambulatorycare across Oxfordshire,
wonthe OutstandingStaff Champion
forVolunteers category in the 2019
Helpforce Champions Awards.

In the last year alone Mandyhas
recruitedmore than 61volunteers who
help support the trust’s emergency
multi-disciplinaryunits, minor injury
units and the out-of-hours services at
communityhospitals in Witney,
Abingdon, Henley, Bicester and
Wallingford.

Judges atHelpforce Champions said:
“Mandypersonally meets eachnew
volunteerapplicant for the UrgentCare
roles and introduces them to the
teams, locations andenvironments
theywill be supporting.

“She identifies where the role needs
to be tailored to suit the skills of the
volunteer, or the needs of the unit, in a
proactive and supportive manner,
working especially hardwith younger
volunteers whomay needa confidence
boost.

“Mandyis passionate about
arrangingdementiaawareness
training for the volunteers, as she
recognises that they offer excellent
support. She also arranges regular
sessions tomeet the volunteers and
discuss their experiences in the role,
andhelps identifyways of developing
the role.

“Mandyshares the positive impact
volunteers are havingon both staff and
patientexperience within the units and

has presentedher findings nationally
to encourage the development of the
role inother trusts. She is an inspiring
leader.”

Byshining a light on the range of
ways thatvolunteers are involved in
the NHS, thenational awards show that
dedicatedvolunteers can contribute to
amore compassionate care system for
everyone.

Mandysaid: “I amsoproudof the
teamof volunteers who support our
services. They are all dedicated and
exceptional people and it is an honour
towork alongside them. This award
should really go to them for their
commitment andon-going support.”

Mandywas nominated for the award
byJulie Pink, OxfordHealth’s
community involvement manager.

Helpforce is a national movement on
amission to improve the lives of NHS
staff, patients andcommunities
through the power of volunteering.

It is workingwith hospitals and
healthcare workers tohelp shape the
futureof volunteering in the NHS.

Backedby leaders in the world of
healthcare, it aims tomake
community-integratedhealthcare the
normacross the UK.

Oxfordshire Mental Health
Partnershiphas won the
Excellence forMental Health
Care category in the 2019NHS
Parliamentary Awards.

Theyimprove the lives of more
than6,000 people livingwith
mental health challenges a year by
offering recovery, hope and
ambitionto people in Oxfordshire
througha recovery programme
whichoffers all-round support and
care.

People areprovided with a
complete recovery package
focusing on emotional andphysical
care, wellbeing, education, skills,
employment, financial stability
andhousing bythe partnership
which formally brings together six
local NHSandcharity sector
organisations: Oxford HealthNHS
FoundationTrust, Oxfordshire
Mind, Restore, Response,
Connections FloatingSupport and
Elmore Community Services.

The NHSParliamentary Awards
askedMPs across the country to
find andnominate individuals and
teams theythought hadmade the
biggest improvements to health
services in their constituencies
across 10categories.

OMHPwas chosen from
hundreds of nominations fromup
anddown the country and received
the unanimous backing of all of
Oxfordshire’s six MPs.

VanessaOdlin, service director
atOxford Health, said: “We’re
absolutelydelighted andshocked;
it’s suchawonderful surprise. This
award is for every service user,
patient, member, andmember of
staff whoplays their part so
OxfordshireMental Health
Partnership can help andcare for
the peopleof Oxfordshire.”

xxxxx

An Oxford Health team and a ward
matron were highly commended in
this year’s prestigious PPIMH National
Older People’s Mental Health and
Dementia Awards.
The South Oxfordshire Older Adult

Community Mental Health Team (CMHT),
based at Abingdon Community Hospital,
reached the finals in the team of the year
category.

And Laura Parsons, who is the ward
matron for older adult mental health
acute inpatients services at the Fulbrook
Centre in Oxford, was highly
commended in the staff member of the
year award.
Twelve categories, all celebrating the

nation’s most positive people and
services in dementia and older people’s
mental health, were presented at a
special presentation evening in Bristol.

Laura and community team reach
older people and dementia finals

—NATIONALAWARDS —

Her work with recruiting and working with volunteers in
community hospitals is recognised as simply the best

OMHP is in the running for a
Health Service Journal Partnership
Award. It’s been shortlisted in the
Best Not-For-Profit Working in
Partnership with the NHS and will
find out if it’s won on February 27.
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—NATIONALAWARDS —

Oxfordshire Recovery College was
finalist in the co-created services with
patients category at the NHS Elect
Awards.
The college uses an educational

approach to recovery, providing courses
and workshops on a wide range of
subjects, such as understanding mental
health, introduction to personality
disorders, and creative writing.

The courses are co-produced, and are
written, developed and taught by tutors
who are experts by training, and tutors
who are experts by experience.
The college is part of Restore, and so in

turn part of the Oxfordshire Mental Health
Partnership.
To find out more about the College, see

course dates, enrol as a student, or learn
more visit
oxfordshirerecoverycollege.org.uk

Co-produced courses win high praise
for Oxfordshire Recovery College

I f gold statuettes were handed
out formental health support
for youngpeople, thenOSCA

might need anewawards cabinet.
OSCAis Oxford Health’s Outreach

Service forChildren andAdolescents
whichprovides individualisedhome
andcommunity mental health
treatment to supporthundreds of young
people and their families in
Oxfordshire.

BasedatRaglan House in Oxford, it’s
part of our child and adolescentmental
health services (CAMHS) with this
dedicated 18-strong teamworking24
hours a day, 365 days a year to help 11-
to 18 year olds whooften have a range
of complex mental health needs.

2019has proved tobe a year of

success for themand the broader
CAMHS team.

OSCAwas crowned winner in the
prestigious national Positive Practice
InMental Health (#PPIMH) Awards in
the children andyoungpeople’s
mental health category, with judges
praising the exceptional and innovative
wayin which it provides support and
interventions.

Earlier in the year the teamwere
named jointwinners in the liaisonand
intensive support category in the 2019
National Childrenand YoungPeople’s
Mental Health – again beingpraised for
the way it supports its clients and
families throughperiods of crisis.

It alsowon the clinical teamwork
categoryat the OxfordHealth Staff

Awards inDecember 2018.
EmmaHill has been the team

manager for two years and is brimming
withpride in her team. “They arean
amazingbunchof people,” she said.

“I amsovery proudof them. They
reallycare andwork so hard, going
above andbeyond constantly to get the
kids what they need.”

The multidisciplinary teamis young
in its make-up andyoung in terms of
the time been together a staff group.

Consistingof a consultant
psychiatrist, social workers,
occupational therapists, clinical
psychologists, mental healthnurses
andanadministrator. Emmasaid:
“We’ve come a long wayin twoyears.

>>>>continuedover page

They’ve been crowned the best in the country when it comes to helping hard to reach, high-
risk young people with complex mental health needs. Here’s what they do
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SarahAmani from OxfordHealth
was named the Digital
Championof theYear at the first
everBlack andAsian Minority
Ethnic (BAME) Health andCare
Awards in London.

Sarahworks as a senior
programme manager for our Early
Intervention in Psychosis
Programme and was awarded for
her achievements on two fronts:
settingup the Shuri Network for
womenof colour anddeveloping
numerous digital tools to improve
patientoutcomes in her specialist
area.

Tenyears ago Sarah was the first
black female chief clinical
informationofficer in thewhole of
the UK. Even todaythere are only
five female digital health senior
leaders fromBAME background
working in the NHS, out of some 500
such roles.

In July, Sarah andDr SheraChok,
medical directorat Tower Hamlets
GPFederation, co-founded the Shuri
Network, the first network of BAME
womenin digital health forhealth
and social care. It is a joint project
withNHSEngland, NHSDigital and
HealthEducation Englandand is
part of the Building a Digitally
ReadyWorkforce programme.

The Shuri Network is forall women
of colourwho are leading, involved
with or interested indigital health
and technology in theNHS, as well
as aspiring leaders. Anyone who’s
not fromaBAMEbackground, but
has an interest in supporting the
network, is alsowelcome to joinas
anally.

“We want to helpwomen of colour
feel that theyare able toapply for
and succeed in roles in informatics
indigital health. We want them, in
turn, to act as champions in their
trusts andorganisations to inspire
the next generation of digital
leaders,” Sarahsays.

The network nowhas 500members
andmore are welcome – from all
backgrounds andgenders; women
of colouras well as their allies.”

BAME AWARDS

<<<fromprevious page
“We’ve got a hugebreadth of skills

and, I guess, as we’re youngwe can
relate easier to thekids – it’s less
intimidating for them.

“We talk about cases all the time so
that everyone has an input, knows
their views are important and has
involvement. We don’t become
entrenched in ourdecisions.

“Whatmakes us so special is thatwe
are a small team. Everyone is
supportive. If youare strugglingwith a
case there is always someone there to
helpyou.”

OSCAexists to helphard to reach,
hard to engagehigh-risk young
people.

It has a crisis pathway;
awraparound service
where they do
more intensive
pieces of work
to support
other
CAMHS
teams; and
Dialectical
Behaviour
Therapy
(DBT) - to
work with
youngpeople
with emerging
emotionally
unstable disorder
traits like high risk
behaviours, high
suicidalityand highrisk
impulsive behaviours

Emma explained: “The kids we work
withhaveeither had lots of trauma in
their backgrounds or they have very
complicated social situations. They
maybe in care or on the edge of going
into care.

“Some of our young people have had
multiple traumas fromavery young
age. Lots have beenbullied or had
neglect, emotional, physical or sexual
abuse.

“For some they will haveeating
disorders andwill come tous for that
more intensive input.”

It’s a tough job andemotionally
demanding role. Butwhen times are
hard, they teamcanreflect on their
manysuccesses and the incredible
bonds theyhave with their clients.

“One youngperson I dida longpiece
of work with is discharged.

“She’s off to university andgot her
plan figured out. Shehas achild of her
ownand is reallygood mum. She still

struggles withmental health
difficulties butmanages themwell
enough. She really is doingamazing;
living ahappy and fulfilled life.

“Another young lad I worked with
whohadASD andhad lots of
difficulties, is nowdischargedand
joining thearmed servcies and living
his life.”

He hadalso attendedone of OSCA’s
summer projects that enable
youngsters tokeep structure during
the holidays. For three days aweek
over a four week period thanks to
OxfordHealthCharity fundand the
hardwork of the team, theyenjoyed
social exposure like trapezing in
Florence Park. They joinedmental

health specific sessions, like
self-imageandanxiety

workshops. And the
whole project

culminated ina
trip to the
adventure
attraction
Thorpe Park
where they
had to
manage a
meal out and
being ina
busysocial

environment.
Andrea Shand,

headof service for
OxfordshireCAMHS

said: “I amsovery
proudof our teams and

delighted theirwork has been
recognised.

“We were up against some
incredible opposition in the awards
and the wins are testament to our
fantastic staff who, despite ever
increasingdemands, dedicate
themselves to providinga caring, safe
andexcellent service. They’re simply
the best.”

Some of our young
people have had

multiple traumas
from a very young
age. Lots have been

bullied or had neglect,
emotional, physical or

sexual abuse
‘
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— SPEECH& LANGUAGE —

A fast-paced play about
stammering that was
directed by one of Oxford

Health’s speech and language
therapists has been thrilling Oxford
theatre-goers.
Called Unspoken, the hour-long play

was produced by Catherine Woolley and
aimed to break down negative portrayals
of stammering and explore how
difficulties in communicating can affect a
person’s life and emotional connections.
According to research one in every 100

people will have a stammer at some point
in their lifetime, and while many stop by
the time they reach adulthood, three per
cent do not. Although relatively common
it’s shrouded in myths and stereotypes.
Unspoken explored the world of Alex

and his relationships with the key people
in his life – his mother, grandmother,
children, teachers at school and more.
It gave the audience a the chance to

understand the impact of his stammer
across his lifespan and how it influenced
the choices that he made.
Stalking him throughout the show was

the shadowy figure of the ‘Wrestler’, the
personification of Alex’s stammer who
was ready to render him silent at any
moment.
Unspoken was Alex’s journey of

accepting his stammer as part of his
identify than it is about overcoming it.
Catherine’s role in the production has

been pivotal – not only as director but
also costume designer.

Wrestling his demons
She said: “Unspoken is fast paced,

dynamic and surreal at points, but it is a
production with a powerful story to tell.
“It was written in collaboration with a

specialist speech and language therapist
as well as the local stammering
community. While everyone’s
experiences are unique, it has helped to
ground the show in situations that affect
the lives of people across the country.”
However, the play is more than just a

performance. Before the show began
audiences were invited to fill out a five
minute questionnaire to get an
understanding of their thoughts about
stammering.
After the show, they were asked to

complete another quick survey to see
what, if anything, had changed. There
was also a short Q&A session for
interested audience members with the
director and members of the cast, so they
can learn more about the process and
performances.
Feedback will assist Catherine with her

studies. In September 2018, she started a
Masters in Applied Research in Human
Communication Disorders at UCL,
focusing on the relationship between
attitudes towards stammering and
theatre.

She explained: “While there are many
studies that have found theatre can
challenge and even alter audience’s
views on social issues such as sexual
assault and discrimination towards LGBT
groups, no one has explored whether
theatre has an impact on people’s
thoughts about communication difficulties
such as stammering.
Catherine states: “Our play was the first

to formally look at this question, and we
thank audiences for being part of it.”
The therapist has been involved in

theatre in Oxford for three years. In 2017
she devised and ran a project for Oxford
Health to develop the social
communication skills of children with
Autistic Spectrum Disorder through
drama-based intervention.
Last year she ran a drama taster

workshop for members of the public,

patients and staff who are members of
Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust at
the trust’s membership event Health
Matters: Art in Recovery.

Helping the families
I work with

“Actors are usually interested in the
thoughts and feelings of others, helping
us to understand the characters that we
play. We’re naturally quite nosy people,”
she laughed.
“That sense of empathy is something

that I bring to the children and families
that I work with at Oxford Health to try to
understand what they are going through.
“Once you get inside the mind of a child

with autism, you can begin to find the
ways to help them understand a world
that feels confusing or terrifying.
“The creative skills I use in therapy and

theatre often feel like they go hand-in-
hand for me.
“In 2017 I ran a project in Oxford where

we used Shakespeare’s The Tempest to
develop and teach social skills to children
with autism. Watching them grow in
confidence and find new ways to
communicate was an invaluable
experience.”
Unspoken was performed by the Oxford

based not-for-profit organisation BMH
Productions in association with UCL
University and Oxford City Council.
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Over 200 leaders from
Oxford Health across all
disciplines got together in

November to discuss gender
equality at the Linking Leaders
conferences held in Aylesbury,
Swindon and Oxford.
Humorously combined with the theme

of driving or motoring, the conferences
sparked up plenty of jokes, from ‘are we
there yet?’ to ‘it’s been a scenic route’ as
leaders from the trust and external
speakers spoke about their journeys
(yes!) in the workplace.
More seriously, though, career paths

for women aren’t necessarily straight.
Chief nurse Marie Crofts, service
directors Tehmeena Ajmal and Vanessa
Odlin, and director of estates and
facilities Claire Dalley all spoke about
the preconceptions they had faced and
“detours” they had taken, for instance,
having children.
Organisations such as

Oxford Health can
hardly ignore the
realities of women’s
lives: 81 per cent of the
trust’s employees are
women. One way to
encourage women to
stay at work and return
to work is to offer
flexible working.
Guest speaker Helen

Wright spoke about her
experience of
returning to work after
having children and feeling demoralised
by the lack of flexible job opportunities,
to the extent she started 923 Jobs, a
recruitment agency that focuses entirely
on flexible jobs.
Flexible working certainly is in the

interest of many – and also a source of
anxiety to many: how can it possibly
work?
Chief executive Stuart Bell noted: “We

can think ourselves into a position where
we believe these changes are impossible
– and they are not. There was a time
when people thought the idea women
having a vote was impossible.”
The conferences didn’t shy away from a

topic that has for centuries been a source
of embarrassment, belittlement and
shame: menopause.
Guest speakers Claudia Brett and

Debby Holloway dispelled the myths and
gave new insights into what menopause

actually means, how it affects women –
and men – and how workplaces can
support women who are going through
menopause.
Steering ahead for mental health

focused on men. Guest speakers Nigel
and Hassan from East Oxford United FC
and Dan Lilley-Blackman from Rammy
Men spoke about their experiences and

how founding a
community activity –
footie, of course! –
had helped them and
others to open up and
get support from their
mates, especially at
times when men
could not or would
not reach out for
support from mental
health professionals.

Linking Leaders is a
series of conferences
where the trust’s

senior leaders come to hear the latest of
importantdevelopments inthe trustand
share their knowledge and ideaswith
eachother.
The conferences take place quarterly,

andeach conference isheld inthree
locations – Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire and Swindon– so thatstaff
canattend ina location that’s most
convenient for them.

Gender equality:
Are we there yet?
Fuelling success in the workplace

We can think ourselves
into a position where we

believe these changes
are impossible – and

they are not‘

She’s a trained
biomedical scientist
and experienced

manager who has been in the
NHS for 32 years.
Now Sam Gillanders is focused

on a special project that’s very
close to her heart – working in
partnership with others to get
Oxford Health’s dementia strategy
off the ground.
The accomplished service

change manager is busy
implementing workstreams across
the trust to raise awareness of the
condition which looks set to
impact one million people in the
UK by 2021.
The aim is for Oxford Health to

provide excellent and innovative
specialist care to people with
dementia from early symptoms to
end of life care.
Dementia is a progressive

neurological condition and comes
in many forms, with Alzheimer’s
being one of the most common of
the 200 types identified.
It mainly affects older people

but those under the age of 65 can
get it too with one in 20 cases
being classed as early-onset. And
it impacts on all aspects of day-to-
day life for the individual and their
families.
Sam joined the trust as a service

change manager so that she could
make a difference particularly for
patients with dementia and their
carers.
She is now appealing for all the

trust’s thousands of staff to sign up
to be a Dementia Friend, an
initiative by the Alzheimer’s
Society. Friends help people
living with dementia by taking
actions - both big and small.
They don’t have to be time-

consuming and can range from
visiting someone you know with
dementia to being more patient in
a shop queue. Every action
counts!
Dementia Friends can also get

involved with things like
volunteering, campaigning or
wearing a badge to raise
awareness.
Sam said: “I want everyone to

become more aware of dementia
and becoming a Dementia Friend
will really make a difference – it
could be with your own family, a
friend or a neighbour.”
She is spurred on because of the

‘horrific’ way her father Fred
Matthews succumbed to the
disease around 15 years ago.
There also a mental image of him
in his last few hours which haunts
her to this day.
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Fred, who served in the Royal
Navy and was a toolmaker for
Phillips, had taken early
retirement at 55. He became a
doting grandfather but by his
mid 70s dementia had him in its
grip.
He had ‘all the classic

symptoms’ recalled Sam, who
clearly recalls the day of
dementia diagnosis in
Southampton when a consultant
broke the devastating news.
“I was really pleased when

we left the consultant’s room
that my father had already forgotten
what had just happened, which was such
a blessing because otherwise he would
have been so depressed.
“We were just left to walk out the

consultant’s office. There was no
support, no leaflets; absolutely nothing.
We weren’t given support from day one.
We were completely unprepared and
didn’t know what it would mean for us as
a family.
“I had no idea of what services were

available. I just had to find out for myself.
I was completely unprepared. I was a
new mum back at work full time with my
parents living in Southampton – so the
pressure was immense.

Over the next seven years her father’s
condition deteriorated. He went from
being a ‘happy chap’ who was always
whistling, singing and sharing a joke to a
shadow of his former self.
“Dementia is not easy. The Alzheimer’s

Society were fantastic and talked us
through the financials and all the
practical things we had to put into place.
If that had been provided by an
organisation from the start, it would have
made things so much easier,” she said.
Dying Well is one the workstreams in

the Oxford Health dementia strategy.
It seeks to ensure that the needs of

people with dementia – whether they are
in community or mental health services –

are met within the trust’s wider
end of life strategy.
“Dying is one of those things we
try not to think about. However, if
I’d have known we could have put
a strategy in place about how he
was going to end his last few
days, that for me would have
been a win-win situation,” said
Sam.
“Instead what did occur was that
he ended up in an acute hospital
for three months and only got
discharged back to his nursing
home 12 hours before he died. He
ended up a skeleton.
“If I’d have known there were
strategies that were available I
would have embraced them and
done something completely
different to the way in which he
did die. Instead, I still have that
picture of his face staring up at
me as he was carried from the
ambulance. It was horrendous. It
will never leave me.
“I want Oxford Health to be more
proactive with dementia and that
means getting everyone to
understand more about it. Our

strategy feels like it has traction.”

Become a DementiaFriend
Indeed. Sam has been busy over the

past few months helping to roll it out and
she is also getting buy-in from services
who are supporting her with Dementia
Friends.
She recently held a sign-up session

with community services supported by
director Emma Leaver.
Everyone can become a Dementia

Friend. It is open to anyone who wants to
help people with dementia in their
community or via their workplace.
Simply visit

www.dementiafriends.org.uk where
there is a wealth of information and sign-
up sessions – usually 45 minutes long.
Please use your Oxford Health email. In
that way we can track how many staff
have signed up.
Sam wants to put on more Dementia

Friend sessions so that whole teams and
departments can sign up. If this is of
interest to your team, please email Sam
directly.

Project manager Sam Gillanders explains why she has a very personal
reason to get more staff and people involved in our dementia strategy

Sam
Gillanders
with a
picture of
her dad
Fred
Matthews,
and, left,
Fred in
uniform

Some of the community services team members who have signed up f
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Do you have any spare clothes,
unused toiletries, board
games, computer games,
books orDVDs?

Wouldyou like to support
people stayingon ourwards in
both our community hospitals
andmental healthwards?

If so, please get involvedwith
OxfordHealth’s PALS Exchange!

PALS (thePatient Liaisonand
Advice Service) engage with
patients, families andcarers
across all the OxfordHealth NHS
FoundationTrust services – in
Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire
and Wiltshire.

As well as the advice and
support services they provide,
theyhave also set up
the PALSExchange to give wards
and individuals access to a
libraryof games, books and
DVDs tohelp alleviate boredom
duringa stay inhospital.

Inaddition, where there is need,
theycan alsohelpwith items of
clothing and toiletries.

However, tokeep
the PALSExchange goingwe need
regular donations.

The books andDVDs are
currentlywell stocked (although
newer titles are always sought
after) but the levels of games,
clothes andunused toiletries are
currently lowwhich
means PALScannot always
answer requests for support.

If youhave any of these items
andwould like to support
the PALSExchange, youcandrop
these off at the PALSoffices in
Oxford at the WarnefordHospital
inHeadington or inAylesbury at
The WhiteleafCentre.

Findoutmore about this and
other appeals on the Oxford
HealthCharity website
WWW.OXFORDHEALTH.CHARITY

BE A PAL

I t’s official – Oxford Health
provides top notch inspirational
learning environments for people

studying to enter the health
profession.
Health and social care students at

Oxford Brookes have singled out five of
our teams for providing them with
outstanding support, care and
opportunities during their work
experiences.

Our Early InterventionService (EIS)
at the Warneford, the Witney-based
CommunityTherapy Service,
DonningtonHealth Visiting Service,
andGlyme andKingfisher forensic
wards at Littlemore, each won their
respective categories in the university’s
recent annual Placement of the Year
Awards.
A further nine Oxford Health teams

were highly commended:

• District Nurses, Chipping Norton

• District Nurses, Jericho, Oxford

• Linfoot Ward, Witney Community
Hospital

• North and West Oxfordshire Adult
Mental Health Team

• North Oxfordshire Community
Adult Mental Health Team

• Oaklands Health Visitors

• Oxford City Child and Adolescent
Mental Health Service

• Oxfordshire Stroke Rehabilitation
Unit, Abingdon Community
Hospital

• Sandford Ward, Fulbrook Centre,
Oxford

Richa Boreto, a newly qualified
occupational therapist at the trust,
nominated the EIS team for her time spent
with them during a placement in her final
year at the university.
Delivering a speech at the awards

ceremony Richa said: “I felt valued and
part of the team very early on.
“This inspired me to do my very best

and push myself out of my comfort zone
to further develop my skills and
contribute to the work of the team.

“I helped build my confidence both
professionally and personally.
“It was a pleasure and a privilege to

work with such a fantastic team and their
continuous hard work and support for
occupational therapy students should be
recognised.
“The work you do is inspiring; thank-

you for such a wonderful final year
placement and for all that I learnt during
my time with EIS.”
Marie Crofts, chief nurse at the trust,

said: “This is a great honour for our teams
to be given such recognition from the
Oxford Brookes students and for four
teams to win in five categories in this
annual ceremony is very special.
“There are so many fabulous teams

around the trust, each working tirelessly
to make a difference to our patients’ lives
– but also working hard to inspire new
generations of health professionals. We
hope that as they graduate and seek out
their new careers that the Brookes
students join the Oxford Health team.
There’s nothing better than home-grown
talent.”
EIS won the Occupational Therapy

Placement of the Year, while Witney’s
Community Therapy Service scooped
both the Placement of the Year for
Physiotherapy and Health Education
England’s award for Thames Valley. The
Donnington Health Visiting Team also
came out on top for the category of Adult
Nursing in Oxford.
At Littlemore, Glyme Ward won the

Children’s Mental Health Nursing
Placement and Kingfisher Ward scooped
Mental Health Nursing category.
Lynda Dix, head of nursing in forensic

services at the trust, said: “I’m so pleased
for our two forensic wards that won
placement of the year and for those teams
who received nominations. The teams
really enjoy and are committed to making
the student experience a good one and
showcasing how rewarding forensic
nursing can be.”
Sarah Khan, acting head of practice

education at Oxford Brookes University,
said: “Practice learning is such an
essential part of our students’ health and
social care education.”

—LEARNING—
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Whoops, cheers and tears
of joy were the order of
the night as Oxford

Health’s finest gathered for
celebrations at the 2019 Staff
Recognition Awards.
More than 200 excited attendees from

across the trust’s geographical spread
gathered at the Kassam Stadium in Oxford
to find out who would be victorious in 11
categories – each recognising
exceptional teams and individuals.
Staff and volunteers who had been

shortlisted were joined by friends, family,
senior trust executives and some of the
Exceptional People Award winners - who
are commended for their service
throughout the year - at the special
ceremony on December 3.
Trust chief executive Stuart Bell CBE

told the audience the fifth awards would
be his last as he is to retire in 2020 after
37 years’ service in the NHS – with more
than seven of them leading Oxford Health.
He said: “This event is one of the

favourite things that I do in the trust, and
so it’s a very special evening for me.
“Our vision for Oxford Health is

outstanding care provided by outstanding
people. This evening proves that this
vision is not just talk, it’s realising it. The
reason you are all here tonight is because
of the outstanding things you are doing,

day in and day out, and you are all
outstanding people.
“I think tonight is one of those things

that just reminds us - in the midst of all
events going on in the wider world - just
how special the NHS is; how special what
the NHS does is and how special the
people who work in it really are – and
that’s you.
“We’ve had a huge number of

nominations this year and for anyone to
have got here at all this evening is pretty
remarkable.”
Trust chair David Walker paid tribute to

Stuart’s ‘calm authority’ and told the
audience: “You do great things and the
CQC’s latest verdict, I hope, will put wind
in our sails to further travel towards that
goal of outstanding.”
Each one of the trust’s 6,700-plus staff

members had a chance to nominate a
team or colleague for special recognition,
whether that was being in the forefront of
innovation, demonstrating exemplary
care, compassion and understanding, or
going above and beyond all expectations.
Of the 11 awards one category –

Improving Patient Experience – was
dedicated to patients’ and service users’
experiences of their treatment with the
trust.
Other categories recognised volunteers

for their unstinting commitment, newly

qualified nurses and those who help
promote equality and diversity.
Winners received an engraved glass

trophy, vouchers (£100 individual, £200
team) and a certificate from Mr Bell and
trust chair David Walker. Master of
ceremonies was HR director Tim Boylin.
A trio of musicians kept the tempo

upbeat and charged with energy as
guests mingled in readiness for the
ceremony to begin.
As people chatted about who would win

and how great it was to be there, Oxford
Health consultant psychiatrists Phil
Davison and Theo Bargiotas played a
selection of cool jazz accompanied by
singer and medical student Lily Goldblatt.
Pianist Theo and violinist Phil have been

giving up their evenings to play at the
awards for the last five years to share the
joy of music. “We like playing and if
others like it, better still.”
A tombola and raffle in aid of the Oxford

Health Charity – the charity that supports
patients, families, carers and staff
wellbeing - raised around £250 on the
night which will go to good causes.
The 2019 Staff Recognition Awards was

organised by the trust’s Health and
Wellbeing Team supported by a band of
volunteer helpers.

>>>>>>>Meet our award winners
and findout whythey are so special

Photos: Ric Mellis
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Presented by Managing Director of Mental Health Debbie Richards
This award is for a personor teamthat has demonstrated consistently high-quality care for
service users ormembers of staff. Criteria including caring, compassion, dignity, respect
andkindness, and involvingpatients and their carers in their care and supporting themto
make informeddecisions and choices.

CHARLOTTE COUSINS
Speech & Language Therapy Technical Instructor, Witney

Hernomination said:

Charlie works tirelessly to lighten the
loadof the Speech andLanguage
Therapists within the team. I have
seena vast and rapid improvement of
children's speechdue toCharlie's
specialist care and expertise.

“I feel completely taken aback and
humbled tohave beennominated let
alone tohave wonthis award - thank
you!”

Charlie has workedas a speech and
language therapy technical instructor
for 10 years and togetherwith
therapists she supports childrenwith
speech, language andcommunication
needs inschools, nurseries andat
home.

She said: “Whilst there canbe great
challenges and frustrations inworking
for theNHS this is undoubtedly the most
rewarding and fulfilling role I have had.

“I have hada fewdifferent roles in the
past, this beingmy first for the NHS,
havingworkedas a teacherand in
children's publishingbefore that.

“This role allows me tohelp and make
adifference, to children who really

need it. Speechand language therapy is
suchavital service and I work with the
most hardworking, committed and
compassionate group of people. I've
learnt so much fromthemall, it's a
privilege to be part of the team.”

Charlie said:

Social Worker, AdultMental Health Team, Witney

Meghas shownpatients with autism andco-morbid mental
health needs compassion, kindness, flexibility andcreativity in
her practice, to ensure their needs are met in the most person-

centeredway

NORTH BUCKS
OLDER ADULTS MHT

CommunityMental Health Team
This teamworkwith commitment andcompassion in
order to 'get it right' for people living with dementia,

their families and their carers
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Her nomination said:

No matter how tricky things become on
the ward the team leave Lorna's
impromptu safety meetings feeling much
more contained and with a renewed
sense of purpose and focus.

Lorna has worked for the trust for 15
years, the last seven of which has been at
Marlborough House, the CAMHS
inpatient ward for young people aged 11-
18 in Swindon.
Lorna said: “I feel overwhelmed and so

very pleased and honoured to be part of
such an event and to have won.” But like
many others, she was quick to divert
attention on her team.
“We have a wonderful team at

Marlborough House who are all
extremely caring and skilled.
“We care for young people who often

feel very low, anxious and unsafe.
“The majority of our young people are

admitted due to increasing risks and are
unable to keep themselves safe.

“Therefore, it is important that we
create an environment where young
people are able to feel safe and
supported.
“Our hope is that young people are

able to develop skills to manage their
emotions and feel safe within themselves.
However, this can be a long and
challenging process.

“We have worked very closely with the
Oxford Healthcare Improvement team to
reduce self-harming on the ward and
have achieved this through setting a clear
aim and actively involving the team in the
process.
“We have seen many improvements

during the last year with many of the team
now taking on individual projects to
continue to improve care and safety.”

Lorna said:

Presented by Director of Estates and Facilities Claire Dalley

This award is to recognise aperson or team that have made improvements to safety. This
can include innovative use or development of equipment, processes or electronic systems.
The winnerwill need todemonstrate evidence that safetyhas been improved as adirect
result of the initiative.

LORNA MCGUIGAN
Clinical Nurse Lead, Marlborough House Adolescent Unit

Headof QualityGovernance, Nursing and Clinical
Standards

Littlemore Mental HealthCentre, Oxford
Jane is tireless in her approach to improvingquality with
patient safety &experience at the heart of her work

ALISON HEARNDEN
DeputyTeam Manager, Oxon Central CAMHS

Ali has implemented strategies to maintain the safety of
patient care and staff wellbeing. She has supported her
staff when they have needed it, with compassion, respect

and leadership
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Theirnomination said:
This team’s integratedapproach to
partnershipworking locally and
nationally, indeveloping innovative
ways touse technology, has enabled
the teamto anticipate future service
needs, support staff to put these
innovations inplace and turn ideas into
reality for the benefit of ourpatients
and staff at TalkingSpace Plus and
HealthyMinds.

Theysaid:
“Itwas amazing!” says IAPTdigital
leadand CBTtherapistNatasha
Browne of her team’s win. “After
learning that there were nearly 400
nominations, itwas really nice to just
be nominated, but towin is fantastic.”

The digital teamof eightworks with
twoof Oxford Health’s services that
provide improvedaccess the
psychological therapies (IAPT):
TalkingSpace Plus inOxfordshire and
HealthyMinds in Buckinghamshire,
exploringhowwe can use digital
technology to help patients.

“It’s veryexciting to see how we can
offermore opportunities for patients to

engagewith their treatment and in more
convenientways,” says Natasha.

Innovations the teamhas been
involved in include Sharon, a secure
online community for people whohave
alreadyengaged with the trust’s
services; digital consultations anduse
of virtual reality in treatment of fear of
heights.

“We have several projects going on
but the main drive is to keep up todate
with technology.

“We do so muchdigitally; we shop

digitally, we communicate digitally.
Our teamis looking into howwe can
incorporate digital intoNHS services,”
says Natasha.

“It can make itmore convenient to
attendappointments, for instance for
people whowork full time, and it gives
more choice for access, for instance for
people with long termhealth
conditions.

“Of course, it’s great for our people,
too. It’s newandexciting andwe are all
learningnewskills.”

IAPT DIGITAL TEAM
Prospect House, Bucks & Abel House, Oxford

—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Director of Strategy & Chief Information Officer Martyn Ward
This is anaward for aperson or team that strives to be the best they canbe and is committed
to leading the way. They will havedemonstratedhigh standards of excellence and will have
made an outstanding contribution to the organisation

CommunityTherapy Service, Witney

This team initiateda significant change to workinghours in
order to respond towhen patients need themmost. They
recognised the impact this change wouldhave on improving
patient care, outcomes and reducing the need to admit frail

elderly patients to hospital. A great example of right care, by the
right health care professional at the right time and importantly in

the right place for thepatient

CAROL DUNCOMBE
Service Manager, Community Hospitals,

Oxfordshire

Carol's determination to implement Single Point of
Access (SPA) on a trust-wide scale havemade the value
for our patients tangible. Her innovativeway of working
has ensured that the service that is now in place has
grown from twomembers of staff, to a staff of

approximately 30
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Theirnomination said:
The team’s dedication to making a
positive difference in young people’s
lives, remains an inspiration and shining
beacon of exemplary practice in keeping
the child at the centre of everything we
do.

“We were speechless; overwhelmed,”
says Alice Fowler of the Getting Help
Team’s win. Luckily she had asked her
fellow team mates to jot down at the cere-
mony how they felt so it could be reported
the morning after:
“We feel excited to be nominated and

recognised but the real privilege is to
work with young people,” her colleague
noted.
Another one said: “The best thing you

can do for young people is to give them
time. Tonight we are giving a bit of time to
ourselves. It’s been very special.”
The Getting Help Team is based at the

Melksham Community Hospital and works
with children and young people across
North and West Wilshire – a very large
patch where many members of staff work
over and beyond their hours to cover it all.
The Getting Help Team assesses the

young people referred to them and offers

short term interventions, almost literally
any kind of help that will get the person
back on track in their life.
“We can go to schools or homes, to a GP

practice, work with families, offer graded
exposure to social situations to someone
with social anxiety,” Alice lists as potential
kinds of help.
“We don’t do it often, but we can help

people catch a bus if there isn’t anyone
else doing it.”
Help can also mean referral to other ser-

vices. “But there’s a lot of evidence that

short-term help can be very effective and
help the person carry on with their life,”
Alice says.
A night of celebrations was indeed wel-

come to the team of eight. Opening up re-
ferrals to families and people themselves
has led to an influx of new cases, and Alice
notes that the severity of cases is on the
increase: young people’s lives are getting
more complex.
“We have all loved this special time to

just stop and enjoy a bit of positive reflec-
tion.”

Theysaid:

Presented by Chief Nurse Marie Crofts
This award is for clinical teams whohave contributed the most, to improve the quality of
experience for service users, carers, families or colleagues in the trustby embracing
teamwork.

GETTING HELP TEAM
Melksham Community Hospital, Melksham, Wilts

Oxfordshire Stroke Rehabilitation Unit, Oxfordshire.

This team of driven, passionate individuals works tirelessly
to embrace changeand innovation and always places the

patient at the centre of its actions

HIGHFIELD UNIT
NURSING & HCA TEAM

HighfieldUnit, Oxford

The team’s high level of patient care, always delivered so
positively, with innovation and passion, is key to the
improvement in our patients' mental health
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Theirnomination said:
This teamhas impactedon safety
andpatient experience byensuring
timelyresponses andprovidinga
clear tracking system, which
ensures we are looking after
patients’ data safely and
maintaining families’ confidence
in our system. We could not
functionas we do without them,
theymake everyone's working
lives easier.

GillyGawthorne, office manager,
saidher teamof eightwas very proud
tohave been nominatedand evenmore
delighted tohave won.

The CAMHSAdmin teamoffer full
administrative support to psychiatrists
and35 supportive clinicians – including
occupational therapists andcommunity
psychiatric nurse – ensuring their

diaries aremaintained, appointments
andwaiting list arrangements for
assessments are made.

Theyare often the first point of contact
formany parents.

“We’ve workedvery hard to get where
we are,” saidGilly, whohas been office

manager for 17 months.
“We’ve revisited all ourprocesses to

be able towork smarter andare better
able tooffer support to our doctors and
clinicians.

“It’s lovelyto havehad that work
recognised in this way.”

Theysaid:

Team, Raglan House, Oxford

—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Director of Finance Mike McEnaney
This award is for a team that has contributed the most to their team, their colleagues and trust.
Through team work and collaboration, they will have demonstrated: improved quality, safety and
knowledge for our staff, providers, service users and carers; and directly or indirectly made a
positive difference to the experience of our service users, carers, families or staff.

LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT TEAM

UnipartHouse, Oxford

Thewhole team, from administrators, practice educators to
classroomteachers, go above andbeyond what is required,
functioningmagnificently, expanding provision of L&D to

trust staff enormously

HEALTHY MINDS
NEWLETTER TEAM

Prospect House & PeachTree House,
Buckinghamshire

The team's friendly and appealingnewsletters help
people connect to each other and gives the service an

identity
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Theirnomination said:

This brilliant and motivated team is
passionate about improving staff
wellbeing, making the effort to get
together and share their ideas with
others in the trust.

Healthy Minds Bucks Wellbeing Team
certainly deserve to win the Wellbeing
Award: in the past year they have looked
at all aspects of wellbeing - emotional,
psychological and physical - across the
whole service and put their practical
ideas into action.
CBT therapist Natalie Wilkie explains

what they do: “Feedback on their work is
so important for staff, so now we read out
loud patient experience feedback in our
team meetings.
“It makes staff realise that their work

really is valued and recognised.”
Once a month the team has a 30-minute

slot dedicated for wellbeing in their
meetings with a team building challenge, a
creative activity or simply a bring-and-
share lunch.

“On our away day we focused on
physical health and used the talent from
the team. We had a yoga class, Zumba
class, scavenger hunt – and bake-off for
dessert.”
The team has also implemented practical

ways to manage stress and workload:
practical workplans are put in place to
manage the ebb and flow of trainees in

accordance with term times; every
employee has a wellbeing pack and new
joiners can have a buddy.
“We have a very enthusiastic team and

this work really is driven from bottom up,
but it is great to have the management
team aboard – they take a very active
part.”

Theysaid:

—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Trust Chair David Walker
This award recognises staffwho have shown acommitment to creating opportunities to
support and encourage each other to live healthier lifestyles – through physical, emotional
andpsychological wellbeing

Wellbeing Team, Prospect House & Peach Tree House, Bucks

MARTA KEPSKA
Administrator, The Elms Centre, Banbury

Marta has embraced the term 'Wellbeing' wholeheartedly,
organising and settingup mindfulness sessions, running
andwalking groups - and generally makes sure that the

teamis included in what the trust has to offer

MEGAN WALE
Operational Lead, CAMHSCommunity Services

Sue Nicholls Centre, Aylesbury

Megan is an advocate for staff and service users.
Meganprioritises our needs as humans placing genuine
value on themood in the team, enablingus to give the

most we can to our service users
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CHRIS WILLIS
Gardener, Littlemore Health Centre, Oxford

His nominationsaid:

Nomatterwhat the weather is like,
youcan count that Chris is always
there, his charmandcalming
influence arepriceless.
His gardeningwork around the
Littlemore site is incredible, Chris
creates a beautiful greenwork
environment for us all, colleagues
and service users.

“I amverypleased tohave taken
part in the awards and tohave won,”
said the modest championgardener
whokeeps the grounds at Littlemore
Mental HealthCentre looking
sowell-cared for.

He was keen topoint out that he is part
of a team. “It’s muchmore than just
me,” he beamed.

ForChris the award was a timely one.
He was honoured for ʻLiving the Values’
just a fewdays before marking 50years

as agardener. He’s never hadany
doubt about changing career.

“I’ve always gardened, “ saidChris
whomoved to Oxfordshire fromDorset
as a 17yearold. “I started it as soon as I
left school. “I like the people I work

with— the estates teamandall the
staff—andyou can’tbeat beingout in
the freshair. And the patients are good
too. I’vegot toknowquite a fewof them
as theycan staywith us for quite some
time.”

Chris said:

EMMA HAWK
DeputyWard Manager, Sandford Ward, Fulbrook

Centre, Oxford

"Working collaboratively with patients and staff Emmahas
created a beautiful and relaxing garden space as a tribute to
one of our patients. Emmacommitted many hours of her
time to ensure this project was successful. The garden

project has been a source of pleasure for all those involved

EUAN MACKENZIE
Out ofHours GP, Urgent Care, based at Abingdon

CommunityHospital.

"DrMackenzie continually works night shifts and is
always bright and bushy tailed. He shares his knowledge
andexperience, whilst providing ahigh standardof safe,
quality care and support to patients, colleagues andnon-
medical practitioners, all of this is done throughout the
night, all year andalways with a smile and a joke"

—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Chief Executive Stuart Bell CBE
This personexemplifies the trust values. They strive to be caring, safe and excellent and to
place these values at the heart of everything theydo.
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Community Services Director Emma Leaver & Head of Inclusion Mo Patel

The Inclusion Award acknowledges aperson or team thatpromotes equality, diversity and
inclusion for service users, staff or the community. This individual or teamwill have
contributed to and enhanced the environment through a sustained andpassionate
commitment to inclusion.

GEORGINA BOYLING
Behavioural Healthcare Assistant, Learning & Disability Service, Oxford

Hernomination said:

Indestructible dedication, commitment
and passion for deaf inclusion. Georgie's
burning desire to make things better for
deaf people in society and in the
workplace is clear for all to witness.

Georgie said:
Georgie has been a behavioural

assistant in the intensive support team for
just over four years, working with clients
who have a learning disability and
behaviour that may challenge services.
However, her association with the NHS

stretches back to 1979 as a trainee
audiologist, becoming senior paediatric
audiologist until meningitis robbed her of
her hearing in 1997.
Now profoundly deaf she uses both

lipreading and sign language to
communicate. Her hearing loss didn’t
hold her back though.
Georgie explained: “Following my

meningitis I retrained as a Hearing
Therapist at the City Lit in London in 1998
and was team leader for adults with
learning disabilities and hearing
difficulties at South Bucks NHS Trust. I

worked in this role until 2009 when due to
ill health I was forced to take a medical
discharge.
“I’ve lived in the hearing world as a

hearing person and now for the last 22
years, l am a deaf person in a hearing
world, so I have experienced first-hand
the difficulties a deaf or hard of hearing
person faces every day.”
Having faced difficulty accessing things

like training, meetings and general
information in a way that her hearing
colleagues did not Georgie has strived to

raise awareness by giving deaf
awareness training; information
regarding loop systems and hearing aid
technology along with helping colleagues
devise good communication guides.
“Deafness is very much a hidden

disability which can often go un-noticed
be ignored or forgotten. It can result in
isolation, lack of confidence, dependency
on others and affect someone’s quality of
life. By raising awareness I wanted to
break down the barriers this disability
can often bring.”

ANDREA SAVIDGE
CommunityStaff Nurse, School Nursing Service

EastOxfordHealth Centre

"Andrea has not only noticed a healthcare need, but
investigatedand workedand inpartnership with other
agencies to provide great patient centeredcare, which is

inclusive and adaptable”

WINTLE WARD
WarnefordHospital, Oxford

"This team hasworked incredibly hard to improve their
service, their approach to care has supported an

improvement in accessibility to people with a learning
disability or autism.

Well done team andkeep up the fantastic work!"
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Director of Corporate Affairs & Trust Secretary Kerry Rogers
This award recognises the contribution of any person or team who give their time as an
Oxford Health volunteer. This person should show commitment to supporting the trust’s
work through their volunteering; should represent the values of the trust through their
actions; their support shouldbe consistent andmake a difference to staff and patients alike.

VALERIE SULLIVAN
Volunteer at Bicester Community Hospital

STEVE COOK
Volunteer, Abingdon
CommunityHospital

"Steve hasmade such a difference to
the team andpatients, no job is too
bigor too small for him. Steve has
quickly become invaluable to us and
we couldn’t manage without him"

RACHEL WOODS
ChaplaincyVolunteer

AbingdonCommunity Hospital
"Rachel doesmore than the typical
Volunteer Chaplaincy role. She uses
creative and imaginative approaches
to support patients, generally going
the extra mile, seeking ways in which
she can provideexcellent pastoral
care to patients. Rachel's enthusiasm
is infectious and she is highly valued.”

Hernomination said:

Valerie is a committedand dedicated
volunteer, she has been aconsistent
support, filling inat lastminute during
times of sickness, to ensure there isn't
anyclinical impact, all to the
detriment of her ownpersonal time.
Anextensive commitment to ensure
that thepatient's needs were heard and
met.

ForValerie, winning the awardcame as
a complete shock – one that left her
close to tears and shakingwith emotion.
“I just can’t believe it,” said the 72-year
-oldwhodedicates every Fridayto vol-
unteeringat Bicester Community Hos-
pital.

She’s beengenerously givingupher
free time to help out at the hospital for
the past 12 years. But it’s not a place
that’s unfamiliar toher. In fact she
worked in the admin department at the
oldBicester site until she retiredat 60
andwent on towork in thenewhospital
too for a short spell because ʻthe place

and the people are so special.’
Valerie is nowoneof 16 volunteers at

Bicester. She gives upevery Friday
morning to go in to chat to patients and
make themacuppa. I lovebeing there
and I’d go in ever dayif I could,” she
laughed. “Manyof the patients are
elderlyand arepleased to have
companyanda chat. Some don’t get

visitors, so I like to help break up their
day. I’ll keepvolunteering for as long
as I can.” Valerie was joinedat the
event by super proudhusband Trevor.
“He was over the moonthat I won. I had
swornhim tosecrecy that I hadbeen
nominated andas soon I’dwon he was
WhatsApping our three sons to tell them
the goodnews.”

Valerie said:

CHARLES
RUSSELL
Volunteer, Abingdon
CommunityHospital

"Charles is amazing and so considerate
with our patients, gives his time to
patientswho are in pain or in needof
more reassurance. Charles has been an
amazingasset to the team. The staff are

all so grateful for his help"
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Director of Education & Development Helen Green

This awardwas open to all registered staffwho qualified for practice within the last 18
months.This is the first time nominations have been invited fromOxfordHealth staff for
preceptees.Criteriahas included service orquality improvement;competence or skills
development; teamdevelopment;enhancement of communication.

ANDREW WOOD
Clinical Research Lead, Vaughan Thomas Ward, Warneford Hospital, Oxford

BETHANY BODDY
HealthVisitor,

East StreetChildren's Centre, Banbury

"This is more than a job for Bethany - the aspects of the
HealthVisiting role are core to her beliefs as a person. Fami-
lies health care needs are frequently solvedby Bethany's
knowledgewhich ensures that they receive a second to none

experience.

REBECCA WALKER
CommunityPsychiatric Nurse, Early Intervention

Service,WarnefordHospital, Oxford

"Rebecca has brought a positive andcan-do attitude to
the team and is a valued teammember, she embodies
the values of the trust and is a pleasure towork with. We
have also enjoyedher baking contributions at team

events too!"

His nominationsaid:

Andrew is the most compassionate and
caring nurse whose attention to detail is
exemplary. Andrew has developed
above and beyond expectation and I am
so proud to have the opportunity to work
alongside such a compassionate and
dedicated young man whom the trust
must cherish, nurture and hold onto!

As a clinical research lead, Andrew’s role
is split into two parts – his clinical role
involves working on Vaughan Thomas
ward caring for patients, while the other
concentrates on service improvement,
particularly the sleep sensor project the
ward has been championing.
The Digital Care Assistant measures the

pulse and respiratory rates of patients
throughout the night, meaning they aren’t
woken up and can get a better night’s
sleep.
Andrew’s role is to help gather data to

establish whether the project is having a

noticeable and positive impact.
Andrew loves his job and working with

the tight-knit team who are passionate
about what they do.
And he was shocked to win the award: “I

am humbled and honoured to receive the
award but I’m lucky as my team has

brilliant supporting measures which help
me to reach my potential.”
He praised the team for being dynamic

and diverse and said the team’s motivation
to provide such high-quality care is what
attracted him to the role after completing
his final placement there.

Andrewsaid:
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

DeputyDirector of NursingKate
Riddle, Headof Quality
Governance, Jane Kershawand
Director of Estates ClaireDalley

ChiefNurse Marie Crofts andDirector of CorporateAffairs & Trust Secretary
KerryRogers

One of the HighfieldUnit teamraising
aglass toa fabulous evening
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Community hospitals Service Manager Carol Duncombe, who was highly commended
in the Recognising Excellence Awards, with Wallingford, Didcot & City Community
hospitals matron Julie Beardmore and Patient Safety Service Manager Pam Treadwell

The victorious GettingHelp Team
fromMelkshamCommuityHospital
whowon the Clinical Teamwork
Award

InclusionAward winnerGeorgie Boyling withcolleagues

Clinical directorDrRob Bale, Medical
DirectorDrMark Hancock and Lead
GovernorMike Hobbs

Community Staff Nurse Andrea Savidge,
from the school nursing service, who was
highly commended in the Inclusion
Award
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Presented by Medical Director Mark Hancock
The Improving Patient Experience Award offers service users, carers and their families the
opportunity to recognise the outstanding care and support given to them, by amember of

staff or a team, that they feel has made a real difference to their experience

JACKIE SANGAN
Nursery Nurse, Oxfordshire Perinatal Mental Health Service, Abel House, Oxford

Hernomination said:

Jackie has, several times, been a
kind face on avery badday. The
support that Jackie has provided
me withhas been far beyondwhat I
couldhave expected fromany
professional.

Nurserynurse Jackie Sangan said even
her nomination was completely
unexpectedbutwinning thecoveted
ImprovingPatient Experience Award
left her completely speechless.

Anice addition to the celebrations
was that her nomination andwin
causedquite a stormonsocial media.

“People I haven’t seen for some time,
evenyears, have been in touch,” Jackie
says.

She works as nurserynurse for the
OxfordshirePerinatal Mental Health
Service, supportingpregnantwomen
andnewmothers whoare dealing with
mental illness.

“I amjusta verysmall cog in an
amazing team,” she claims. “Ourwork

is fantastic, really rewardingalthough
sometimes heartbreaking, too.”

“I’mpassionate about giving every
babya right chance in their life and if I
cansupport the mum, I’mdoingmy
bit.”

Jackie was nominatedby amother
withwhomshe has beenworking with
since February.

Jackie is greatly movedby the

nominationletter.
“Knowing that this mum was quite

unwell at the time and took time and
effort to write this nominationmeans so,
somuch. She did it at the time she
reallyshould have thought just about
herself.

“But really, this award should have
gone to all my colleagues. I was just at
the right place at the right time.”

BUCKS COMMUNITY
EATING DISORDER
SERVICE TEAM

The Whiteleaf, Bucks
"The team together created a care plan for me that

helped every part of my complex, long and persistent
illness. I had never received or known that such care

existed. It was both a privilege and also very accessible."

CAREY GURD
ClinicalTeamManager& Care Coordinator,

SwindonCAMHS

"Carey treats me like me, not a patient or a case study.
She provides me with hope and I now see a future in

which I'm alive because of her.
She is the kindest human I’ve ever met."

Jackie said:
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

NOVEMBER2019:

Phil Bedwell
Clinical Lead, Minor Injuries Unit,

AbingdonHospital

SEPTEMBER2019:

Annie Farrelly
Clinical Nurse Specialist& Deputy
Manager forOxon CAMHSEDS

OCTOBER2019:

Steven Excell
HealthCareAssistant,

AbingdonHospital

JUNE2019:

RichardAshton
ITSupport Analyst,

IM&Tteam Littlemore

JULY2019:

EmmaTopham
Speech& Language Therapist

DeerPark Medical Centre, Witney

FEBRUARY2019

Kirsty Smith
PEACEProject &Training

Manager, Warneford

MARCH2019:

Jemma Smolicz
SupportWorker, Community Eating
Disorder Team, CotswoldHouse,

Marlborough

DECEMBER2018:

SarahBone
Assistant Psychologist

OxonCAMHS CommunityServices

JANUARY 2019:

EmilyLeake
EmergencyNurse Practitioner,
Minor Injuries Unit, Abingdon

APRIL2018:

CathyLucock
CommunityPsychiatric Nurse,

Manzil Way, EastOxford

MAY2019:

Pauline Scully
Retired

DeputyChief OperatingOfficer

AUGUST2019:

Rachel Caira
EmergencyNurse Practitioner,
Minor Injuries Unit, Abingdon

Hospital

Presented by Director of Communications Lorcan O’Neill and Lead Governor Chris Roberts
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—STAFFRECOGNITIONAWARDS —

Trust chairDavid Walker whoopened
the proceedings

Huge thanks…some of the team whoorganisedand helpedmake sure the awards
nightwas sucha success

Director of Communications Lorcan
O’Neill andLead GovernorChris
Roberts whopresented the Exceptional
People Awards winners

AssociateDirector of AlliedHealth
Professionals SaraBolton

Headof Inclusion MoPatel with
CommuntiyServices Director Emma
Leaver

MDfor Mental HealthDebbie Richards
applauds the nominees

DrMabin Keyong from the Bucks
Specialist EatingDisorder Service

Violinist andpsychologist Phil Davison
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Boosting patients’ recovery
with the healing power of
nature is set to become easier

after Oxford Health revealed how
people will be supported to reap the
benefits of the great outdoors.
The trust’s Green Spaces Framework,

which sets out how patients and staff will
continue to develop outdoor spaces and
benefit from the therapeutic benefits of
nature, was launched at a celebration
event in September.
Attendees learned about recent and

ongoing projects including the creation of
a peace and tranquillity garden at
Abingdon Community Hospital, a garden
and walking project at Sandford Ward at
the Fulbrook Centre at Churchill Hospital,
developing a wildflower meadow,
therapeutic
programme,
nature walks and
bee borders at
the Warneford
Meadow at the
Warneford
Hospital, as well
as combining
wildlife and
recovery at
Oxford Recovery
College, part of
Oxfordshire Mental Health Partnership.
Dr Jane Fossey, who has now retired as

Associated Director of Psychological

Services at Oxford
Health, led the
development of the
framework. She said:
“The benefits of
being in a natural
setting are becoming
widely recognised

and I’m delighted that we are able to
support people and
promote their
wellbeing in this way.
“The framework creates
a fantastic opportunity
to share knowledge and
learn from one another
about how we can
support people and
support the natural
environment.”
The Green Spaces
Framework evolved

from a project to developWarneford
Meadow and a wildflower meadow at
Warneford Hospital, pictured above, and
was created by a steering group led by Dr

Fossey and including colleagues from
occupational therapy, community
involvement, the trust’s art
programme Artscape, Oxfordshire
Mental Health Partnership and estates
and facilities.
It is supported by the trust,

Oxfordshire Mental Health Partnership
and Oxford Health Charity.
Rumi Mohideen is a healthcare

assistant at the Warneford Hospital. He’s a
real advocate of the healing powers of
being outdoors and spends time with
patients at the meadow and orchard.
He said: “Access to green space and
activities is well documented and proven
to reduce anxiety. I worked with a patient
who told me his anxiety left him as we dug
new flower beds.
“He continued to water the plot and weed

it independently through his recovery,
arranged to have use of some of his
mother’s garden after he was discharged
and continues to garden and practice
mindfulness after leaving hospital.
“Clearly, we all have a deep connection

to nature and at the Warneford we are
blessed with managed parkland, sports
field, planted wildflowers, allotment with
polytunnel as well an orchard, ancient
grassland hedges, woodland and a brook
which is a shared space with the local
community.
“It is here that patients feed the birds,

clear brush to create habitat, observe the
wildlife and note changes.”

—GREENSPACES —

‘I worked with a patient
who told me his

anxiety left him as we
dug new flower beds
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Research is at the heart of what
Oxford Health does.

Every time someone receives a
newdiagnosis the treatment they
receive will, at some point, have
been informed byresearch – it
ncreases our understandingof the
causes, preventionand treatment
of conditions and improves
patients’ lives.

Withmore than 100studies open
at any giventimes, we areworking
to revolutionise treatments for
dementia, bipolardisorder,
depression, and schizophrenia as
well as other mental health
conditions.

Trials of innovative techniques
suchas virtual reality therapy and
personalisedprescribing means
researchat OxfordHealth has the
power to improve patient care, not
just herebut across the NHS.

You don’t have to be a researcher
to do research’ says Sam Sadler,
winner of the ThamesValley

Health Research Award for
outstanding principal investigator
(PI).
A clinical psychologist by training, Sam

started working as a therapist in
TalkingSpace Plus in Oxford Health in
2009, soon after qualifying.

However, her
background in
research
methodology
meant she was
quickly invited to
get involved in
research in her
IAPT service.
This was a huge

positive for her.“I
love research. I love looking at what we do
and discovering the practical implications,
recognising the trends, updating
processes.
“It is the opportunity to do something

innovative and make a difference to our
everyday working lives and to have an
impact on patient experience.”
Career development since 2009 means

that Sam is now a member of the service’s

senior clinical team, regularly co-
ordinating with the Oxford Health
Research and Development department.
Together they can provide the tools and
framework to enable researchers to hit the
ground running in their service, as well as
ongoing support to ensure things run
smoothly.
She advises new researchers to choose a

topic which is familiar and relevant to their
own practice. She emphasises that not only
will it provide the chance to audit and
improve practice locally but it may allow
for involvement in trials of innovative ways
of delivering therapy.
Sam said:“It was a huge honour to

receive the award. Research is part of my
everyday role and to have someone say I
do it well has been lovely to hear. And, of
course, it brings recognition to
TalkingSpace Plus.”
However, her main motivation as a

researcher remains the same.
“I do it because it’s essential to my work

as a scientist and a practitioner.”

—AWARD WINNING RESEARCH—

Congratulations to research staff
fromOxfordHealthNHS Foundation
Trustwho were recognised in the
fourth annual ThamesValleyHealth
ResearchAwards for their
contribution to NHS, public health
and social care research.

The awards areorganised bythe
NIHRClinical ResearchNetwork
Thames Valleyand SouthMidlands
(LCRN). More than90 researchers in
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Milton
Keynes andOxfordshire were

nominatedby colleagues withwinners
selectedbya panel of judges.
And the award goes to…
OutstandingPrincipal Investigator:

Dr Samantha Sadler, Oxford HealthNHS
FoundationTrust –winner

Exceptional Contribution toa
Commercial Study:
AdultMental HealthResearch Team
(mainpicture), Oxford HealthNHS
FoundationTrust – highly commended

OutstandingResearch TeamLeader:
ClaudiaHurducas, Oxford HealthNHS
FoundationTrust – highly commended
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Inthe UK, 350,000people with
dementia live in care homes.
Many are on up to ten different

medications, for symptoms
including agitation andaggression.

Currentlyonly twoper cent of UK care
homes use evidence-based training that
confers benefits for residents with
dementia.

Buildingon previous research into the
impact of person-centred care, the
WHELDprogramme is the first to show
benefits to qualityof life forpeople
livingwithdementia incare homes.

Inaddition to the person-centred care
andmedication reviewtested in earlier
studies, WHELDaddedactivities such as
enjoyable exercise, an houraweek of
social interaction, andcare staff training
onways to respond to behaviour they
findchallenging.

Two ʻcare staff champions’ at each
home were trained over four day-long
sessions, onways to work with their
colleagues to talk with and involve
residents indecisions around their own

care andbased around their personal
interests. Trials demonstrated that
WHELDimproved qualityof life and
reducedagitation andaggression in
people withdementia, while an
economic impact analysis showed that
the programme also saves money

compared to standard care.
Jane Fossey, OxfordHealth’s principal

investigator on the project says: “I was
delighted to see ourWHELDstudy
shortlisted insuch prestigious awards.

“Our work shows howimportant
skilful daily interactions are in
improvingquality of life and reducing
agitation.

“I hope we will be able to roll this out
much further to support care home staff
to provide people livingwith dementia
with thehigh-quality care they
deserve.”

WHELDconcluded that trainingGPs
was also important in reducing
prescribing to people withdementia.

Atraining module, developedand
delivered in partnershipwith the BMJ,
has beencompleted bymore than10,000
practitioners andmore than 500have
completedworkshops.

In the UKthis has helped to reduce the
number of antipsychotic drugs
prescribed topeople withdementia by
half. So far, WHELD has beenrolled out
to care homes across Oxfordshire, South
Londonand parts ofChina; andwill
shortlybe available withinDevon and
Cornwall. The teamis working on
furtherUK-wideexpansion.

—AWARD WINNING RESEARCH—

A dementia trial undertaken
by researchers at Oxford
Health was shortlisted for the
Times Higher Education
Award for STEM research
project of the year

I’m delighted to see our
WHELD study shortlisted

in such prestigious
awards. Our work shows

how important skilful
daily interactions are in
improving quality of life
and reducing agitation

The ImprovingWellbeingand
Health for People withDementia

(WHELD) programme is a
collaborationbetween the trust,

the University of Exeter and
Kings College London.

Involvingmore than 1,000
participants, it is the largest

programme ever conducted on
people in dementia care homes.

‘
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In early 2019 the National Institute
for Health Research (NIHR)
launched a new scheme to

recognise and develop the huge and,
as yet, untapped potential of senior
nurses and midwives to contribute to
research.
Oxford Health’s head of research

delivery Dr Cathy Henshall has been
awarded three years’ funding to get things
going.
Working jointly across the trust and

Oxford Brookes University where she is a
senior nursing research fellow, Dr Henshall
will lead several projects to increase the
capacity and capability of nurses to get
involved in academic and clinical
research.

Why is nursing research
important?

Nursing research into the best ways to
provide effective care to patients -
encompassing their physical,
psychological, emotional and social needs
- is crucial for finding out what works best
and what can help patients to live well and
feel well.
Nurses are at the frontline of patient care,

they can identify gaps in clinical practice
and develop ideas and strategies for
improving the healthcare needs of
patients.
They are also central to the

multidisciplinary team, with close working
relationships with other nurses, doctors,
midwives and allied health professionals.
What will the scheme make possible?
Rather than nurses carrying out

medically focused research that has been
designed by doctors, the 70@70 initiative
is designed to support them to carve out
their own nursing-focused areas of
research.
This provides them with the opportunity

to address the issues they see in clinical

practice and to promote joined up care for
patients.
By promoting evidence-based nursing

care we can close the gaps between
research and practice.
Dr Henshall explains the benefits of the

scheme: “The NIHR 70@70 programme
provides nurses with a real opportunity to
become research leaders of the future.
“We are developing projects and

initiatives to help support nurses at all
stages of their research pathway.
“This might be through helping to

develop academic research skills, through
providing support with research delivery
processes or through increasing
awareness and engagement of the
research opportunities available to nurses

and patients throughout the trust and
further afield.”

As part of 70@70 we will be:
• Understanding and recording

existing research nursing activities
in the Trust

• Working to ensure that doctorally
qualified nurses have protected
time for research

• Updating our nursing strategy to
better foster nursing research in
practice

• Offering ‘Research Support
Packages’ to nurses and allied
health professionals

• Providing short supported retreats
for nurses to write academic papers

• Increasing the numbers of masters
nursing students undertaking and
publishing their own empirical
research projects

• Increasing numbers of combined
clinical and academic roles for
nurses and allied health
professionals

—RESEARCH& DEVELOPMENT—

They’re on the frontline
of patient care and can
spot a gap in clinical
practice a mile away.
Now our nurses are set to
become the research
leaders of the future

‘
The NIHR 70@70

programme provides
nurses with a real

opportunity to
become research

leaders of the future

DrCathy Henshall
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—REASEARCHIN BRIEF—PROFILE: Dr Jennifer
MacLellan

JenniferMacLellan is anurse/midwife
with 25 years’ experience in clinical
care and
overseas
humanitarian
projects.

She returned to
the UKin 2012and
moved into public
health research
before joining the
Simmons groupat
the WIMMin
Oxford.

She was
awardedher doctorate entitled
'Vulnerabilityand Identity inChildbirth: A
Narrative Approach’ earlier this year.

We spoke to her about her experience of
participating in the firstwriting retreat for
nurses andalliedhealth professionals in
September.

Whatmade youwant to
participate in theWriting

Retreat?
It is very hard to find time to sit and write.

The retreat allowed me toblock that time
out of my diary. Having experienced
academics onhand to reviewandcomment
onyour work was invaluable to speed the
process andallowfor journal submission.

Apair of experiencedeyes helps you get
over the 'is it good enough' block that can
keepyou editing for ages!

Whatdid yougain fromthe
experience?

Confidence frompeer reviewand
academic feedback, valuable insight into
the agendaof journals so youdon't get
disheartenedby rejectionbut actuallytarget
your manuscript to an appropriate journal
and readership.

Itwas great to meetother researchers to
realise youare not alone! Swapping ideas
and learningwith one another is really
helpful as is tryingout thoughts ina non-
judgemental environment.
Whatwould you say to others

wanting to develop their research
activity andconsidering
participating in a retreat?

I wouldabsolutely recommend it! I would
advise having something writtenalready in
manuscript format to get the most out of the
retreat.

Predicting and treating
severe reactions to grief
Memory, coping strategies
and resilience immediately
followinga loss have been
shownto predict the path of a
bereavedperson’s grief
according to newresearch.
Astudy, published in the
Journal ofConsulting and
Clinical Psychology, also
suggested that clinical
intervention in the first
months followinga loss may
help individuals to better
adapt to their grief.
The findings have
implications for clinical
practice andhighlight the
importance of identifying
and treating those likely to
have a severe reaction to
grief.

Side effects v the benefits:
Newer drugs fare worst
Results of a study published in
The Lancet will help doctors to
balance the benefits and side-
effects of medication they
prescribe to treat schizophrenia.
The largest analysis of its kind, it

included 402 studies of 32 different
antipsychotics and data for 53,463
participants.
Both newer and older

antipsychotics were included in the
analysis and the difference in their

effectiveness was found to be
relatively small.
In contrast there was a more

marked difference in side effects
between first and second
generation drugs, with newer drugs
being associated with more serious
side-effects.
Many older antipsychotics, which

are still widely available, may
provide an equally effective and
more tolerable first line treatment
for some patients.

Monitoring is essential to
the safety of ketamine
Patients, carers and advocates
say better evidence is needed
on the safety of ketamine for
depression after long-term use,
and that those prescribed it must
be closely monitored.
Researchers explored attitudes to

the treatment among four groups:
people considering ketamine as an
antidepressant, people who have

already used ketamine for
depression, people with experience
of illegal drug use and addiction,
and patient advocates and carers.
The majority (63 per cent) of

participants felt careful monitoring
of people using ketamine was
required, both to gather evidence
on effectiveness and side-effects,
and to ensure safe use and
administration.
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About the NIHR Oxford
Health Biomedical
Research Centre

T he OxfordHealth
Biomedical Research
Centre (BRC) is a

partnershipbetween the trust and
the University ofOxford fundedby
the National Institute for Health
Research.

The Oxford HealthBRCbrings
together the best giftedscientists to
tackle complex mental health and
dementia issues.

Our researchaims to transform
discoveryscience into newtreatments
to deliver personalised, precision care.
The BRCis located at themain
WarnefordHospital site in Oxford
allowing for important results to be
translated into clinical practice.

—RESEARCH—

Understanding links between heart& brainhealth
It is well known that lifestyle and genetic factors such as high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, obesity
and diabetes play a key role in the development of both heart disease and
dementia.
But the link is not fully understood and there is no precise understanding of

how, why and when cardiovascular risks begin to adversely affect brain
health. The Heart-Brain Study, at the Oxford Centre for Human Brain Activity,
is applying unique investigative techniques in order to better understand the
heart-brain link in dementia and optimise cardiovascular interventions to
delay or prevent its onset.

Measuringmemory
inpeople at high risk
ofAlzheimers
Although memory loss is often
thought of as a key symptom of
Alzheimer’s, the brain’s ability
to compensate for the loss of
neurons means that by the time
it occurs a significant amount of
damage may already have been
done.
Our study combines trusted
laboratory techniques and
innovative cognitive testing to
discern potential underlying
changes in memory
performance in healthy people
who are at a greater genetic
risk of developing the disease
at an earlier stage. This study
could reveal potential
behavioural markers for
Alzheimer’s disease, allow
earlier diagnosis and help make
any future treatments more
effective.

Speedingup development of newantidepressants
Depressionmay be common but its symptoms can be severe anddistressing

andcan profoundlyaffect people’s abilityto sleep, eat, work and deal with life’s
dailydemands.

Arounda third of patients withdepression donot respond to today’s
antidepressant drugs. In conjunctionwith Johnson& Johnsona new, cognitive
approach to assessing theeffectiveness of experimental drugs is being trialled
basedon a stress test.

This unique studyhas the potential to accelerate the development and
introductionof more effective, next-generationantidepressants.

Read more about these and other stories on the BRCwebsite www.oxfordhealthbrc.nihr.ox.ac/our-work/
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Confidential forums are being
held across the trust offering
Oxford Health staff from all

disciplines the opportunity to come
together to reflect on the emotional
challenges of working in healthcare.
Called Schwartz Rounds, they are

proven to boost staff wellbeing and
morale with 85 per cent of attendees
reporting they feel less stressed and
isolated at work.
Abingdon Community Hospital has

hosted three, while the Fulbrook Centre
in Oxford and Marlborough House in
Swindon have had one apiece. Subjects
up for discussion have included ‘The
Patient I’ll Never Forget’, ‘In at the Deep
End’ and ‘Why I do the work I do’.
Each one has received glowing

feedback with 65 per cent rating
sessions as either as exceptional or
excellent with the remaining 35 per cent
judging it ‘good’.
A team of clinicians and leaders from

across the trust have undergone training
with the Point of Care Foundation to be
able to stage rounds.
Helen Lambourne, senior matron for

Oxfordshire’s community hospitals,
and Lysbeth Weeks, trust lead for
supervision, facilitated the inaugural
round.
Helen says she has been ‘totally

inspired’ by them.
“Healthcare staff face highly

pressurised and emotive situations every

day with little time to reflect on the
impact of that work or to acknowledge
the achievement of providing
compassionate care despite challenging
contexts,” she says.
“Schwartz Rounds are about pressing

that pause button and looking at us, at
our emotional wellbeing. And the beauty
of it all is that it is for everybody –
absolutely anyone who has contact or
relates to patients in any way. It really
will make such a big difference. So I
hope people will join the conversation,
feel supported, share experiences.”
Rounds are not problem solving –

rather a supportive environment in
which staff from all professional
backgrounds can explore social and
emotional aspects of care.
Taking place for an hour, usually once

per month with food provided, they offer
small groups of staff a regularly
scheduled time and place in which they

can openly and honestly discuss social
and emotional issues that arise in caring
for patients and service users.
The underlying theory is that

compassion shown by staff to patients
can make all the difference to a patient’s
experience of care, but that in order to
provide that compassion, staff must in
turn feel supported in their work.
Rounds are designed to provide this

support. Two key studies (Lown &
Manning, 2010, and Goodrich, 2011)
have shown that staff who participated in
Rounds (especially those who attended
regularly) reported:
✦ Decreased feelings of stress and

isolation
✦ Feeling valued
✦ Improved teamwork,

connectedness and
communication

✦ Greater appreciation for other
disciplines/roles

✦ More openness to giving and
receiving support

✦ Diminished hierarchies between
senior and junior staff

✦ Increased feelings of compassion
towards patients

It is hoped more Schwartz Rounds will be
held throughout 2020.

—HEALTH&WELLBEING —

‘
Schwartz

Rounds are
about pressing

that pause
button and

looking at us,
at our

emotional
wellbeing

Schwartz Rounds: A new
way to support care-givers

HelenLambourne,
seniormatron for

Oxfordshire’s
communityhospitals
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—FUNDRAISING APPEAL—

She’s a STAR in her day job and a real star in
the kitchen – so much so that Rosalia Barresi
has turned her talents to cookery books.
With two now under her belt – This Food Thing

and her latest ThisWellbeingThing – her self-
penned books are packed with tasty original
dishes all designed to promote wellbeing.
Rosalia has been Support Time And Recovery

Worker (STAR) in South Oxfordshire since 2017
and helps older adults patients who may have
dementia or mental health conditions. She spends
time with them, offering help and practical advice
to aid with ‘normality’ or recovery.
She is also an Oxford Health wellbeing

champion and a complementary therapist and
nutritionist, teaching at Abingdon and Witney
College.
But with her proud Sicilian heritage, food has

always been a passion.
“Coming from an Italian family I’ve loved

cooking from an early age. I was so struck
between the correlation between healthy food,
eating too much and the problems we have in life
that I studied for a nutrition diploma.
“Now I want to show people that eating well is

vital for good physical and mental health and that
it doesn’t have to be costly or time consuming.
“My recipes are mainly plant-based with lots of

non-starchy carbs and veg, but there are dishes
with meat and fish. I’m not advocating that people
need to give up meat, I’m offering them a way to
be a flexitarian.”
Her recipes include delicious salads, soups and

hearty dishes like tapenade chicken and warm
kale and sweet potato tarts.
One of her favourites is an adaption of her

mother Pina’s recipes: Chicken Pizzaiola – an
aromatic dish of chicken legs with sweet potato,
garlic, tomato and herbs.
Rosalia says it’s packed with vitamin c, beta-

carotene and magnesium and the chicken makes
it high in protein and tryptophan, which she
believes makes it a great dish for people with low
mood.
She’s been busy promoting her book in

interviews on the BBC and has won backing from
her manager and trust lead for supervision,
Lysbeth Weeks, who said: “This cook book is
based around making healthy food, using natural
ingredients and reducing sugar intake. This can
only be a positive move in a world of fast food
and additives.”
ThisWellbeingThing (ISBN: 9781728389691) is
available fromAmazon, Blackwells and
Waterstones priced from £15.99

T he healingpower ofmusic could soonbe
transforming the lives of adult mental health patients
at a special studio being created in memoryof Lucy

Sessions.
Lucy’s Roomis anOxford HealthCharityappeal which seeks to

create a modular building on the Warneford Hospital site where
people can make or record music.

Evidence shows thatmusic and
being able to express your
feelings through it can have a
hugelypositive impact on mental
health including:

• Feelingmore motivated

• Developing social and
communicationskills

• Gaininggreater awareness
of self and others

• Buildingself esteem

• Becomingmore confident
inmaking choices

• Feelings of being ina
secure andaccepting
environment, wherepositive
change can take place

The Lucy’s Roomprojectwas
instigatedby the familyof Lucy
Sessions, a gifted singer and
musician, followingher tragic
death on August19, 2017. An
inquest is expected tobeheld early
in the newyear to establish the
cause of herdeath.

Lucy, whowas 22 anda young
mumwhenshe died, hadbeen
receivingmental health support
since the age of 17whenshe first
became an in-patient at the
HighfieldUnit. She had been
diagnosedwith emotionally
unstable personality disorder.

Duringher stay at the Highfield,
she discovereda deeper love of
music. Havingalready become an
accomplished self-taught guitarist,
she developedher singing skills
andeven learned to playthe drums
at the unit’s state-of-the-art studios.

However, as it stands there is no such facility foradult patients, a
situation that Lucy’s parents Lesleyand Neil Gordon, inconjunction
withOxfordHealth Charity, are determined to change.

Aspecially designated site at the WarnefordHospital in

‘
If it can help one
person through

giving them
something that
can truly help

them – music –
then her death will
not seem so much

in vain. It’s
what she wished

for – to help people

Lucy with her mum Lesley
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—FUNDRAISING APPEAL —

Headingtonhas been identified,
planningpermission fromOxfordCity
Council is being sought. AndOxford
Health’s estates teamis workingwith
organisations to secure a portable
building andprovide necessary
groundworks.

The results, hopefully inearly 2020,
will be a fully equippedplace for adult
mental health patients like Lucywho
find total release and solace though
music.

OxfordHealthCharity has donated
£12,000of the £28,000 in the Lucy’s
RoomCharity fund withLesley and
Neil puttingboundless energy into
organising events and fundraisers -
fromcollections outside supermarkets
to a recent glitzymasked ball at The
ChestertonHotel.

They’ve secureda host of sponsors
andprizes froma range of
organisations andclubs nearBicester –
all of whichhave been movedby
Lucy’s story.

“The idea of a Lucy’s Roomhas been
a real help for us.” says Lesley. “Since
her deathwe’ve found that Lucy helped
somany people. We’vehad strangers
come up to us whenwe’ve been
collectingoutside Tesco tellingus they
were inhospital with our daughter and
that she helped themsomuch.

“Lucy’s Roomwill meanthat she’ll
have an enduring legacy. And if it can
help one person throughgiving them
something that can truly help them –
music – thenher deathwill not seemso
much in vainIt’s what shewished for –
to helppeople.”

Lucywas born onJuly 18, 1995, the
youngest of five children. She was a
tinybaby, weighing just 5.5lbs at birth.
Ahappy little girl, she went to

WatlingtonPrimary and thenon to
Cooper School inBicester, and what
she lacked in physical stature she
made upwith herbig personality.

Althoughquite shy in the outside
world, she was quite the joker at home
andwith friends. She also had abig
heart and loved volunteering at
Bardwell Special School. “She was
always the cuddlyone,” recalls Lesley.
“Shehada great sense of humour and
did impressions of family.”

Things seemednormal until, as
Lesleysaid: “Shewas nearly 17and I
came home from work oneday and
there was anambulance outside my
house. She’d taken anoverdose and
thatwas the first indicationI had that
there was amental health problem.”

WhenLucy transitioned from
adolescent care into adult care, she
found the switchparticularly hard

including the loss of her cherished
music space. Neil said: “She always
liked listening tomusic, taught herself
to play guitarby watchingYouTube.
She was anatural andused to sing for
neighbours. At school she was the shy
one at the back, butmusic transformed
her.”

Workingwithmusic therapy lead
StuartHobbs, Lucy recordedmany of
her self-penned songs at the Highfield,
learned to playthe drums andput on
concerts for patients and staff at the
Highfield andWintle Ward in Oxford.

“She wrote a really lovely song fora
friendgoing through a tough time ʻIt’s
OKnot to feel Alright’ andone for her
babyson ʻMy LittleMiracle’,” said
proudLesley.

Lucyhad a large circle of friends and
onthe dayshe died she was being
supportive to them, according to her
mum.

Eventhough 28painful months have
passed since her death Lesley insists:
“If Lucy canbe that strong in herhour
of darkness then I’msurewe can be
strong for her. Lucy broke us both long
before she died withwhat she went
through.

“Butwe haven’t got time togrieve,”
says Lesleyas husband Neil adds:
“We’ve got toomuch todo first.”

The incredible couple from Bicester
buoythemselves with their Lucy’s
Roommission that theyare determined
to see through intheir daughter’s
honour.

If youwould like tohelp, support or
donate to the appeal, please visit
www.oxfordhealth.charity/appeal/
lucys-room.Any offers of help should
be directed viaemail to
charity@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

‘She wrote a really
lovely song for a

friend going
through a tough
time ‘It’s OK not

to feel alright’
and one for her
baby son ‘My
Little Miracle’

Lesley and Neil Gordon with Lucy and their grandson
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—OURCHARITY CRUSADERS —

Despite monsoon-like
conditions our Oxford
Half for Oxford Health
(OH4OH) team complete
their mission for an
outdoor gym for mental
health patients

I t was more like a swim than a
13.1mile run,but our Oxford Half
for Oxford Health team ran their

hearts out in
October–
completing the
iconic race in
monsoon-like
conditions.
Our dashing dozen
were among the
near 8,000 runners
competing in the
city’s big event, all
raising money for
good causes and
cheered on by
thousands more
rain-soaked
spectators lining
the route.
Our athletes – some half marathon first

timers – were determined to finish the
event to raise as much cash as possible for

Oxford Health Charity so that
an outdoor gym for mental
health patients – and for staff –
can be created in the meadow
area at Littlemore Mental

Health Centre.
The team were led by Emma Croft,

Oxford Health’s forensic allied health
professional lead, who splashed across the
finishing line in an impressive 1hr 43mins
19 sec.
She was joined by – among others –

Vanessa Odlin, service director for
Oxfordshire and BSW mental health
services; Andrea Davis, social care lead;
VickyDrew, apprenticeships lead; Julian
Ellis, forensic music therapist;Darren
Davies, forensic health and fitness
instructor; MartynSmith, Wenric ward
manager;KirstySmith, PEACE
coordinator andDavidAllison, forensic
service manager.
Their valiant efforts now mean they have

topped their £3,000 fundraising target,

adding to £1,300 raised by head of Lynda
Dix (see right).
Emma, a keen runner, said: “It was the

wettest half marathon yet and a brilliant
effort by everyone to get around in those
conditions and complete our mission.
“It means we are a step closer to getting

an outdoor gym.
“Our Littlemore site covers a variety of

adult, forensic and mental health wards as
well as supported living housing. Many of
our service users are with us for extended
periods and have limited access to gyms
or wellbeing activities outside of the
wards.
“We believe outdoor gym equipment on

the Littlemore meadow will really enhance
the area, giving people a beautiful place
to exercise and enjoy fresh air and nature.
“We’ll be working with our patients and

service users to listen to suggestions and
develop something truly wonderful that
will make a huge difference to everyone.
“Exercise, activity and fresh air boosts

everyone’s mental health.”
Julie Pink, community involvement

manager, who was among the Oxford
Health supporters on the day, said: “I am
delighted and so proud that the OH4OH
team completed the half marathon despite
the atrocious weather.
“What a result and what great team

work.”

Findout about other fab
fundraising folk on our
dedicatedwebsite
oxfordhealth.charity
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—OURCHARITY CRUSADERS —

T hese boots were
made forwalking
andLynda Dix has

trekked through the countryside
for 30 hours non-stop in the 100k
ChilternChallenge, raising an
impressive £1,300.

Lynda, who is our headof forensic
nursing services, took on the gruelling
walk to raise funds forOxford Health
Charityto buyoutdoor gymequipment
that both staff and forensic patients at
Littlemore Mental HealthCentre in
Oxford can benefit from.

Armedwith a head torch, jelly
babies, plasters andpainkillers, the 37
-year-oldmum-of-one set off from
Henleywith two friends at 8.15am on
July27 with the aim of gettingback to
base camp the following morning.

For Lynda, the mission was one that
tested out her pain threshold. She and
her walking comrades completed the
50k Thames Path event last yearand
she sufferedbadly withblistered feet.

Despite the discomfort she enjoyed
the challenge. So, when the trio
decidedon upping the ante this time
bydoubling theirwalkingdistance
and throwing in some hills for good
measure, she knewher feet wouldbe
tested to the extreme.

Longdistance training walks for
the ChilternChallenge has also seen
her plaguedby blisters.

“I’mresigned to the fact that I will

get themnomatter
what I do,” she said.
“So, myfeet will be
were taped upand I
had topop blisters as
we went around and
take painkillers when
needed.”

KeepingLynda going on the
challenge– which took in The
Ridgeway, IcknieldWay and the
ChilternWay passing throughnature
reserves, forests, footpaths andhills –
was the thought that herefforts would
make a big difference topatients’ and
staff lives.

Lynda said: “An outside gymcanbe
usedby bothadult and forensic
patients as well as our staff. Patients
coulduse it, hopefully giving some
purpose to leave within the hospital
grounds andhelping improve their
physical health.”
Whatare forensic services?
OxfordHealth’s forensic services

helppeople with amental health
conditionanda historyof criminal
offending, or those who are at risk of
offending.

Lyndawas aiming to raise at least
£10 for every kmwalkedand all
donations are going toOxford Health
Charity (OHC), which exists to support

those receiving care and
workingwithOxford Health
NHSFoundation Trust.
Through funding OHC

enhances patient, carerand
staff experience through
supportingprojects,
activities and training over
andabove that provided
through the NHS.
Lynda said: “I wanted to

pick a charity that’s
meaningful tous. Our staff
are brilliant at doing things
for other organisations but I
thought I shoulddo
something for OxfordHealth
Charitywhich is our own one
that’s fantastic for somany
reasons and shouldget more
focus.
“Whatever I finally raise I

knowitwill improve our
patients’ environment. It’s
sometime hard to balance the
needof having a secure and safe
environment, but one that’s
also nice as well. Let’s not forget
our units arenot aprison.”
Lyndahas been inmental health

nursingherwhole career andcame to
OxfordHealth as anewly qualified
nurse in 2002.

She was instrumental insetting up
Thames House, a 26-bedded low
secure female unit comprising of
Kingfishers andKestrel wards, which
opened in June2007.

Lynda, whowas matron there for
some time, explained: “Oxford Health
didn’thave a women’s forensic
service and, when the trust lookedat
setting one up, I worked with others to
developwhat it might look like.

“I became the ward manager before
it openedand workedwitharchitects
designing the unit, assessing the
patients whowould be coming into it
and recruiting the staff team.

“Itwas very exciting, andwhen a
restructurehappened, I became
matron there – apost I really loved.”

Lyndahas nowbeen the headof
nursing for forensic services for three
years.

Our head of
forensic nursing
services Lynda
Dix completed the
Chiltern
Challenge to raise
£1,300 for Oxford
Health Charity
towards a fund
for outdoor gym
equipment at
Littlemore Mental
Health Centre
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HealthFest gives
us a chance to
celebrate the whole
person. Minds are in
bodies. Our physical
being shapes our
mental health.
Whether it’s cycling,
walking or sport
activity helps us
live better and live
longer. It’s not just
physical activity
either – wellbeing is
enhanced by getting
out, doing things
with others

David Walker

‘

W ith more than 80 stalls and
attractions set out across
the Warneford Hospital site

in Oxford, hundreds of people
gathered on a scorching September
Saturday for HealthFest 2019 —
celebrating ‘Living Well Through
Activity’.
The day, which was organised as the

keynote event of the year for Oxford Health
Charity, saw an array of the trust’s own staff
showcasing the range and diversity of their
skills alongside those from several
community, voluntary and charitable
organisations from across the county of
Oxfordshire.
Plans are now under way for the

third HealthFest event which is
set to take place on Saturday,
September 13, 2020 as part of
Oxford Open Doors weekend.
Opening the 2019 event David

Walker, Chair of the Trust, which employs
more than 6,000 staff and provides mental
and physical health services throughout
Oxfordshire, told the crowds: “Today gives
us a chance to celebrate the whole person.
“Minds are in bodies. Our physical being

shapes our mental health. Whether it’s
cycling, walking or sport activity helps us
live better and live longer. It’s not just
physical activity either – wellbeing is
enhanced by getting out, doing things with
others especially things that have public
benefit.
“It’s great to see colleagues and friends

from Oxfordshire’s vibrant voluntary sector
taking a large role in today’s proceedings.
Today also gives Oxford Health a great
chance to show off these wonderful green
grounds, our wild flower meadow, access to
the common lands.
“That’s a powerful symbol of what’s

changed in mental healthcare over the
decades. Today’s openness contrasts with a
past when mental health was, literally,
locked away and high walls surrounded the
hospital. We aspire to parity of treatment …
we’ve some way to go on the money and
resources front ‘til mental health gets its
fair share but it would be wrong not to
recognise and celebrate the progress that
has been made.
“Today is also a celebration of public

—HEALTHFEST 2019—

Patient andpublic involvement
manager (research), Claire
Murray, with herWheel of Jargon
for people to spin

Ourcharity cat withFlo and
NelsonShipp

SimonGarrood welcomes ayoung
visitor to the OldFire Station stand

Showingoff their
wristbands were
Alzheimer's
Society
representatives
LisaThompson,
left, andKate
Czeczko
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service – it’s great to welcome
friends and exhibitors from the

fire and rescue service and from local
government.
“And from other sectors of the NHS,

from the Churchill and John Radcliffe. Oxford
Health is not just a provider of mental health
services. We look after the physical health
needs of many thousands of people in
Oxfordshire, young and old, in collaboration
with our colleagues in the hospitals and
clinics.”
HealthFest 2019 was supported by

numerous organisations including: Aspire,
Cyclox, Restore, Games4Families,
Headington School, Age UK, the Old Fire
Station, Guideposts, TalkingSpace Plus,
Museum of Oxford, Smokefreelife
Oxfordshire, Alzheimer’s Society, Achieve
Oxfordshire, The Porch, South Central
Ambulance Service, Oxfordshire Fire and
Rescue Service and Citizen’s Advice Oxford.

The event was also part of the celebrated
Oxford Open Doors Weekend organised by
Oxford Preservation Trust.
Community involvement manager Julie

Pink said: “Staging an event such as
HealthFest is a complex task and one which
relies on good networking, relationships in
our community and the goodwill and
extraordinary support of our staff. Thank you
to each and every person who gave up their
time to ensure there was such an incredible
buzz at HealthFest. The warm and genuine
support made it a great success and we look
forward to seeing you all at the 2020 event.”

Organisations interested in joining us at
Healthfest 2020 can email

Julie.Pink@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

—HEALTHFEST 2019—

LOVELYBUBBLY:
Norman, six,
havinga fun time
atWarneford
Meadow

Seateddancing withAge UK CommunityInvolvement Manager
Julie Pink who led HealthFest 19

HughWarwick fromHedgeOx

MORE PICTURES OVER THE PAGE >>>>
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LOVINGIT: OurOccupational
Therapy team give abig cheer

Restore hada stall sellingdelicious
cakes- some made from unusual
ingredients suchas spinach and
butternut squash

RebeccaElsworth, apprenticeshipmanager
with ourLearning &Development teamwith
glasses which simulate various eye
conditions

Outreach librarian forOxford
Health Libraries, Katie Treherne

OxfordHealth clinical research
assistant KazminderFox, left, and
researchassistant practitionerZoe
Collett

The OxfordHealthcare
Improvement teamwith their
suggestion tree to which
visitors were invited to place
suggestions for improvements
writtenon leaves

—HEALTHFEST IN PICTURES 2019—
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—HEALTHFEST IN PICTURES 2019—

CommunityDietitians, DavidWicksman, Patricia ShawandZoe Cottrel

Advancednurse practitioner JC
takes highly specialist
occupational therapist Sarah
King's bloodpressure, watched by
clinical physiotherapist Emma
Garrett, centre

James andKathryn McNicoll with
Becci Curtis on the Cyclox stand

All the
rightmoves…

performers from
Mim’s Bellydance
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— FLUFIGHTERS —

School nurses and the
immunisation team at
OxfordHealth are ona

mission to vaccinate
56,000primary school
children in
Oxfordshire to protect
themfromthe flu.

Betweennow and
Januaryevery youngster
fromreceptionup to and
includingYear6 in270
schools canget
protectionvia a nasal
spray, all deliveredby
the Trust’s
ImmunisationTeam in
conjunctionwith the
school nursingservice.

Childrencan be super-
spreaders of fluand getting the virus
canhave abig impact on family life,
withdays needed in bed to recover.

Flu can lead to serious complications
suchas bronchitis and pneumonia.

Symptoms are worse than anormal
coldand include:

♦ Fever
♦ chills
♦ achingmuscles and joints
♦ headaches
♦ extreme tiredness.

Symptoms canalso includea stuffy
nose, drycough and sore throat.

For children with specific long-term
medical conditions (chronic

respiratory, heart, kidney,
liveror neurological
disease; diabetes;
immuno-suppression;
or no fully working spleen)
getting flucan be even
more serious as it’s
likelyto make their
medical conditionmuch
worse.
Everythingyouwant to
knowabout the
immunisation
programme is now
availableon the Trust’s
website
www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/

school-health-nurses/immunisations/
flu-immunisations/

It includes a list of plannedclinics
(whichare subject to change) plus
guides onwhat you need todo
including theonline consent form
whichwill be sent to youby your child’s
school.

There’s also top tips andFAQs
includinghowyoumake contact with
the school nursing team; what happens
if your child is ill ormisses their
immunisation?

We’re aiming to give the nasal spray vaccine to every
youngster from reception to Year 6 in 270 schools

It is close to lunchtime at the
Luther Street Medical Centre – the
GP practice for homeless
people in Oxford city centre – and
a queue at a door is moving fast.
But these are not patients; they are

the centre’s staff getting their flu jab.
Behind the door, occupational health

nurse Halina Simm is brisk, friendly
and efficient, taking just minutes to
vaccinate each person. In Luther
Street’s busy schedule, the flu clinic is
tactically placed just before the
afternoon handover, easy for staff to
attend as they would be coming to the
meeting anyway. And crucially,
Oxford Health is bringing the flu clinic
to staff instead of asking staff to go to a
flu clinic.
It’s people like Halina Simm pictured

above with receptionist Rosie, who
make this possible. She retired seven
years ago but has come back as a
sessional vaccinator.
“I love nursing and my colleagues

and want to actively promote their
health,” she says.
It’s easy to see how she puts people

at ease. She briefs each one about
what the vaccine is, how it works, how
it differs from that given last year and
what’s needed for aftercare: drink
plenty of fluids and keep moving the
arm on which you had the jab. She also
confirms that the adult version of the
vaccine can’t give you flu.
Luther Street receptionist Danielle

Seetaram, didn’t hesitate a moment
about having the jab.
“I just don’t want to

get the flu,” says
Danielle. “And I don’t
want to pass it to
anyone else,” says
Rosie.
Luther Street cares

for Oxford’s homeless population. It
has treatment rooms for physical and
mental health assessments, podiatry
care, dental services and others.
Patients at Luther Street are also
offered the flu vaccination.

PROTECTINGTHE
HOMELESS
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— FLUFIGHTERS —

Staff are the best shot
at stopping the virus
spreading and
impacting on patients
and service users. So
Oxfordshire’s NHS
teams and county
council have been
working to vaccinate
all frontline workers

‘

you, your familyand friends.
Byvaccinating frontline staff, each

organisationcan stoppeople from
catching thevirus and passing it on to
the sick andvulnerable. It alsomeans
health and social care organisations
canbe more resilient during the
comingbusy wintermonths.

Healthcareworkers in
hospitals andout in the
communityare eligible
for free quadrivalent jabs
–which containfour
strains of flu to provide
maximumcover.

OxfordHealth
vaccinates5,000of our
frontline workforce. For a
secondyear our staff and
patients have collaborated
toproduce a video
encouragingevery staff
member to take part in the
immunisationprogramme.

The Grease-themed ʻIt’s the jab that I
want’ filmstars, amongothers, Chief
Nurse Marie Crofts, above, who is
leading the Oxford Healthcampaign
and staff fromWitneyCommunity
Hospital.

There are also appearances from
manyother workers fromthe trust’s

150sites andcameoappearances from
SCAS staff, who havebases in our
communityhospitals.

With anarray of posters like this one,
left— featuringWard Manager Katrina
King—andmyth-bustingmessages,
all partner organisations are holding
staff fluclinics andare workinghard to

help staff understand the
importance of getting
vaccinated toprotect
themselves and their
patients.

Β Flu is a serious
health risk – it’s highly
transmissibleand is not a
badcold.

Β The quadrivalent
jabdoes not containa live
virus andwill not give you
flu.

Β Youcan be a carrier
of fluwithout displaying
symptoms.

Last year, flu killed312 Britons,
while a total of 2,924people in theUK
were admitted to an intensive care unit
(ICU) or high-dependency unit (HDU)
because of flu. Most hadnot been
immunisedaccording to PublicHealth
England.

Marie Crofts, Chief Nurse at Oxford
Health, said: “We work in acaring
profession, so let’s all make sure we
have a jab – and look after each other
as well as our patients, friends and
family.”

We work in a caring
profession, so let’s all make

sure we have a jab – and look
after each other as well as our
patients, friends and family

H ealth and social care
organisations across
Oxfordshire have joined

together this winter to call on
healthcare professionals to make
sure they are immunised against
flu this winter.

OxfordHealthNHS Foundation
Trust, Oxfordshire County Council,
SouthCentral Ambulance Service
(SCAS), andOxford University
Hospitals NHSFoundationTrust have
all embarkedon their annual flu
programmes –vaccinating the
thousands of workers who look after

VisitOxford Health’s
YouTube channel to

see our flu video
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—WINTER PLANNING —FREEFLU JABS

Patients livingwith a long
termconditionsuch as
diabetes, asthmaor aheart

conditionare urged to have a free
NHS flu vaccination to keep them
well this winter.

These patients – including children
andadults – are more at risk of the
complications of fluwhichcould result
ina stay in hospital or even death.

DrEdCapo-Bianco, UrgentCare Lead
atOxfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group, said: “It’s very important that
patients whohave an underlyinghealth
conditiondon’t delayand have a free
fluvaccination at their GP practice or a
pharmacist.”

Ed said: “Healthy individuals usually
recoverwithin two to sevendays from
flu, but for some, especially those with
a long term condition the illness can
lead to a stay inhospital, permanent
disabilityor evendeath.”

Doyou qualify?
Youare eligible for the free flu

vaccine if you have the following
conditions:

• heart problems

• chest complaint or breathing
difficulties, includingbronchitis,
emphysemaor severe asthma

• kidneydiseases

• lowered immunity due todisease
or treatment (such as steroid
medicationor cancer treatment)

• liverdisease

• stroke or a transient ischaemic
attack (TIA)

• diabetes

• multiple sclerosis

• morbid obesity (BMI over 40)

• cerebral palsyor a learning
disability.

• neurological conditions

Whoelse is eligible?

Whoelse is eligible for an NHS flu
vaccination?
People aged over 65, pregnantwomen,
childrenin primaryschool and
youngsters aged twoand three years
old.

Formore information
onthe NHS flu vaccination

visitwww.oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk

Your life could be at serious risk from flu, so
make sure you’re protected with a FREE JAB

A mum-to-be is urging other
pregnant women to make sure
that they have a free NHS flu
vaccination.
Amy Jones, 37, who was due
to give birth in December, had
the flu jab at her GP practice in
Faringdon in October.
Amy said: “I’m pleased to
have had the vaccine to help
protect me and my baby. The
jab was painless and over very
quickly. It doesn’t matter at
what stage of the pregnancy
you are at, even if you discover
you are pregnant later on in
the flu season – have the
vaccination. During my two
other pregnancies I had the flu
vaccination to keep me and the
babies well and healthy.”

Jeremy Hutchins is urging ‘at
risk’ patients aged over 65 to
have a flu vaccination to protect
them this winter.
Jeremy, 76, has had a free NHS flu

vaccine for the past 10 years. He
also has Type 2 diabetes.
He said: “As a patient who is ‘at

risk’ from the complications of flu I
urge people over the age of 65 to
have a flu vaccination to help
protect them this winter. In my case,
I also have a long term condition
which as you get older can become
more serious. A flu vaccine is the
best protection for me over winter.”
Jeremy who lives in south

Oxfordshire added: “GP practices
are holding flu vaccine clinics across
Oxfordshire. So, when you are
contacted please take up the offer
and book an appointment and get
yourself protected from flu.”
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—WINTER PLANNING: HEALTH& SOCIALCARE—

Afree smartphone appwhich
signposts to Oxfordshire’s health
services suchas GP practices,
pharmacies, first aid andminor
injuries units could
#HelpUsHelpYou this winter.

ʻHealthandCare Oxfordshire’ uses
digital mapping to allowpeople to find
their nearest health service, wherever
theyare inthe county.

The apphighlights the typeof
injuries or illnesses treated atminor
injuries units or first aid units in
Oxfordshire, and the advice and
support providedby local pharmacies
andGP practices.

People can also find information via

the appon a range of services
deliveredby sexual healthclinics and
where these are located inOxfordshire.

It signposts to the county’s adult
social carewebsite, andalso toPatient
Access, whichallows people to use
online services providedby theirGP
practice.

DrEdCapo-Bianco, UrgentCare lead
OxfordshireClinical Commissioning
Group said: “The app advises people
onthe best health services to use if
theyare unwell or need treatment – it
also shows exactly where these
services are located in Oxfordshire.”

The ʻHealth andCare Oxfordshire’
app can bedownloaded from the App
store andGoogle Play.

GETTHS
SMARTPHONEAPP

H ealth and social care
professionals from across the
system,which includes

hospitals,GPs, social services,
ambulance services,mental health
services and charities will be working
together this winter to deliver
responsive and joined-up services
throughout the season.
By building on last year’s collaborative

working, the system-wide team aims to
provide safe, effective, and sustainable
care for people across Oxfordshire.
The team will also work to improve

quality and performance of emergency
and urgent care in the area.
Winter is a high-pressure season for

health and social care services, with the
colder temperatures and harsher weather
conditions leading to increased demands
on GPs and Emergency Departments as flu
season begins.

Acute hospitals
Sam Foster, Chief Nursing Officer at

Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, said: “Our
priority is to ensure patients
get the best care during
winter, and by working
closely with our health
and social care
colleagues we want to
provide safe, effective,
and sustainable care.
“An important factor is

people having their own
winter plan - by planning for
winter, people will know what

to do to keep as well as possible and what
actions to take should they fall ill with
coughs, colds, or flu.”
People are urged to have a winter plan

(see pages 64&65) for themselves and
their family so that they know what they
need to do to keep as well as possible,
what they can do if they become unwell,
and how they can look after their elderly
neighbours who may not be able to look
after themselves.

Community Hospitals
Oxford Health’s community hospitals in

Witney, Abingdon and Henley each have
Minor Injuries Units (MIUs) where our
highly trained multi-disciplinary teams can
treat injuries, such as deep cuts, eye
injuries, broken bones, severe sprains,
minor head injury, minor burns and scalds.
These units all have x-ray departments.
So don’t go to A&E departments — you’ll

be treated just as well and probably
quicker at a MIU. We also have First Aid
Units at community hospitals in Bicester,
Chipping Norton and Wallingford.

Your doctor
GP practices will contact
those patients eligible for
the free flu jab to attend
vaccination clinics. The
flu vaccine is an
effective way for
people to keep well
and healthy over
winter.

Social care
An important part of the

team’s plan is making sure
that people are cared for

outside of hospital, too. Karen Fuller, Adult
Social Care Service Manager at
Oxfordshire County Council, said: “To
keep people safe and well over the winter
period, it is important that we work
together as a system to provide the right
support at the right time.”

Mental health
Oxford Health is, among a raft of other

work, aiming to increase overnight staffing
in emergency department psychiatry
teams with the aim of improving response
times for people who end up at the JR and
Horton’s A&E departments, to relieve
pressure on them.
We are also working closely with South

Central Ambulance Service (SCAS) have
mental health workers available each night
to make sure those in need are given the
right kind of help at the right time.
A Safe Haven in the north of Oxfordshire

as well as a small crisis and home
treatment team in Oxford are in planning
stages for early 2020.
Seeourmental health adviceover page.

Ambulance service
Ross Cornett, Head of Operations at

SCAS, said: “The new urgent care
pathways mean that our ambulance staff on
the road have direct access to specialists
and clinical support, some of which is
available 24/7.
“By working together more efficiently

with our partners, we can avoid admission
to hospital for some patients who
previously would have been taken in, as
well as bypass EDs for others for whom it
has already been identified which
specialist consultant or service they need.”
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W inter conditions can be
seriouslybad for our
health, especially for

people aged65 or older, andpeople
with long-termconditions suchas
COPD, bronchitis, emphysema,
asthma, diabetes or heart or kidney
disease.

Beingcold can raise the risk of
increasedblood pressure, heart attacks
and strokes.

The coldand dampweather, ice, snow
andhighwinds can all aggravate any
existinghealth problems andmake us
more vulnerable to respiratorywinter
illnesses. But there are lots of things you
cando to stay well this winter.

Feeling unwell?
Don’twait – get advice fromyour

nearest pharmacist.
At the first signof a winter illness,

evenif it’s just a cough or cold, get
advice fromyourpharmacist, before it
gets more serious. Act quickly.

The sooner you get advice froma
pharmacist the better. Pharmacists are

fullyqualified to advise youon the best
course of action.

This canbe the best and quickestway
tohelpyou recover and get back to
normal.

If youcan’t get toa pharmacist
yourself, ask someone togo for youor
call your local pharmacy.

Make sure you get
your flu jab

The fluvirus strikes in winter and it
canbe farmore serious than you think.
Flu can lead to serious complications
suchas bronchitis and pneumonia, and,
it can bedeadly.

That’s whythe flu jab is free if you’re
aged65 or over, or if you have a long-
termhealth condition.

If youhave young childrenor
grandchildrenthey mayalsobe eligible
for a free flu vaccination.

And if you are themain carer of an
older or disabledperson youmay also
be eligible for the free flu jab.

Just speak to your GPor pharmacist.
Youcan also findmore informationat
www.nhs.uk/getflujab
Also, don’t forget that if you’re aged 65

or over, you are eligible for the
pneumococcal vaccine, whichwill help
protect you frompneumococcal
diseases suchas pneumonia. Ask your
GP.

Keeping youand
yourhome warm

It is important to keep warminwinter
– both inside andoutdoors. Keeping
warmover the winter months can help
to prevent colds, flu andmore serious
health problems suchas heart attacks,
strokes, pneumoniaand depression.

Heat your home to at least 18°C (65°F).
Youmight prefer yourmain living room
tobe slightly warmer.

Keepyour bedroom windowclosedon
winter nights. Breathing cold air can be
bad for your health as it increases the
risk of chest infections.

Keepactive whenyou’re indoors. Try
not to sit still formore thananhour or
so. Wear several layers of light clothes.
Several layers trapwarmair better than
one bulky layer.

Make sure you’re receivingall the
help that you’re entitled to.

Learnhow tomake your home more
energyefficient, improve your heating
andkeepup with your energy bills at
www.gov.uk/phe/keep-warm

Andcheck your heating andcooking
appliances are safe. Contact aGas Safe
registeredengineer tomake sure
they’re operating properly. Visit
www.gassaferegister.co.uk

We’re here to help you
stay well, so take a

look at our tops tips to
see what you can do

—WINTER PLANNING: HELPUS HELP YOU—
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Check yourmedicine
cabinet

Ask your pharmacist whatmedicines
shouldbe in your cabinet to helpget you
andyour family through the winter
season.

Manyover-the-counter medicines
(includingparacetamol and ibuprofen)
are available to relieve symptoms of
commonwinter ailments, suchas colds,
sore throat, cough, sinusitis or painful
middle ear infection (earache).

So talk to your pharmacist for advice
ongetting the relief youneed.

Tomanage winter illness symptoms at
home:
• Rest
• Drink plentyof fluids
• Have at least onehotmeal a

dayto keepyour energy levels up
• Use over-the-counter

medications tohelpgive relief.
Prescriptions

Make sure you get your
prescriptionmedicines before your
pharmacyor GPpractice closes for
Christmas.

Youcan also order your repeat
prescriptions online. To sign up to

GPonline services ask at your practice
or to find outmore visit

nhs.uk/GPonlineservices
And, if you’ve been prescribed

antibiotics orany othermedication,
make sure you take themas directed.

Look out for other people
Remember thatother people, suchas

older neighbours, friends and family
members, mayneed abit of extrahelp
over the winter. There’s a lot youcan do
to helppeople whoare more frail than
you.

Icypavements and roads canbe very
slipperyand coldweather canstop
people fromgetting outand about. Keep
in touch with your friends, neighbours
and family andask if theyneed any

practical help, or if they’re feeling
under theweather.

Make sure they’re stockedupwith
enough food supplies fora fewdays, in
case they can’t go out. If theydo need to
go out in the cold, encourage them to
wear shoes with a goodgrip anda scarf
around the mouth to
protect themfrom
the coldair, and to
reduce their risk of
chest infections.

Andmake sure
theyget any
prescription
medicines before
the Christmas
holidays start and if badweather is
forecast.

If they needhelp over the holiday
periodwhen the GP practice or
pharmacyis closed, call NHS111 and
speak to a call adviser whowill be able
to direct you to a local service that is
open. Youcan also find informationat
www.nhs.uk

TOPFIVETIPS
Five things werecommend youdo:

1Make sure you get your flu jab.

2Keepyour home at 18°C (65°F) or
higher if you can.

3Take advantage of financial
schemes anddiscounts to help you

payfor heating.

4Visit your local pharmacistas soon
as youstart to feel unwell with the

symptoms of a respiratorywinter
illness.

5Look out for other people whomay
needabit of extra helpover the

winter.

—WINTER PLANNING: HELPUS HELP YOU—

999 - For life threatening
emergencies call 999

111 - If youneed medical
help fast but it’s not a

999emergency. Advisors are
available24 hours a day, seven
days aweek. Theycan put people
straight through to relevant
healthcare professionals,
includingnurses, emergency
dentists, orGPs, depending onthe
situation. There’s also theoption
of NHS111 online.

For less urgenthealth needs,
contact your GPor pharmacist.
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EveryMind Matters is anew
campaign that aims to make
one million adults in

Englandbetter informed and
equipped to look after theirmental
health and support others.

OxfordHealth clinical psychologist
andhead of the Oxford Centre for
Psychological Health, Professor Paul
Salkovskis was one of the clinical
advisors developing the material.

“The One Youwebsite and related
EveryMind Matters material offer an
accessible, accurate and evidence-
based resource,” he says.

It is linked to the NHSand recognised
charities, helplines andcommunities
suchas Samaritans andMind.

“We have been verycareful on quality
control andaccuracyand the language
used, building on the work done
previously to normalise theway people
talk aboutmental health.

“Alot has beendone to reduce stigma
and shame, butwe are not there yet; this
website will help,” says Prof
Salkovskis.

Identifying issues
The website allows you to identify the

type of issues you maybe facing and
thengenerate a tailored self-care plan.

There are also more in-depthmodules
onstress, sleeplessness, anxiety and
lowmood. Eachmodule gives
informationon whatcan cause changes
inpeople’s mental health, possible
signs to look out for, advice on things
youcan doand importantly, explain
what’s OKandwhen people should seek
further support, including links to
available support channels.

Helping others
Advice is also available for those who

want to support others whoare
strugglingwith their mental health.

Prof Salkovskis is excited about the
launch: “Although there are lots of apps
andwebsites on self-care andmental
health, manyarecommercially driven.

“One Youand EveryMind Matters is
trusted resource to empower and inform
youhow to take control of your mental
health.”

—WINTER PLANNING: MENTALHEALTH—

New website aims to
empower and inform a
million people to look
after their mental
health and support
others. Oxford
Health’s Paul
Salkovskis was its
clinical advisor

‘
A lot has been
done to reduce
stigma and

shame, but we are
not there yet; this
website will help
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Anyone can struggle to cope
with the emotional challenges
in their life, and there is help

available.
Approximately one in four people will

struggle with low mood, stress, worry and
other emotional difficulties at some point
in their lives.
Perhaps this is something you are going

through right now? If so, there is help
available.
Poor mental health can take a hold at any

time of year. Joanne Ryder, Clinical and
Professional Lead for the Psychological
Therapies Pathway and Head of IAPT in
Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust, says:
“Feeling low, stressed or anxious can
happen at any time, to anyone, from all
walks of life and backgrounds.”

It can happen to anyone
Anyone can struggle to cope with the

emotional challenges in their life
especially if they are coping with a long-
term health condition, experiencing
employment difficulties or finding it hard
to sleep.
TalkingSpace Plus, which celebrated its

10th anniversary this year, offers
free talking therapies to more than 14,000
people a year across Oxfordshire. Since it
was established in 2009 it is estimated that
in excess of 100,000 have been helped.
It is an NHS service operated by Oxford

Health, Oxfordshire Mind and Principal
Medical Limited (PML and available to
patients registered with an Oxfordshire
GP.

Refer yourself
Most adults refer themselves, though

some referrals are made via GPs and other

health professionals. If you are aged
between 16-18 you will need to be
referred by Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services (CAMHS)
The service follows a stepped care

model to decide which intervention is
most appropriate for you and will start
with the least intensive treatment - often
our courses and groups.
TalkingSpace Plus has dedicated

specialist staff who are trained to
understand the specific needs or health
issues associated with low mood and
emotional difficulties .

There a host of helpful online resources
such as computerised CBT (Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy).
If you are struggling with issues such as

these now or at any time of the year, visit
our website www.talkingspaceplus.org.uk,
where you will find a self-referral form as
well as a range of helpful resources

Give us acall or viewonline
TalkingSpace Plus is easy to access

anytime online and via phone.
Our self-referral telephone number is:

01865 901 222 and opening hours
are: Monday 8am-5pm, Tuesday to
Thursday 8am-8pm or Friday 8am-5pm
You will speak to an administrator who

will take your details (including your
name, address, date of birth, registered
GP) and book a telephone appointment
with a member of our team.

—WINTER PLANNING: MENTALHEALTH —

“Our physical andmental health are,
of course, linked. We knowpeople with
long termphysical health conditions
are more likely to experience everyday
mental health problems like
depression, anxietyand stress.

“Onthe other handpeople with a long
termmental health condition,
dementia, or a learningdifficulty are
more likely to experience poor
physical health. It’s importantwe take
amoment to support frail and
vulnerable relatives, friends, and

neighbours andget help forour mental
health – just like we would for our
physical health.”

People canget in touch with their GP
or self-refer to Oxfordshire talking
therapyservice TalkingSpace Plus.
People experiencingmental health
crisis canself-refer to Safe Haven, an
alternative toEmergency Departments
offering care and support in a calmnon
-clinical environmentMonday, Friday,
Saturdayand Sundays from6pm to
10pm.”

Oxford Safe Haven offers a late-
night safe space for people
experiencingmental health
crisis andoffers out-of-hours
support for adults.

Hollyvisited the SafeHaven when
she was in needof support. She said:
“It’s placewhere I’m free to show
mymental health symptoms and be
accepted for all ofme, not just part
of me. Safe Haven keeps me safe
fromharm. Aplace of acceptance,
warmth, kindness andcare. It keeps
me safe from me.

“SafeHaven is what I’ve always

searched for since mymental health
problems surfaced15 years ago.
This place fills the gapbetween
Samaritans andA&E andoften
prevents me fromreaching crisis.”

Safe Haven openMonday, Friday,
Saturdayand Sundays from6pm to
10pm.

It is not a drop-inservice and so
people must call first. The referral
line will be open from5pmonthe
dayof service. The last entry will be
at 9pm.

To self-refer to Oxford Safe Haven
ring01865 903037or 07710 092849.
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H ealthy Minds is a
psychological service,
especially for people living

inBuckinghamshire, whichhas
helped thousands since 2008cope
more effectively with depression,
anxiety and lowmood.

It offers a range of free NHS, triedand
testedpsychological therapies which
followa stepped care model. We use
this model todecide which type of
treatment is currentlymost clinically
appropriate for you.

Rachel Balster, a psychological
wellbeingpractitioner lead atHealthy
Minds inBuckinghamshire, said: “We
canall experience lowmoodandhigh
levels of anxiety, but the goodnews is
we dohave the choice about whatwedo
to change this. Sometimes it is the
smallest things we do thatmake the
biggest difference.

“The first thing to realise is that this is
normal, andyou are notalone. If you
are finding this time of year
particularlydifficult andare struggling
tomake changes and overcome this
yourself, it is important toknow that
there is support available. We all needa
little extra help sometimes.”

If youare feeling anxious, depressed
or stressed, Healthy Minds offers free
talking therapies to help.

HealthyMinds, runby OxfordHealth,
works withpeople in Buckinghamshire
to ensure they get the help theyneed,
basing treatments on the needs of the
individual to support them in
overcomingany difficulties with their
mental health.

Our clinical teamis made upof many
different staff with a range of
backgrounds and training including:

• Psychological wellbeing
practitioners

• Cognitive behavioural therapists

• Clinical andcounselling
psychologists

• Interpersonal therapists
Theyeither work with individuals on

the telephone or meet themat various

community locations and GPpractices
around the county andkeep inregular
contactwith our clients tohelp themon
the road to recovery.

If youare struggling with issues such
as these, HealthyMinds can helpnow
or at any time of the year. Visit our
website www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/
healthyminds for ahost of help and
advice or call 01865 901600.

—WINTER PLANNING: MENTALHEALTHIN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE —

Working in collaborationwith
Bucks Mind, the trust offers a Safe
Havensupport service in
Aylesburyfor people in crisis.

Safe Haven provides out-of-hours
support on Sunday, Mondayand
Tuesdayevenings 6.30pm to12amwith
the last entry at11pm.

It is available to service users
experiencingmental health crisis who
needa safe andsupportive
environment as analternative to
A&E. It is staffed byBucks Mind

workers and supportedby clinicians
fromOxfordHealth.

Staff aim to create a supportive
settingwhere service users can receive
emotional support, planhow tokeep
themselves safe andbe signposted to
appropriate community based
services.

Safe Haven is not a drop-in service.
If youare an adult in crisis in

Buckinghamshire please call Bucks
Safe Haven first to see if they canhold a
place for you on07508 350553.

‘
We can all experience
low mood and high

levels of anxiety, but the
good news is we do have
the choice about what we

do to change this

Healthy Minds is a
service for Bucks

residents making a
big impact on lives
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— IPS: AIDING RECOVERY—

Mental health
service users
can link with
specialists to
find a
rewarding
paid job that
can boost
recovery

Oxford Health is on a mission
to help mental health
patients find fulfilling paid

employment to aid in their recovery.
Individual Placement and Support (IPS)

has now been fully launched in
Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire
offering a unique service for people over
18 who are not in work and are under the
care of our adult mental health teams or
early intervention service.
Our two existing IPS specialists who

have already helped more than 40 people
find their ideal jobs have been joined by
five more specialists and a team leader,
meaning even more service users can be
helped.
The IPS service allows patients who want

a paid job the chance to work with one of
Oxford Health’s employment specialists to
reach their employment goals and find a
working environment focused on
individual preferences.
Work routines can hugely boost an

individual’s recovery through providing
purpose, interaction with others, a sense
of achievement and empowerment.
Outcomes from randomised control trials
have revealed this model can help up to
60% of service users into long-term work.
The service relies on a robust

relationship between employment
specialists and mental health clinicians
who work together to help service user

reach the best results for them, whilst
considering their wellbeing and recovery.
Oxfordshire’s three IPS specialists are

from the mental health charity Restore –
one of the key organisations in the award-
winning Oxfordshire Mental Health
Partnership. IPS has received £600,000 in
funding from NHS England to run the
service until April 2021.
Since its inception in April this model

has already achieved success in the early
intervention teams across both counties.
Steve Bell, Oxford Health’s Occupational

Therapist in Early Intervention who
assisted the development of the successful
NHS England bid, commented: “This
exciting opportunity will assist in
developing the services. We know it
works as our two existing IPS specialists
have helped more than 40 people find
paid work. We all look forward to rolling
this service out into the other teams.”
Our IPS team are supportive and friendly

with experience to place our patients in
employment that is suitable for them.
If youare apatient in one of our adult
mental health services please email the
IPS team for further information.
Oxfordshire IPS
Oxonemploymentservice
@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk
Buckinghamshire IPS
Bucksemploymentservice
@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

Oxford Health has a new recruit at
theWarneford Hospital – a Harris
Hawk named Missy.
The five-year-old from NBC

Environment is on a special mission to
scare away pigeons from the site
because of the wealth of health and
safety risks the birds pose to patients
and staff and the damage they cause
to the Grade I listed buildings.
For 10 days Missy flew around

demonstrating to pigeons that as a
predator the area was not safe and a
no-go area for roosting and nesting.
Although she weighs less than a bag

of sugar and can reach speeds of
33mph, the pigeons can out-fly her at
80mph – so there was no chance of
her catching them.
Missy and her owner Dan Arnold

visited theWarneford’s Highfield Unit
– Oxford Health’s specialist inpatient
services for young people aged 11 to
18 with acute mental health needs –
and proved a big hit.
Dan shared interesting facts about

Missy and explained her job
alongside a few stories.
Mollie Tustian, leader of learning for

Oxfordshire Hospital School, said:
“The staff and young people really
appreciated the opportunity to meet
Missy and Dan.
“Dan gave a very informative talk,

which everyone enjoyed and was
perfectly pitched for the science
adaptation curriculum content. We
greatly appreciated Dan taking his
time to show us Missy and her skills in
flight. It was a fantastic opportunity
and the highlight of the morning.”
John Upham, who is Oxford Health’s

sustainability manager, said: “The
issue of nature to reduce the resident
pigeons on the site has shown signs of
success so far. It was a great
experience for the patients to see the
hawk close up and ask questions. We
are really grateful to both Dan and
Missy.”
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JoyHibbins is
a former
governor and
wants to
encourage
more patients
and service
users to stand
to become a governor.
“I run a charity which provides a

suicide crisis centre and have also
been a mental health services patient
at Oxford Health, so I have experience
of providing services, but also of being
a service user.
“It was immediately clear to me

when I became a governor, how much
it is truly valued in having patients in
governor roles. Indeed we want more.
“I joined two of the sub groups

where issues which impact patients
and carers are raised with senior
managers. Areas I was involved in
included mental health crisis care and
responses to people in suicidal crisis.
We worked to consider what changes
may need to be made. So as a board of
governors, you do influence change.
“We look particularly at repeat

issues which happen to more than one
patient. When we identify that different
patients are bringing similar issues to
us, this may indicate a need for a
systemic change.
“We’ve been looking specifically at

out of hours and night responses in the
trust’s mental health services to
consider what may need to change.
The work of this group is continuing.
“When I became a governor I felt

welcome immediately. Everyone
recognised that it was daunting for me,
as a former patient, to suddenly be
involved in meetings with senior
management of the NHS trust. They
were extremely supportive and
encouraging.
“You can have a mentor governor –

one of the more experienced
governors to support you in your first
few months, as you get used to the
role. There is also the opportunity to
attend national training days, to help
equip you for your role.
“We have an excellent Council of

Governors. I have seen how they are
able to respectfully challenge some
decisions or policies.
I would encourage patients and

service users to become a governor in
the next round of elections. You will be
part of a wonderfully supportive group
and will be able to ensure that
patients’ voices are heard at the
highest level.”

Fouryears ago Louis Headley
had just finished his A-
Levels andwas figuring out

what to do with his life.
Nowhe has carvedout a rewarding

career, been nominated for awards
andhas become a governor – all with
one thing in mind; to help anddevelop
services for youngpeople.

Ambitious andbrimmingwith a can-
doattitude, Louis was just 19when
joinedOxfordHealth to start an
apprenticeship inbusiness project
management.

He was assigned to the trust’s
childrenand adolescentmental
health services (CAMHS) and patient
experience relatedwork – and loved
it immediately.

Nowhe is
participation lead for
childrenand young
people’s services in
Oxfordshireand
greatlycredits his
managers fromthat
time for
encouraginghim to
start a careerat the
trust. 2019sawhim
electedas a staff
governor for the
Oxfordshire, Swindon, Wiltshire
andBaNESMental Health Services
directorate. Hewill serve three years.

“I was encouragedby my
colleagues to stand to become a
governor, partly because of how I’ve
come tomy jobat the trustand the
insights I canbring to the role,” he
says.

“As participation lead the best part
of mywork is beingable to help

childrenand youngpeople make
changes in their life after a clinical
intervention; take ownership of their
care andplans for future.

“The clinical work is important, but
the children must also be supported to
become proactive. I alsowant to use
their experience to develop the
services.”

“Balancing the role of governorwith
everydaywork is quite tough,” Louis
finds. I think there’s a big expectation
to get things across and see change –
and I want to see change. I guess I’m

still newto the role, but it is
a role that forces you to ask

questions.”
Louis is keento see
change inhow NHS
recruits and retains
staff. “We need tobe
able to look at
ourselves andhowwe
retainstaff andappeal
to youngpeople. What

keptme in the jobwas
not the programme but

purely the people who
trainedand managedme,” he

says. “Butas the trust weare moving
to the right direction. We are not
stagnant.”

He alsowants the trust to involve
membershipmore in its work. “And I
meanthe whole trust, not just
engagement and communications.
Our members can helpus inservice
development, for instance by focus
groups.”

We need to look at ourselves, question how we
retain staff and appeal to young people

Louis
Headley

—GOVERNORSPECIAL —

Staff: Mental health services
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Our trust will have Council of
Governors election again in
the spring – would you like

to represent your community?
In the 2020 election we will have

vacancies in all constituencies: public,
carers, service users and staff. Why not
step up to the challenge? As a governor
you will help make sure that your local
health care meets the local needs.
Who do I represent?
You will be elected by members from

the membership class you have signed up
as a member in. For instance, if you are a
member in the class Public,
Buckinghamshire, only public members
from Buckinghamshire can vote for you.
Am I qualified to become a governor?
You don’t need any formal

qualifications to become a governor –
what we need is your experience and
interest. Also, you must be a member of
our trust, 16 or over and live in England

or Wales. There are circumstances that
will disqualify you from becoming a
governor; for instance, if you are already a
governor of another NHS trust. The
disqualifying criteria will be published
when the candidate nomination period
starts.
How do I enter the race?
You will need to nominate yourself. You

can do this online or by a paper form.
When the nominations open, we will

publicise the dates and process to all our
members and to wider audience.
Will you help me in my election

campaign?
We can’t help you with your campaign -

the election is managed by an external
company so that it will be independent
from the trust. We can advise you about
the practical aspects of how to take part
in the election but can’t promote you in
any way.
How much time do I need to put in as

a governor?

The Council of Governors meets four
times a year. As a governor you are
expected attend these meetings, although
we understand it’s sometimes not
possible for everyone to make every
meeting.
We also encourage governors to join at

least one governor sub-group. In these
you can get a much more in-depth view
of various areas of the trust governance,
such as finance or quality.
You can get involved much more: take

part in training, interviews, site visits,
membership events and many other
aspects of developing the trust.
Governors are elected for a period of up

to three years, but you can resign at any
time by writing to the company secretary
or chairman of the trust.
Do I get paid?
No – being a governor is a voluntary,

unpaid role. Reasonable expenses will be
reimbursed.

—GOVERNORSPECIAL —

D r Mike Hobbs is one of Oxford
Health’s new governors, elected
in May 2019, but he is not new

to Oxford Health.
He was employed by the trust and its

predecessor organisations for nearly 30 years
as a consultant psychiatrist and
psychotherapist, and served as the trust’s
medical director for eight years before
retiring in 2012.
So what drew him to pursue the voluntary,

unpaid role of a governor?

Positives and challenges
“I did make a conscious decision to stay

away from the trust,” he laughs. “But I have
retained an interest and kept in touch with
some colleagues.
“From them I’ve heard about both the

positive things and the challenges that have
been going on.”
“In the last couple of years I’ve become

more and more interested, and to be frank,
dismayed and angered about what is
happening to mental health and community
services.
“So I asked myself how I could contribute,

and applying to become a governor was one
way. And I was lucky enough to be elected.”
That said, Mike’s main motive is not anger.

“I have a continuing interest in the radical
potential that community services and
mental health services have. We have a
tremendous opportunity to provide whole
person care in the community,” he believes.
“This requires that social care and mental

and physical health care work more closely
together, rather than people rattling from
service to service. This opportunity is not
realised yet, and if I can do anything to
contribute to it becoming a reality, that’s my
key motivation.”
As someone who saw Oxford Health

become a foundation trust, how does he see
this status? What does it mean to be a
foundation trust?

“The most positive thing about it is we are
responsible to local people and for engaging
with the local population. We must use that
potential. The trust can support the
communities we serve, and those
communities can support the trust,” he says.
“Of course our geography gives its own

challenges; we work across a big area. But
we could attempt to hold meetings and
events in different places, and meet people
locally.”

Working creatively
As a governor Mike is looking forward to

working creatively with his fellow governors,
and not only those of Oxford Health but
governors from other local health
organisations, from acute and social care.
“We should be talking about the whole

system,” he states.
Mike is aware that there’s a lot of work to

do to achieve whole person care in the
community and to overcome present
constraints, and this will require adequate
resourcing and more collaborative working
across the health and social care system.
But he remains positive about the trust he

has now joined as a governor.
“Oxford Health has developed impressively

despite the challenges. It is a respected, high
quality, highly performing trust,” he says.
“And that is a really valuable achievement,

down to the leadership and the trust's loyal,
hard-working staff.”
You can contact Mike and other

governors via email
Or read more

about Mike’s interests in his governor
profile at www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/about-
us/governance/members-council/
governors/

>Meet more governors on next page

Public: Oxfordshire

‘
In the last couple of

years I’ve become more
and more interested,

and to be frank,
dismayed and angered

about what is happening
to mental health and
community services
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H annah-LouiseToomeyhad
akeen interest in
improvingaccess to

mental health services even before
she was electedas a governor for
OxfordHealth in May.

“I used togive feedback to clinicians
andemail the board, and then I decided
toput myself out there. I wanted my
voice to be heard, not just formyself
but for other people, too,” she says.

Hannah-Louise is acutelyaware that
in the affluent Oxfordshire there are
underprivilegedareas andpeople who
aren’t aware of help available for them,
orwhodon’t find it accessible.

Those are the communities she wants
to approachand findoutwhat the
barriers are, for instance, cultural or
language-related.

“We are so fortunate inOxford thatwe
have a richarray of services and
organisations that can support people,
not just health care services but things
to get involved inand socialise. Butnot
everyone feels able touse them. I want
to go out to the communities and ask:
what doyou need; whatwould you
want,” she says.

Hannah-Louise is hoping to start a
project to produce material inmultiple
languages thatwouldhelppeople to
take the first step: realise thatmental
health issues arehealth issues that can
be helped, and help is available.

The message is very much in line with
Hannah-Louise’s commitment as a
Time toChange Champion forOxford.

This movement is working to change
howwe think, talk andact aboutmental
health, with the aim todispel myths and
stigma that can still be associatedwith
mental health conditions.

“I wantpeople to knowthat it’s okay
not to be okayand ask forhelp,” she
says.

DuringHealthFest at the Warneford
Hospital this summer, Hannah-Louise
was doing just that, running a stand for
Time toChange. She has also just
started a masters degree in
occupational therapyat Brookes
University. So, many hats towear!

“Part of my electionpledge was to
practise goodhealth. I manage the
balance by working on myallotment,
running, biking, spending time withmy
friends.

“I feel I havea responsibility for the
wider community to keepmyself well,”
she says.

“I’mpassionate about the future of
OxfordHealth and about helping people
help themselves.”

Public: Oxfordshire

‘
I want to go out to the

communities and ask:
what do you need? What

would you want?

—GOVERNORSPECIAL —

We are always looking
for new members to
keep us in touch with

what’s needed in our hospitals
and services.
Our membership helps us

discover how best to improve
services and make sure that we put
patients’ and local communities’
needs first.
Membership is free.
There are no obligations to

attend meetings or take part in
events but you can get involved in
many ways if you want.
You’ll be able to:

♦ influence the way we
provide and develop your
local services

♦ hear first-hand about the
trust's ongoing work and
plans

♦ meet other people with
similar interests in local
physical, mental and
community health services

♦ attend free events for
members, including behind-
the-scenes tours and
fascinating talks

♦ vote for governors in
elections that happen in
your constituency

♦ run for governor when the
opportunity arises and
represent the members in
your constituency

♦ attend our quarterly Council
of Governors meetings and
Annual Members meetings

♦ receive our free newsletter
Membership Matters

♦ enjoy a wide range of
discounts at a range of high
street retailers, holiday
companies, restaurants,
leisure facilities mobile
phone providers and more*

All you need to do to join up
today is be over the age of 12. So
why not get your whole family
involved.
Find out more at

www.ohftnhs.uk/membership

* Shopping discounts are provided
by the Health Service Discounts,

which is a private service and
is not operated by the NHS

IT’S FREE!

‘
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DavidButterworth from
Abingdonhad a long and
successful career as a

chemical engineer and is aFellowof
the Royal Academyof Engineering.

Inhis retirement he has takena keen
interest in volunteering andcharity
work.

“For various reasons I aminterested
inhow healthand wellbeing services
operate inOxfordshire,” he says.

He’s amember of Oxford Health as
well as the county’s acute trustOxford
UniversityHospitals NHS Foundation
Trust and used tobe a trustee of
HealthwatchOxfordshire and the
mental health charityRoot and Branch.

But these days his main focus is
HealthyAbingdon, where he is the
chairman.

This independent charityaims to
bringhealth professionals suchas GPs,
health visitors anddistrict nurses
together with local communitygroups
to improve people’s health and
wellbeing.

There are an incredible200 such
groups inAbingdon, with activities
ranging fromall forms of arts and
exercise to supporting carers,
alleviating loneliness anddriving
people to hospital appointments.

HealthyAbingdon was started in 2016
byDave andRos Alstead, the then
directorof nursing atOxfordHealth.

Combining their knowledge and
experience of the NHSandcommunity
groups Ros andDave wanted to find
ways for the groups and NHS to work
better together.

Dave has a keen interest in making
the provision of care more integrated,
but he is cautious about how
developments are implemented.

“For instance, themove towards
primarycare networks is a brilliant
concept, but it’s implemented in ahotch
-potchway.”

PrimaryCare Networks (PCNs)
are a key part of the NHS
Long TermPlanwith
general practices being
apart of a network,
typicallycovering
30,000-50,000
patients.

The networks will
provide the structure
and funding for
services to be
developed locally, in
response to the needs of
the patients theyserve.

The aimis to create fully
integrated community-basedhealth
services.

“We have such a fragmented systemit
is not providing the care weneed,”
maintains David. “That said, essentially
we are very well-served in Abingdon.
We have a communityhospital and the
minor injuries unit and goodGP
services, which is great,” he adds.

Dave’s particular interest is helping
people withdementia, andhe is
involved in settingup the initiative
Dementia-FriendlyAbingdon.

“Mywife keeps getting atme not to
overstretchmyself,” he laughs. “But

we’ve got to change and finddifferent
ways of doing things.”
To find out more about

David’s work visit
www.
healthyabingdon.
org.uk

Everymonth we’d like
to feature a member of

our trust inour
newsletter andwebsite.

Wouldyou like to tell us
whyyou areamember and

what your interests are? Please
email FT.MembershipCommunity
@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk –don’t be shy!

He was instrumental
in the creation of

Healthy Abingdon to
forge better links

between the NHS and
the community and is
a member of Oxford

Health

David
Butterworth

‘
We are very well
served in Abingdon.
We have a community
hospital and the minor
injuries unit and good
GP services, which is
great



Linda Scott, a customer
relationship manager at Staffing
Solutions

Soo Yeo, operational manager
Emergency Medical Unit and
Hospitals at Home

While last year’s scholars continue to
implement their improvement ideas and
consolidate their relationship with OHI,
the programme continues to grow and
welcomed a new cohort of future leading
improvers in September.

—OXFORDHEALTHCAREIMPROVEMENT —

‘
The first cohort have shown
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A significant reduction in self
harm incidents was just one
of the ‘brilliant' results

revealed at celebrations to mark the
first year of Oxford Health
Improvement's scholars.
Board member, Sir Jonathan Asbridge,

commended improvements to the trust
workforce management system,
accurately recording agency shifts and
invoices to significantly improve efficency
and productivity.
Other achievements by the 14 scholars

include improving the patient experience
of those with autism spectrum disorder,
and the documentation and management
of pain in community hospitals.
OHI focuses on quality improvement to

promote safety and quality of care for
patients and their families.
The programme recently celebrated its

first anniversary with 14 scholars
presenting their quality improvement
projects, showcasing their ideas and the
results so far.
The scholars carry out their normal

duties in the workplace whilst attending
the one-year OHI programme.
Following completion of the course,

attendees are then considered leaders of
quality improvement, giving them tools to
develop projects, coach others and
support the trust’s overarching mission to
provide safe, better quality care to its
patients and improve the working lives of
our staff.
A project supported by OHI at

Marlborough House in Swindon has
already seen self-harm incidents reduce
by 37% by introducing twilight shifts and
a wider activity programme.

Dr Jill Bailey, Associate Clinical Director
at OHI said: “The first cohort have shown
heaps of enthusiasm, a wealth of practice-
based knowledge and real passion for
their projects, demonstrating that working
towards excellence in practice brings
enjoyment to our job.
“The scholars have achieved great

results in their projects and will continue
to implement change to strive for further
improvements.”
Chief executive Stuart Bell CBE praised

the group of scholars: “I am delighted to
see the impact which this first cohort of
scholars has achieved on this exciting

programme. The results so far from the
projects are brilliant.
“These scholars are pioneers, with a

chance to influence not only their own
departments, but the wider trust. I look
forward to welcoming the next cohort and
wish them every success with their
projects.”
The scholars’ work was celebrated at a

special anniversary get together at the
POWIC building on the Warneford
Hospital site in Oxford.

Chief nurse Marie Crofts presented
certificates to the scholars and applauded
the group for their achievements.
Congratulations to the first cohort of

scholars:
• Beatrice Anastasiou, speech and

language therapist
• Katie Cleaver, emergency planning

lead
• Jessica Deguara, clinical lead

community therapy
• Romaine Dekker, psychiatrist
• Preeteema Gungah, modern

matron
• Steve Marcus, preceptorship lead
• Clare McGivern, psychiatrist
• Angus McLellan, psychiatrist
• Priti Naik, lead for CQC standards

and quality
• Sib Nyathi, modern matron
• Sandra Parker, quality and clinical

standard facilitator
•

• Chris Swindale, respiratory
physiotherapist

•

Oxford Healthcare Improvement celebrates the success of its first cohort of
14 scholars with projects bringing tangible & positive changes to patients

heaps of enthusiasm, a
wealth of knowledge and
real passion for their
projects, demonstrating
that working towards
excellence in practice
brings enjoyment
to our job

How can you contact us?
If you have ideas for a project or just

want to visit to see what the team do,
come and meet us. We are based at:
POWIC Building
Warneford Hospital
Warneford Lane, Oxford, OX3 7JX
T: 01865 901 489 or
E: OxfordHealthCareImprovement

@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk
W: oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/oxford-

healthcare-improvement/about-us/
Twitter: @OxHealthImprove
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—OXFORDHEALTHCAREIMPROVEMENT —

Sandra Parker, Romaine Dekker, Angus McLellan, Linda Scott, SooYeo, Steve Marcus, Marie Crofts, Chris
Swindale, Priti Naik, JessicaDeguara, Beatrice Anastasiou, Sib Nyathi, PreeteemaGungah

MarlboroughHouse in Swindon is
a self-contained child and
adolescent unitwith 12 inpatient
beds space for six day patients.

Aproject supportedby OHI has seen
self-harmincidents reduce by37%
throughadditional twilight shifts and
regular eveningactivities supported
byextra staff.

The projectwas introduced
followinganincrease inboth the
amount and severity of self-harm
incidents, resulting in anegative
effect on the therapeutic environment
andnursingmorale. The addition of
twilight shifts promptedextremely
positive results:

Β 52% reduction in self-harm
Β 27% reduction in violence and

aggression
Β 20% reduction in theuse of

restraint
Β 45% reduction in thenumber of

long term (>2weeks) sick days
Filling additional twilight shifts with

wardor bank staff rather than agency
staff resulted in anetcost reductionof
£13,850. The reduction in incidents
saves around300hours of staff time
annually.

Having accurate records and ensuring
everyone gets paid in the right way and
the right time is essential - especially
when you rely on temporary staffing. All
Oxford Health’s agency workers are
procured, managed and paid centrally
by Staffing Solutions.
It was found there was a lot of time

intensive and resource zapping
inaccuracies on the system causing
multiple issues for our temporary
workforce.
An OHI project, lead by scholar Linda

Scott, a customer relations manager at
Staffing Solutions, addressed the issues
to produce accurate records. This was
achieved with continual communication
and written processes to allow for
consistency.
Her project saw several successes

including a reduction of invoice queries
and 95% of invoices paid on time.

What does the team do?
The OHI team works alongside both

clinical and non-clinical teams to assist
them in improving the quality of the
service that the teams deliver. The
improvements can benefit patients,
families, carers and staff. There may be a
small area that staff would like to improve
upon in a single work environment or a
larger project involving multiple areas. The
OHI team helps to systematically analyse
problems and develop effective
interventions. Changes are tested by

regular measurement and continuously
reviewed to support sustainable
improvement. We are happy to be a point
of contact for any advice regarding
improvement ideas – just ask and we will
endeavour to help you.
The team also provides quality

improvement (QI) training to staff to
develop individuals and teams enabling
others to manage and develop projects.
You can find out more about the training

offered can be found at www. oxfordhealth.
nhs.uk/oxford-healthcare-improvement) or
by contacting the team directly.
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